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Two popular
types. In a
range of sizes
to grip from
r so 2,,

Delivery
from
Stock.

No.
81

No.
80

No.
300

A drawing
board slip
Plated finish, de-
livery from
4/- cloy, pi,.

The most compre-hensive
informative ed-

uook
text

yeton springspublished.
-10/6 post free.

PakSi CUM?S

in ever/ shape
and size

steel clips,
ze clips, stainless

clips, etc., etc.

Here we show a tiny selection
from the enormous

range
e have produced.

Our Research
Department

can design
any clip to your own specificati

(9 3 years
of clip -making

experience
is at your disposal.)

Sole Makers :
HERBERT TERRY & SONS LTD. REDDITCH. London Birmingham  Manchester
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JOHNSON 'WELLCOME '

PHOTOGRAPHIC YEAR BOOK
FOR 1950

THE new edition of this invaluable pocket diary and photographic
compendium has now been published. Your dealer will

have copies. The technical information, covering 100 pages, has
been COMPLETELY REVISED AND BROUGHT UP TO DATE. The

popular Exposure Calculator, with its bold,
clear figures, has been ADAPTED TO CONFORM
WITH THE NEW BRITISH STANDARD EXPOSURE
TABLES. Provision has been made on this
calculator to cover artificial light exposures
and it can now also be used for reversal tine
films and colour films without in any way
altering its simplicity. The Diary itself, the
pages for recording exposure data, the tables
showing the hour -by -hour light variations for
every month in the year FOR EVERY PART OF
THE GLOBE all appear as usual together with
the clearly set out information on developing
and other darkroom processes for which the

Year Book is noted. Strongly bound and beautifully printed this
JOHNSON WELLCOME ' Year Book should be in the possession of
every amateur photographer.

PRICE 51- (Inc. purchase tax)

GET A COPY FROM YOUR DEALER
All ' Tabloid ' photographic products are
manufactured by Burroughs Wellcome & Co.
They are packed and issued to dealers by

JOHNSONS OF HENDON LIMITED
Established 1743

11A7(i r T' -`"f

4-6-0 " Super Enterprise "

NEW 15 LIVE STEAM MODELS
Based on our successful " Enterprise " design, this 4-6-0 is a power-
ful and handsome Gauge " 0 " steam -driven model locomotive.
Price £13.7.8 (including purchase tax). It is one of ten different
types of models in this popular gauge. Other models with clock-
work, electric or steam drive from £6.16.10.

1r scale
BURRELL TRACTION ENGINE

The 1.1,in. scale Burrell Traction Engine 
is yet another of the new models for
the amateur constructor. Available

as full set of castings with complete
constructional drawings.

Write now for Gauge '0' "Model Railway Cata-
logue" (GO/12) Price 1/-. Also for illustrated
leaflet giving details of the Burrell Traction Engine
or call at our London or Manchester Showrpoms to

inspect full range of models available.

We invite you to visit our Showrooms in London or Manchester.

BASSETT-LOWKE LTD.
Head Office & Works

NORTHAMPTON
London : 112, High Holborn, W.C.I.
Manchester : 28, Corporation Street.

THE ZYTO ' 33/8" LATH E
BACK GEARED SCREWCUTTING SLIDING
SURFACING GAP BED SET OVER TA1L3TOCK

COMPOUND SLIDE REST  ETC
BRITAIN'S FINEST LATHE VALUE

BETWEEN CENTRES

BRIEF SPECIFICATION
Height of centres ...
Distance between centres
Headstock Mandrel adrni s
Tailstock Barrel admits ...
Height from Saddle ...
Height from gap ...

BOOK YOUR LATHE NOW
CASH PRICE £25 -10 - 0

COMPLETE AS SHOWN

FIRST PAYMENT
AND

TWELVE
PAYMENTS OF

35/10.

ILLUSTRATED LEAFLET AND FULL DETAILS FREE ON REQUEST

S. TYZACK & SON LTD.
341-345 OLD STREET, LONDON, E.C.I.
TELEPHONES : CLERKENWELL 8301 TEN LINES. GRAMS:: TYZGAR AVE:, LONDON

WHICH OF THESE STATEMENTS IS CORRECT ?

The BRIDGES Pipe Die costs more to buy but is cheaper to maintain than any other type,
and it gets more work done, more easily, in less time. Its outstanding feature is the
tangential arrangement of the chasers. These are made of a special high-speed steel and
are very easily reground by hand on any grinding wheel down to about one quarter of their
original length. For ease of cutting, BRIDGES Pipe Dies are unequalled, enabling one
operator to cut the correct thread on large diameter pipe in one easy operation.

Ask your usual supplier to show them to you. Illu;tra:ed book/et sent free on request

BRIDGES RATCHET -OPERATED, TANGENTIAL PIPE DIE
S. N. ERIDGES & CO. LTD., PARSONS GREEN LANE, LONDON, S.W.6. RENown 1177,8
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Television Without Tears
OUR Kit of Parts (down to the last nut and bolt) is proving doubly popular because
(a) the price of 216 19s. 6. is amazingly low, and (b) the explicit nature of our
instructions and easy to follow point-to-point wiring diagrams ensure success
for all. Its most convincing feature, however, is that the conversion of ex -
government units is NOT involved.
The Televisor is built from standard radio components and assembled on two
chassis, one for the Vision Receiver, Sound Receiver and Time Base, the other
for the Power Supplies. It operates on A.C. Mains 200-250 volts.

If price is the primary consideration we can supply the complete Kit for only
215.0.0. The valves and C.R. Tube are slightly used but guaranteed perfect in
this case. Carriage charge on either Kit is 10s.

Price of the comprehensive point-to-point wiring diagrams and 17 pages of
data is 5s. post free. May we urge you to send for these initially. If a Kit is
subsequently purchased the 5s. will, of course, be credited. PLEASE SPECIFY
LONDON OR SUTTON COLDFIELD WHEN ORDERING THIS DATA.

NOTE THESE STAR FEATURES
NO KNOWLEDGE OF TELEVISION TECHNIQUE ESSENTIAL!
ALL PARTS COMPLETE, BRAND NEW, AND OF THE FINEST
QUALITY 1 ALL PARTS MAY BE PURCHASED SEPARATELY !
UNIQUE " AFTER -SALES " SERVICE. TESTING AND ALIGNMENT
OF RECEIVERS AFTER COMPLETION OF ASSEMBLY UNDERTAKEN
FOR A NOMINAL SUM !

Our Televisor is equal to many commercial models. Why not come along and
see a demonstration during viewing hours ?

FURTHER BARGAINS
American 1FF Units. Supplied complete with 10 International Octal -based
valves and motor generator, which is easily converted to amotor running from
either A.C. or D.C. 230 v. mains. Valve line-up : six of 6SH7, two 6H6 and two
7193; together with redaction drive, carbon pile voltage regulator and chock-full
of condensers, resistors and relays. In new condition. Only 27/6 each, carriage
paid, while they last. A unique opportunity !
G.E.C. Receiver type B2. Ex -Government. A super sec for the country listener.
This is a superhet receiver employing an RF stage, frequency changer, IF stage,
double -diode triode, and push-pull output. Valve line-up is: W21, HD24, and two
KT2. Operation is from a 6 v. accumulator by means of the internal vibrator
pack. The receiver covers from 13 metres to 550 metres without any breaks
in 4 Wavebands. It was intended for use abroad, is exceptionally sensitive and
the output from the 8in. P.M. speaker is equal to that of most Mains Receivers,
both in volume and quality. Contained in a wooden cabinet 18 x 18 x 13 ins.
As new and in perfect condition. ONLY 26 I9s. 6d., plus 10s. carriage and packing.

Best It..,, at Britain's
CHARLES BRITAIN (RADIO) LTD.

(Dept. P.M.) 'Phone : TEMPLE BAR 0545

II, Upper Saint Martin's Lane, London, W.C.2
Shop Hours : 9-6 p.m. (9-I p.m. Thursday)

OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY

cBR

HIGH FIDELITY
REPRODUCTION

TYPE ' K '

S. G. BROWN, Type t K'
Moving Coil Headphones supply
that High Fidelity Reproduction
demanded for DX work, monitor-
ing and laboratory purposes, etc.

OUTSTANDING
CHARACTERISTICS

D.C. RESISTANCE 47 Ohms.

IMPEDANCE 52 Ohms at 1,000 c.o.s.

SENSITIVITY, 1.2 a 10-12 watts at I kc.
.0002 Dyne/cm'".

PRICE £5.5.0 PER PAIR

Descriptive Literature on request.

Your local dealer can supply.

*For details of other S. G. Brown Headphones (prices
from 30/- to 7716) write for illustrated Brochure " P.M."

Telephone : Watford 7241

SHAKESPEARE STREET, WATFORD, HERTS
-1,2111111

WILCO ELECTRONICS
204, Loner Addiscomlie ltd., Crol 11011

A.C. INDUCTION MOTORS. Single
Phase 1,425 r.p.m., all voltages, ideal for

workshop andindustrial
uses. Heavy
duty. silen t
running. N
radio inter
Terence.

h.p. £6 5 6
h.p. £6 17 3
h.p. £8 8 7

Carr. and pack-
ing. 10-.

THERMOSTAT SWITCH. - Bimetal
type in sealed glass tube. 21 in. x din.. 30 deg.
Cent. Ideal for Aquariums. 5.- each.
TELEPHONE HAND SETS.-Brand new,
with 4 -way cord, 15/-.
VOLTMETERS. -0-300 A.C. Moving Iron
2din. Flush, 17/6: 0-300 D.C. Moving coil
21n. Flush, 10/6. Electrostatic 0-750v.
211n. 25/-; 0-2000 2110. 35/-; 0-5000
31in. 00/-. .0-300 A.C. Moving Iron, 3 in.
Surface, 22:6: 0-250 A.C. Moving Coil
Rectifier Type. adin. Flush, so-.
MICROAMMETER.-F.S.D. 25 microamp,
scaled 0-500, 211n., 57/6.

MAINS MOTORS, 200/250v. A.C. with gear-
box, Blower, etc.. very powerful, converted
from rotary transformer, ideal for model
work, grinders, polishing mops, etc. You
will be amazed at the power developed by
this motor. Price only 35.'-.
CLOCKWORK MECHANISM.-Precision-
made movement adaptable for photographic
timing, etc.. with contacts making and
breaking twice per second, so can be used
for switching on and off lamps. etc. Brand
new in soundproof cabinet with thermostat
temperature control. Price only 15/6.
WEE MEGGERS in leather carrying case,
brand new, 27-10-0 each.
P.M. SPEAKERS in cabinet gin. x 7iin.
x 4in., 17/6 each.
MASTS, TELESCOPIC, extending to 12ft.
In 7 sections, 15/6, nst 2/..
THERMOSTAT. Satchwell 121n. stem,
0/250 volts A.C./D.C., 10 to 90 deg. Cent., 35/-.
24 -VOLT MOTOR witlireductiOri gait% and
cam -operated switchei suitable for model
work, 15/8.
CO -AXIAL CABLE for Television down
leads, impedance 75 ohms,. 101d, per yard.

takeri
SalaFLUX

?IVOTa

ONLY HEAT REQUIRED TO COMPLETE THE JOB

OBTAINABLE FROM ALL IRONMONGERS
Established 1834

SIR Wm. BURNETT I, CO, (Chemicals) LTD,

GREAT WEST ROAD, ISLEWORTH, MIDDLESEX

BELFAST TORONTO MELBOURNE
JOHANNESBURG WELLINGTON Ni..

Srnee's

Mode/craft
Magazine
NUMBER 12, VOLUME 2

CONTENTS
Modelmakers &
Inventions by H. S. Coleman
No man with an inventive turn of mind
should go in ignorance of how he can
protect his ideas. Without legal jargon
this article tells you something of how you
stand in the matter of patenting an inven-
tion.

Road Transport
Vehicles ty J. T. Hill
Several new methods of modelling road
vehicles, the result of many months of
experiment are described.

Paper Sculpture
by K. R. Cotton

This fascinating art will help you to get
a lot of fun out of devising new Party
decorations for your home.

and many other interesting
features 1 /- post free or from
your model shop.

MODEL SHOPS !
Are you handling Modelcraft Productions
We will gladly open a direct account and
supply you promptly with your choice of
500 sound selling lines. Ask about our
" Direct Mail " scheme.

MODELCRAFT LTD
77 (L), Grosvenor Road, London, S.W.I
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DUROFIX
The indispensable ad-
hesive for instant use on
crockery, glass, wood,
metal, celluloid and the

thousand and one things handled by the hobbies
enthusiast. Instant drying, insulating, water-
proof and heatproof. Durofix is grand for repairs
to electrical, sports and leather goods. Tubes
gd. and I/3d. Tins 2/9d. and 7/6.

UNDILUTED ANIMAL
GLUE OF INCOMPARABLE
STRENGTH

Ready for instant use for the many purposes
for which an extra -strong glue is needed. Wood,
cloth, fabric, felt, leather and any greaseless
surface can be stuck with Duroglue. Tubes 6d.
and r/-. Tins 2/3d. and 3/9d.

PLASTIC WOOD
APPLIED LIKE
PUTTY,
DRIES LIKE WOOD

Can be cut, planed, polished and painted like wood.
Will take nails and screws like wood. It does
not blister, crack or decay. Rawlplug Plastic
Wood is actually the best quality product of its
kind on the market. Tubes 9d. Tins 2/- and 5/-.

ELASTIC
SEALING COMPOUND

Forms permanently elastic waterproof joints
with great adhesive qualities to any dry surface.
Resists vibration or shock and will not break
away with expansion or contraction. Non -
crumbling, non -staining, does not exude oil.
Can be painted in a few hours. Ideal for boat -
builders. In easy -to -use tubes at r/6d.

IRON CEMENT.

MAKES SOLDERING
CERTAIN AND SIMPLE

AtErHivigivit

7 SOLDERING,S% IRON/.
Ni.

This is a guaranteed electric tool which will pay for
itself many times over by repairing and giving longer
life to metal household goods. In the workshop it is
indispensable. Supplied with Standard bit for 21/-.
Hatchet or Pencil bit for 22/-. Voltages roo/ric,

200/220, 230/250.
Universal AC/DC.

No iron is needed with Rawlplug Heatless Solder which
is in paste form and dries in a few minutes. It is very
useful for quick repairs to metalwork, but is not
suitable for wireless or electrical connections. Tubes 9d.

Rawlplug Iron Cement
hardens very quickly and
only needs mixing with
water. It will repair Water

and Gas pipes, Radiators, Cisterns, Buckets, Kettles,
Saucepans, Stoves, Kitchen Utensils, etc., etc. r/- per
tin.

RAWLPLUGS FIXING DEVICES AND TOOLS
Whatever your fixing problems, there's a Rawlplug Device that will
solve it for you-easily and quickly. Rawlplugs make neat and absolutely
firm fixings in any material from plaster or brick to stone or slate, with
a size for every screw from No. 3 up to tin. coach screws. Rawlplug Tools
are easy to use and ensure a perfect hole without damage to surrounding
surfaces. Other Rawlplug Devices include Rawlbolts for heavy duty
fixings, Rawlanchors and Toggle Bolts for thin or hollow materials and
Rawlclips for instant fixing of conduits and cables to girders-a device in
fact for every need. Rawlplug products can be obtained from Iron-
mongers, Hardware Dealers, Builders' Merchants or Stores.

THE RAWLPLUG COMPANY LTD. LONDON.' S.W7.

Feeling Chilly !
Then make a

CONVECTION
HEATER

Ex Admiralty HEATING
UNITS fitted with 3 -pin brass
plug and socket, Copper -clad
enclosed elements are used
and these are again enclosed
in sheet metal half cylindri-
cal containers. Fit one of
these into a metal cabinet
and you have an excellent
convection heater..
In places where appearance is
not important all you need
extra is the wire, as the
heaters work perfectly well
as they are, without extra
casing, the actual element
being totally enclosed.
PRICES :
2 k.w. 220/230 v. 9/- each.
500 w. 220/230 v. 9/- each.
2 k.w. 110 v. 5/. each.
500 w. 110 v. 5/- each.
CARRIAGE 2/- EXTRA per

Heater.
* Sketches and details of suitable cabinet

are supplied with each heater.
Two 110 v. types wired in series can be

used on 220/230 v. mains without any diffi-
culty arising.

MOTORISTS
!!!

Get away to an easy start

whatever
the weather

by using a PORTABLE
CAR HEATER

Made for the Services these portable
heaters will save freeze -ups and
prevent your car being ruined by a
cracked cylinder block. Just place
one of these heaters under the
bonnet and plug into the mains.
Absolutely safe, being flame -proof
there is no fire risk, and no messy

filling with fuel. All motorists should order
right away while stocks last. 500 w. 220;230
v. Price, 17/6. Plus 2/6 carriage.

Write to Dept. K
INSTRUMENT  Co.
244 Harrow Rd., W.2
Send 210, stamped, addressed envelope

for our latest list.

THORNTON§
DRAVVING 

INSTRUMENTS

We are the
largest manu-
facturers of
high-grade
Drawing I n -
struments and
Slide Rules in
the British Empire, and
have gained a reputa-
tion throughout the
world for superb quality and accuracy. Insist
on using only Thornton's for complete satisfaction.
Our illustrated Catalogue; which includes particulars
instruments, sent on request.

PDC
SLI DE
RULES

of all drawing

A. G Ti-FOR.NTON LTD
Duzartng -,7raMturtent Specthiat4

WYT4-1-GNI34AWE, M ANCHff TE R.

Tel : WYThenshawe 2277 (4 lines)

THE

BURGESS
vibro-tool

* Writes on STEEL, GLASS
WOOD 'or PLASTICS

The Vibro-Tool enables you to write on
Steel, Glass, Wood or Plastics as easily as

writing with a pencil.

Operates off 220-250 volt, 50 cycle A.G.
Supply. Just connect to any electric light

socket or plug point.

Sole distributors for Scotland : H. A. Dawson.
Bowman, 8/10, Beech Avenue, Glasgow, 5.1,

Complete
with standard

engraving
point.
5215

De Luxe Kit
9716

BURGESS PRODUCTS
COMPANY, LTD.,
Vibro-Tool Dept.,

Hinckley, Leicester
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I.C.S. TRAINED MEN
are in Greater Demand
than Ever-Maximum production
depends on high technical skill, such

as that acquired by I.C.S. Students

TENS OF THOUSANDS MORE
TRAINED MEN ARE URGENTLY
NEEDED NOW-BUT THERE IS
NO WORTH -WHILE PLACE FOR

THE UNTRAINED
Ambitious men everywhere have succeeded through

I.C.S. Home -Study Couries. So also can you.

The man with an I.C.S. Training in any one of the subjects
listed below knows it thoroughly, completely, practically.
And he knows how to apply it in his everyday work.

Accountancy
Advertising
Aero Engineering
Air and Vacuum

Brakes
Air -Conditioning
Architecture
Architectural Drawing
Auditing
Boiler Engineering
Book-keeping
Building Construction
Building Specifications
Business Training
Business Management
Carpentry
Chemical Engineering
Chemistry, I. & 0.
Civil Engineering
Clerk of Works
Coal Mining
Colliery Examiner's
Colliery Overman's
Commercial Art
Concrete Engineering

Diesel Engines
Draughtsmanship

State which branch)
Drawing Office Practice
Electrical Engineering
Electric Power, Light-

ing, Transmission,
Traction

Eng. Shop Practice
Fire Engineering
Free -Lance Journalism
Fuel Technology
Heating and Ventilation
Hydraulic Engineering
Hydro -Electric
Illumination Eng.
Industrial Management
Joinery
Lettering
Machine Designing
Machine -Tool Work
Marine Engineers
Mechanical Drawing
Mechanical Engineering
Mine Surveying

Mining Engineering
Motor Engineering
Motor Mechanic
Motor Vehicle Elec.
Municipal Eng.
Plastics
Plumbing
Quantity Surveying
Radio Engineering
Radio Service Eng.
Refrigeration
Sales Management
Salesmanship
Sanitary and Domestic

Engineering
Sheet -Metal Work
Short -Story Writing
Steam Engineering
Structural Steelwork
Surveying
Telegraph Engineering
Television Technology
Welding, Gas and Elec.
Woodworking Drawing
Works Engineering

And most of the Technical. Professional, Commercial and Civil Service
Examinations ; also U.C.T.A. Exam, in Salesmanship.

students preparing for Examinations are coached till successful)

If you need technical training, our advice on any matter concerning
your work and your career is yours for the asking-free and without
obligation. Let us send you our special free booklet on the subject in which you
are specially interested. DON'T DELAY. Make ACTION your watchword

The successful man DOES to -day what the failure
INTENDS doing to -morrow. Write to us TO -DAY

Use this Coupon

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS LTD
Dept. 95, International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.2

Please send me the free booklet describing your Courses in

Name Age
(USE BLOCK LETTERS)

Address

Addresses for 0 Readers
Australia : 140. Elizabeth Street, Sydney.
Egypt : 40, Sharia Malika Farida, Cairo.
Eire : Anglesea Street, Dublin, C.4.

- India : Lakshmi Bldgs., Sir Pherozsha Mehta Rd., Fort,
Bombay.

New Zealand : 182, Wakefield Street, Wellington.
N. Ireland : 26, Howard Street, Belfast.
South Africa : 45, Shortmarket Street Cape Town.

ICS

THE " FLUXITE QUINS "
AT WORK

" Surprising what FLUXITE
will do,

Toe fixed up this dummy for you.''
Good gracious ! What cheek !

Why I'm not a freak
Or the circus fat lady,.!

cried 00.

For all SOLDERING work-you need FLUXITE-the paste flux
--with which even dirty metals are soldered and " tinned." For
the jointing of lead-without solder ; and the " running " of white
metal bearings-without " tinning " the bearing. It is suitable
for ALL METALS-excepting ALUMINIUM-and can be used
with safety on ELECTRICAL and other sensitive apparatus.

With Fluzite joints cast be "wiped"
successfully that are impossible

by any other method
Used for over 40 years in Government works and by leading
engineers and manufacturers. Of all Ironmongers-in tins,
10d., 1/6 and 3/-.

gaTO CYCLISTS! For stronger wheels that
wwill remain round and true, here's a time -
tested tip. Tie the spokes where they cross
with fine wire AND SOLDER. It's simple-
with FLUX ITE-but IMPORTANT.

THE "FLUXITE
GUN puts "FLUX-
ITE " where you
want it by a simple

pressure.
Price 2/6 or filled

3/6

ALL MECHANICS WIZ HAVEN

FLUXITE
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

Write for Book on the ART OF " SOFT" SOLDERING and for Leaflets on
CASE -HARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING TOOLS with FLUXITE.

Also on " WIPED JOINTS." Price Id. Each.

FLUXITE LTD., Dept. P.M., Bermondsey Street, S.E.I

MONEY MAKERS
Have Something Fresh This Winter : Make yourself a Wire Recorder. Record the
family gathering and astonish the aunts with your cleverness. Total cost, including
amplifier, well under 220. or anything up to £10 if you already have a suitable ampli-
fier. All the details, circuits and Constructional Data from us only 2,8. Tape
Recorder Data 5s. Post Free.
Radio Control Your Own Model Boat or Aeroplane and keep it out of harm's way.
Send 3131 for Constructional Data and drawings of homemake 27 m/cs. licence -free
unit. All parts in stock. No radio knowledge needed-Just a modeller with common-
sense.
Radio Suppressors for " dirty " mains, 5/- each, including post.
Rectifiers -12v. at 5a., 17/6 each : 12v. at Ha., 12/6 each ; 6v, at la., 419, all inc.
post. Transformers to suit in stock.
Headphones With lead and lack -plug ; brand new, very good quality, only 4/11 plus
941. postage.
Contact Microphones for pianos, guitars, violins. etc., 12/6.
230v. A.C./D.C. Battery Chargers, 171, postage 1/6. Will charge your neighbours'
radio accumulators.
230v. A.C. 1).C. Motors for working Singer Sewing Machines. Supplied with on -off
foot switch and driving belt, 1943, Plus 1/6 postage.
Indoor Television Aerials, range 30 miles, Sutton Coldfield ; 25 miles. Alexandra
Park. 25/- each, state transmitter.
Water pumps, ideal for garden ponds, 230v. A.C. pumps, 250 g.p.h., 23/5,, plus 2.6
postage,
230v. Motors with Gear Box, 1216, plus 1/6 postage. Complete withinstructions how to convert Into fan. Electric Hand Drill, Megger Tester, Mixer,
hand -driven generator to light 230v. 25 -watt bulb and 6v. 3 amp. bulb.

PARK RADIO of MANOR PARK
67618, Romford Road, London, E.12.

Plastics (Manchester) Ltd.
II, WHITWORTH STREET. MANCHESTER, I.
Tel.: CEN. 0272-1725.

BUY YOUR SUPPLIES FROM THE LEADING PLASTIC
STOCKISTS FOR THE MODEL MAKER AND HOBBYIST

As Official Stockists for
IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES

LTD
ERINOID, LTD., and UTILEX, LTD.

we stock
" PERSPEX " (Acrylic sheet). Clear

and all colours sheet and rod. From
III6in. thick upwards (Standard I.C.I.
prices)._

" CRINOTHENE " (Brand of Poly-
thene). This is a ductile embossed
sheet about .015 thick in all colours.
Sold by the yard, 34in. wide. Used for
lampshades, bags, etc., etc.

"CASEIN " Sheet, Rod and Tubes, etc.
CAST RESIN in a variety of shades and

forms.
P.V.C. SHEETING (Admiralty Speci-

fication) for Curtains, Aprons. Rain-
wear, Shower Curtains, etc.

ACETATE FILM and SHEET. All
colours, plain and embossed, for
Lampshades, Fabricating, etc.

Lacquers and Dyes for " Perspex "
(Acrylic Resin). Cements, Polishes,
Luminescent Powders, Transfers,
Instructional Manuals, etc.

Specialists in fabrication, injection mould-
ing and engraving.

Free Price Lists and
information on request.
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CLYDESIIALE
Barg^nins in Ex -Service Electronic Equipment

Brand New. in Maker's Cartons. 11.151. Brand New.
A. UNIVERSAL MOTOR JUMPER LEAD ASS. (forWS-19)

60ft. of 5 -core flex fitted each end with a
5 -way rubber plug-ZA2994.
CLYDESDALE'S
PRICE ONLY 7 POST/6 PAID

,,,By simple external wiring, full data Sup-
Wied. For 220-250 volts, A.C. or D.C.

elflAains. New method gives better than
h.p.

.Ideal for light bench work, the unit has a
lain. spindle which becomes available for

ving when the fan is removed.
T1X.
Motor Generator type 29. Size 11 x 51 ins.
Input 24v. 16 a. Output 1,200 v. 200 mA.
CLYDESD ALE'S 25/_ CARRIAGE
PRICE ONLY PAID

Brand New, in Maker's Carton
REMOTE CONTACTOR No. 4

(Relay 24v.) with ratchet drive
mechanism, switch, etc., used for remote
switching. Unit size ; dia., 31 ins., flange
dia. 4 ins., depth 2) ins.

CLYDESDALE'S PRICE ONLY
2/8 each 27/6 per doz. POST

WEE MEGGER TEST SETS
w,Megger, Test Set, 20 Megs at 250 volts
500 volt conversion data available,
Made by Evershed and Vignoles, Ltd.
CLYDESDALE'S £5.19-6 PAID

ONLY PAID

NOWNOW READY
New Illustrated List No. 6 (152 pages),
send 6d. to cover distribution cost. Please
print name and address.

H.152. Brand New.
CONNECTOR 12 PT (for WS -19)
12ft. tin. of 12 -way rubber covered cable
fitted each end with a 12 -way metal clad
socket ZA/US 10624.
CLYDESDALE'S 5/6 POST
PRICE ONLY PAID

H.153. Brand New.
CONNECTOR 4 PT (for WS -19)
4ft. lin. of 6 -way braided screened rubber
covered cable fitted one end with a six -
way socket ZA/US 10631, a chassis union
fitted to the other end, the lead left flying
with solder tags.
CLYDESDALE'S
PRICE ONLY 3/6 POST

PAID

56.154. Brand New.
CO -AXIAL CONNECTOR

(for WS -19)
4ft. length of tuned co -ax. feeder, fitted
with a Pye angle socket at one end, and a
direct entry socket at' the other.
CLYDESDALE'S
PRICE ONLY 2/6 POST

PAID

H.155. Brand New..
CONNECTOR 12 PT (for WS -19)
Eft. 8in. 12 -way braided cable rubber
covered, fitted each end with a 12 -way
socket-ZA/US 10625.
CLYDESDALE'S POST
PRICE ONLY 3/6 PAID

H.163X
SPECIAL CABLE BARGAIN

OFFER
6 lengths Cables as above, 2/11151, 1 each,
H152, H153, H154, H155. all Brand New.
CLYESDALE'S
PRICE ONLY 19/6 n3,7§

Order direct from:

CLYDESDALE SU"LYCO. LTD.
'Phone: SOUTH 270619

Visit Our Branches in Scotland, England and Northern Ireland

2, Bridge Street,
Glasgow, C.5.

PHOTO COPYING
BLUE PRINTS

As actual manufac-
turers of all types
of sensitised photo
materials, Haldens are
in a unique position
as print room sup-
pliers. Materials for
Blue Prints, Dyeline
Prints, Gas Developed
Prints, Sepia Prints,
"Ferazo " Blue Prints,
Ferro Gallic Prints,

etc.

The brand names
" Dyalyn," " Neut-
ralyn," " Vaporax,"
" Cyano," " Ferazo "

are your guarantee of
complete satisfaction.
Illustrated is the
" Ferazo " Develop-
ing Machine. Write
for fully descriptive

leaflet.

OF MANCHESTER
J. HALDEN & CO., LTD., 8, ALBERT SQUARE, MANCHESTER 2.

Branches at London, memeast.e.on.Tyne, Birmingham, Glasgow, Leed; and Bristol.

111111111111111111111.1111111MMININIIMMIN

ANTI -VIBRATION

MOUNTINGS
Rubber Metal - bonded

A useful mounting that will be
found invaluable in the installa-
tion of machines, equipment,
instruments, electrical apparatus,
motors, etc., and wherever
complete elimination of vibra-
tion is essential.
Can be mounted to take an
81b. load in any position.
Gives flexibility in all directions.

Box of 10 Mountings

7/6 Post Free
(Dept. P.M.)

WIRELESS INSTRUMENTS

(LEEDS) LTD

54-56, The Headrow, Leeds
Tel: 22262

ruccrieloiAm WOODWORKING
-7a LATH E

TYPE
Mls

MANUFACTURERS
OF

QUALITY
WOODWORKING AND
METALWORKING LATHES.

SUPPLIED THROUGH LEADING
TOOL MERCHANTS

MYFORD ENGINEERING COMPANY LIMITED
BEESTON NOTTINGHAM 'Phone: 54222 (3 lines)

08.101

CHEMICAL
APPARATUS'
cArALO

CUE

pOSI 2/6 FREE

The Abridged
Chemical List,

S.A.E.

Contractors to Education
Authorities and many of the
large industrial laboratories

KCS 0 NS LTD
148 PINNER RD..HARROW, MIDDLESEX.

FOR ALL LABORATORY APPARATUS

SCHOOL and
RESEARCH LABORATORIES

have you yet had
our illustrated

catalogue ?
If not write
for a copy
to -day (free)

.mmelltnIl=n0P

FRACTIONAL H.P. EX-R.A.F.
Ith H.P. BRAND NEW,

ELECTRIC MOTORS
made by Hoovers.

EACH

Carr. 2/637/6ONLY

Qat.. Not to be con-
fused with smaller

cheaper types. Size Ilin. x 51in. x
Weight 18/1). Volts 200/250 A.C. or D.C.
2.000 r.p.m. Ideal for Polishing, Grinders,
etc. Existing Spindle fin. diam., lin. long.
All-purpose Extn. Spindles to screw on,
7/6 pair extra.
EX -ARMY HEADPHONES,
BRAND NEW AND BOXED.
Ideal for Crystal or Valve
Sets, Hospitals. etc.
Post Free SIC Two 1(11.
Per Pair u Pairs V
Precis. Insts; Bal. Arm
Units; Reed drive Corrug.
Alum. Diaphragms; Dble. H/Bands; Oft.
Cords and Plug. Worth about 42/- pr. Also
makes Boys' Tel. Set by connecting ear-
pieces to flex. Send id. S.A.E. for Radio/
Elec. List.

EX -GOVT.
ELEC. LAMP BULBS
Brand New, ex-R.N. and R.A.F. Ring
makes, less than half price. Abbrevia-
tions: w.- watts; T. -
tubular bulb; R. -round bulb; Os.-
Osram; Maz. -Mazda; Sie. -Siemens;
Ed.-Ediswan. Postage extra.
Fitted Medium Prefocus Cap: -
10v. 240w, R. Os.; Ilv. 264w, R. Os.:
12v. 240w. R. Ste.; 20v. 290w. R. Sie.:
24v. 240w. R. Maz.; 24v. 250w. T. Maz.;
26v, 240w. R. Sie.; 32v. 250w. R. Maz.;
110v. 240w. R. Maz.; ALL AT 10/- each.
12v. 100w. T. Sie.; 12v. 100w. R. Ed.;
30v. 100w. T. Maz.: 100v. 100w. T. Os.;
110v. 100w. T. Os.; 220v. 100w. T. Os.;

ALL AT 7/6 each.
Fitted Goliath Prefocus Cap: 22v.
350w. R. Maz.. 12/6; 24v. 400w. T. Os.,
10/-; 26v. 350w. R. Maz., 12,6; 110v.
1,000w. T. Ed., 151-.
Fitted Sperry Prefocus Cap: 42v.
2,500w. T. Sie., 20/-: 80v. 1.500w. T.
Maz., 7/6; 105v. 500w. T. Sie., 15/-.
ALDIS (Spec. Ftg.): 12v. -or 24v. 36w.,
2/6. Also 80v. 3,000w., or 10,000w,
G.E.S. Os., £2 or £5; 230v. 3,000w.
Bipost Maz., £2. Send 10. S.A.E. for
List of 150 other types, 2v. to 230r., for
Boats. Cars, Mines, Workshop, etc.

AUTO COLLECTIONS LTD.,
15, Lawrence Street, Northampton,
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TO AMBITIOUS
ENGINEERS

This enlarged and entirely new
edition of the valuable Handbook
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"
For 21 years this unique book has been a guiding light to Engineers all over the world. More
than t,000,000 copies have been distributed . . . there have been too editions. Still the demand
continues ! After months of research, we have been able to produce a better and even bigger
" ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES " packed from cover to cover with vital, up-to-the-
minute inforination that every engineer requires-information you must have if you want rapid
promotion, higher pay, and one of the many worth -while appointments open to technically trained
men.

176 PAGES OF PRACTICAL GUIDANCE
" ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES " ex-
plains the modern, quick way of preparing in
your spare time for recognised engineering

examinations, outlines hundreds of examination

and non -examination courses in all branches of

Engineering, describes the benefits of our Em-
ployment Dept., and enables you to visualise
a secure, better paid and more important position,

for yourself.

We definitely Guarantee

"NO PASS-NO FEE"
B.I.E.T. has helped thousands of ambitious men. We can

and will help you. It will cost you no more than a stamp to
inquire, and in any case " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES " is well
worth having. It will reveal many opportunities you are now missing and,
if you are earning less than £m a week, will be of special interest to you.
Make sure of your FREE copy by posting the coupon now.

POST THIS COUPON TODAY!
(Write if you prefer not to cut page)

Please send me FREE and entirely without obligation a copy of the new and
enlarged edition of " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES."

NAME

ADDRESS

I am interested in

(State subject, exam., or type of appointment that appeals to you.)

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
4I0A Shakespeare House, 17-19 Stratford Place, London, W.I

WHICH IS YOUR SUBJECT?
Mechanical Engineering
A.M.I.Mech.E.-CITY & GUILDS-General
Mechanical Eng.-Maintenance Eng.-Die-
sel Eng.-Sheet Metal Work-Welding-
Metallurgy-Machine Drawing & Design-
Refrigeration, etc.
Electrical Engineering
A.M.I.E.E. - CITY & GUILDS - General
Electrical Eng.-Installations-Illuminating
Eng.-Electrical Science-Electricity Sup-
ply-Meters & Measuring Instruments-
Mains Eng., etc.
Radio & Television
A.M.Brit.I.R.E. - SERVICING CERTIFI-
CATE-C. & G. Telecommunications-
General Radio Eng.-Radio Servicing-
Television Servicing-Sound 'Film Pro-
jection-Electronic Eng., etc.
Production Engineering
A.M.I.P.E.-Works Management-Fore-
manship-Staff Supervision-Planning Eng.
-Costing, etc.
Automobile Engineering
A.M.I.M.I. - CITY & GUILDS - General
Automobile Eng. - Automobile Repairs -
High Speed Diesels-Garage Management,
etc.
Building & Civil Engineering
A.M.I.C.E. - F.R.I.C.S. - L.I.O.B. -
General Building - Architectural Draw-
ing-Sanitary Eng.-General Civil Eng.
-Surveying-Specifications & Quantities
-Heating & Ventilating-Painting &
Decorating - Plumbing - Carpentry &
Joinery-Timber Technology, etc.

PLASTICS - DRAUGHTSMANSHIP-
AERONAUTICAL ENG.-FORESTRY

SOME LETTERS AFTER YOUR NAME
A.M.I.Mech.E. A.M.I.E.E. A.M.I.C.E.
F.R.I.C.S. A.M.I.Struct.E.L.I.O.B.
A.M.Brit.I.R.E. A.F.R.Ae.S. A.M.I.E.E.

HUNDREDS OF OTHER COURSES
(Tell us what interests you)

THE IS THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD
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L11 EDITOR
CAMM

Owing to the paper shortage " The Cyc ist," "Practical Motorist," and " Home Movies " are temporarily incorporated.

FAIR COMMENT
COMPETITION FOR MODEL MAKERS

FOLLOWING on our lathe competition
I now offer a first prize of £20,
second prize of £1o, third prize of

£5, for the best design and description of
a working model made and designed by the
competitor. Here are the conditions :
i. The design must be the original work

of the competitor. The model must not
be the constructed version of a published
design.

2. Drawings should be to scale and accom-
panied by a photograph or photographs,
and a s,000 -word description, which
should include a list of components and
sources of supply.

3. Models made round ex -Government
surplus or scrap parts are not permitted.
It must be possible for anyone to be
able to make the model from readily
obtainable parts.

4. Models may be of locomotives, aeroplanes,
steam engines, machine tools; in fact, of
anything which works.

5. Readers may submit the actual model
if they so desire. It will be returned
when the judging is complete.

6. Competitors should state whether they
are professionals or amateurs, as this will
be taken into account in the judgment.

7. Models which have already received
awards in open competition are expressly
excluded, and it is a condition of entry
that the model has not previously been
described in any periodical, Look or news-
paper.

8. Entries should be received not later than
March 1st, 1950, and be addressed to The
Editor, PRACTICAL MECHANICS, George
Newnes Limited, Tower House, South-
ampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

9. The Editor does not accept any responsi-
bility for the loss of models, nor damage
to them, but every care will be taken to
see that they are returned in good con-
dition.

so. Stamps for return by registered parcel
post must be enclosed.

RECORDING OF TELEVISION
WITH the advent of television recording,

or " telefilm " as it is called, a new
tool has been placed in the hands of the
television programme builders. Until now
television pictures have been ephemeral:
however notable the event, however great
the labour devoted to planning and rehearsal,
the picture flashes on the screen and is gone.
Now, thanks to this new system, the pic-
tures are captured in an enduring photo-
graphic record on ordinary cinema film.

After several months' work, during which
many difficulties have been overcome, the
system has been developed to the stage at
which it -is possible to telefilm a broadcast

By THE EDITOR

and reproduce it again in the programme
days or weeks afterwards, with little loss
of the original picture quality. The method
was proposed by H. W. Baker, engineer -in -
charge, Alexandra Palace ; H. G. Whiting,
now engineer -in -charge of the new Sutton
Goldfield station, in collaboration with
D. R. Campbell, one of the senior engineer's
at Alexandria Palace, and perfected by W. D.
Kemp, of the planning and installation
department of the B.B.C. It is covered by
a patent application and is one of several
that have been, and, indeed, still are being,
investigated.

This result has been achieved by a detailed
study of the deterioration of picture quality
that must inevitably take place in any pro-
cess, such as recording, that combines com-
plex electronic, optical and photographic
methods. The B.B.C. engineers have
assessed these losses and have introduced
into the process accurately judged degrees
of electrical over -compensation which almost
exactly counterbalance the degradation in
picture quality that accompanies the record-
ing process.

The recording system uses a continuous -
motion camera-actually, of course, two
are provided to enable continuous recordings
to be made-in which the movement of the
film is chased by an optical image of the
television picture reflected from a rotating
mirror drum. By this means all the 405
interlaced lines of the picture are recorded
on the film, and the difficulties of relating
the television frame frequency to the picture
repetition frequency on the film are over-
come.

The new recording equipment came into
service at the beginning of November in a
small way, and the intention is to broaden the
scope of its use as time goes on. The Service of
Remembrance on November 6 and the Lord
Mayor's Show on November 9 were two of
the first important Outside Broadcasts to be
telefilmed in order that they could be shown
in the evening to viewers who had been
unable to see them during the day.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
including postage for one year

Inland - - - 10s. 6d. per annum.
Abroad - - - 10s. 6d. per annum.
Canada - - - 10s. per annum.
Editorial and Advertisement Office : " Practical

Mechanics," George Newnes, Ltd.
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2

'Phone : Temple Bar 4363.
Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London.

Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission by
Canadian Magazine Post.

Copyright in all drawings, photographs and
articles publish2d in " Practical Mechanics " is
specially reserved throughout the countries
signatory to the Berne Convention and the
U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations of any of
these are therefore expressly forbidden.

"PRACTICAL ENGINEERING" DATA
SHEETS
AREMINDER to readers of this journal

that our companion journal, Practical
Engineering (published at 4d. every Friday)
includes eight valuable data sheets every
week, and these will continue until at least
one hundred and sixty have been completed.
A special binder is available for 2s., and back
issues,.. limited in number, of course, have
been specially reserved for those who miss
the commencement of this series of valuable
engineering data sheets. If you are engaged
in engineering or are likely to be you should
not miss- this opportunity of. acquiring, at
a tithe of its real price, this 'unique collection
of tables, formula, data and memoranda
which are needed every day in the drawing
offices and workshops.

SOLDERING ALUMINIUM
THE soldering of aluminium because of its

rapid oxidation has always been a
difficult problem. A British firm has now
solved the problem by means of what is
termed an ultrasonic soldering iron. This
device consists essentially of a removable
copper soldering bit and a magneto-striction
transducer. The soldering bit which is
heated by means of a conventional resistance
winding, is secured to a brass block held in
firm contact with the nickel core of the
transducer. The ultrasonic power necessary
to drive the transducer is supplied by an
electronic amplifier comprising the power
supply unit.

In this new soldering iron the problem
of temporarily destroying the refractory
oxide film, which forms on most light metal
and alloys, is solved by ultrasonic stimulation.
This provides a clean surface and greatly
facilitates the soldering of aluminum and
other metals which form refractory oxides.

The soldering iron is simple to use, and
has the advantage that no flux is required,
and that standard soft solders may be
employed. To avoid electrolytic action, how-
ever, it is advisable to use a solder with a
tin -zinc base instead of the usual tin -lead
alloy.

In application the soldering bit is allowed
to heat to the usual operating temperature.
The transducer is then energised, and the bit is
tinned by applying a soft solder. After this,
soldering is carried out in the normal way,
care being taken to maintain a good liquid
contact between the bit and the work. This
ensures the maximum acoustic efficiency, and
enables positive and uniform joints to be
obtained.

The ultrasonic frequency chosen to operate
the bit is well above the normal audible
range, so that no discomfort is experienced
by the operator.

This new ultrasonic soldering iron, which
is the first commercial model of its kind in
the world, should prove of particular value
in the aircraft, civil engineering, shipbuilding
and hardware industries-and, in fact, all
manufacturing industries where the successful
soldering of aluminium and its alloys has for
so long been a pressing problem.-F. J. C.
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A Portable Air Compressor

The completed spray plant with
belt guard removed.

THIS useful plant described in the
present article is within the scope of
the average mechanic, and can be

constructed in a small engineers' shop equipped
with a small electric welding plant.

Air compressors of the type shown in the
accompanying illustrtations are still obtainable
from the Air Ministry surplus supply stores.
They are of high quality workmanship and
are made by leading British manufacturers.

The compressor is of the reciprocating type
and the official data states that they arc
capable of giving a pressure of 200 lb. per
sq. in. in io minutes at 1,zoo r.p.m. It
must only be run in a vertical position, and
depends on the outside air for cooling. The
cylinder head must not heat up above 122
deg. F. or it will affect lubrication.

The piston is operated by a cross -head,
and the cylinder has a phosphor bronze
sleeve with a transfer port in the lower half
of the cylinder wall.

Cycle of Operation
The cycle of operation is similar to a two-

stroke internal combustion engine (see Fig. 2).
When the piston ascends, the air pressure
decreases and a partial vacuum is created
in the crank -case. Air at 54.7 lb. per sq.
in. is drawn in through the inlet valve A
into the crank case and at the same time the
air already in the cylinder is being compressed
by the piston and forced through the ball
valve B.

The descending piston compresses the air
in the crank -case, and when nearing the
bottom of its stroke the transfer port C
in the cylinder is uncovered. Air now
under pressure passes from the crankcase
into the cylinder ready for further com-
pression on the next ascending stroke when
air is again forced through B and out
to the air receiver.

The main delivery valve unit D consists
of the non -return valve B and a spring
loaded relief valve E. This is normally
set for zoo lb. per sq. in. pressure and it should
automatically cut out when this pressure is
reached, or it could be reset to a lower
predetermined pressure by slackening back
and repinning the adjusting nut, or by insert-
ing a weaker spring. An excess of air or
back pressure from the receiver will force
E off its conical seating and the air is
then by-passed through passages L
which lead from the valve unit D through
a passage in the compressor body and back

An Adaptation for an Air Compressor Unit

for Paint Spraying

to the crank -case. The
compressor cannot then
generate further pressure
until the receiver pressure
falls below the setting of
valve E, thus allowing the
compresor to idle after the
total pressure in the re-
ceiver has been reached.

A non -return valve is
not necessary between the
compressor and the air
receiver. It will prevent
the compressor from cut-
ting out, even if you do
regulate valve E. This
also applies when you use
a regulator M at the outlet
of the receiver. However,
seeing that the re -setting
of the valve E is a delicate

job it is advisable not to disturb valve E for
lower pressures than 200 lb. per sq. in. but
use a standard regulator at M. Paint can be
sprayed at between 3o and 5o lb. per sq. in.
and M can be regulated accordingly.

When adjusting or overhauling the valve
unit D, the following information might
be useful. First release the air out of the
receiver, unscrew the top hexagon cap, and
remove sealing washer, then, with a special
spanner, remove the steel locking sleeve
F. Remove the split -pin and unscrew
the ball valve stem G. A special valve
extractor is then screwed into valve E
and the valve assembly can then be with -

H

C

C

Fig. 2.-Section.

Fig. 1.- General
view showing the

splined shaft.
Fig. 4.-Section through

the crankshaft.

Sectional views and details of the
pump and flywheel.

drawn from the top of the compressor.
Notice and mark the position of the spring
retaining nut H, because you will require
to know this position when reassembling,
especially if you want the same cut-out
pressure.

Remove nut H and spring. If the
ball valve B is pitted this should be
replaced after cleaning the seating and
sliding parts with petrol. Lap the by-pass
valve E to its seating if necessary.

By C. W. DEAN
On reassembling the valve, smear all

working parts with oil. Nut H must
be carefully positioned and the ball steru.
G adjusted. The procedure for this tst
to screw G- down on to the ball, then,
unscrew a full sixth of a turn back to bring
the slot in the top of the screw of G
line with the slot in the nut H, then
replace the split -pin. The copper washer
J. under the valve should be clean ; also
be careful to replace all washers, because these
determine the clearance between the piston
and the valve unit. This clearance when
the piston is on the top dead centre is .002
to .004in. The locking sleeve F must
be screwed down very tightly. Turn the
compressor by hand to check that the piston
does not foul the valve. If it does, use extra
washers to make up a total clearance of
.007in.

Defects in pumping air can be caused by :
the piston leaking due to lack of oil, or the
non -return valve leaking due to lack of
sealing oil. (Check the oil level in the
crank case for either fault.) Or defects
by internal leak at the cylinder head when
the locking sleeve F requires tightening,
or leaks in the pipe line, which can be detected
by smearing all joints with thin oil or soapy
water and watching for bubbles.

Lubrication
Lubrication is provided by a small quantity

of castor oil being poured in and afterwards
topped up through the inlet valve A every
so hours' running time. The inlet valve

Fig. 3.

44,sdia

Fig. 5.-The flywheel.

/.87594

/6

Fig. 6.-The extended bearing bracket.

cover should be taken off, the valve stem
depressed and oil poured in. Castor oil
will keep a good viscosity when heated up.
The oil seeps to the bosom of the crank -case
and moving parts dip and are splash lubri-
cated. Use plunger K for testing the
oil level and stop filling when oil emerges.
The level must not be exceeded. It might
be useful to note that the hexagon cap gets
fairly hot when 5o lb. per sq. in. is registering
on the regulator dial at M.
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Fig. 4 shows a section of the crankshaft
supported on ball bearings. The overhung
shaft extension has six splines, and also a
reduced neck 5/16in. diameter. The shaft is
made of a good quality steel.

The strength of this reduced neck was
checked and assumed to be 4o tons per
sq. in. tensile, or 32 tons shear steel, and with
a safety factor of to the shaft should be
capable of transmitting .84 h.p. at 1,200 r.p.m.
calculated for pure twisting only. Many
tests and experiments were carried out with
the aim of obtaining two cu. feet of air at
501b. per sq. in. pressure at the spray gun,
and it was found that a direct coupling to a
motor would not give the desired result.

Air Compression Factors
The compressor bore is 25 mm. and the

stroke 3o mm. The factors and formula:
governing the supply of compressed air are :
That according to Boyles Law, p x v is
constant, where p = pressure per sq. inch.

v = volume in cubic inches.
Cu. ft.=1,728 Cu. in. 25 mm.= .984in.

30 MM.= I.I8in. 25 mm. dia. .7584 sq. in.
area.

h.p. =
pLAN.
33,000

Where h.p. = horse power.
p =pressure per sq. in.
L = stroke in feet.
A=area of piston in sq. in.
N=No. of working strokes per

minute. ,

8in. dia.=50.26 sq. in. x 24in.= 1,210 cu. in.
volume of receiver.
Pressure of atmosphere= 14.7 lb. per sq. in.

From previous information these corn-
pressors will deliver when running at 1,200
r.p.m.:-

400 cu. in. of air compressed at 200 lb.
per sq. in. in to minutes.

or 400 cu. in. at zo lb. per sq. in. per min.
p x v= 8,000 constant.
or 16o cu. in. at 50 lb. per sq. in. per min.
p x v= 8,000 constant.
or 106.5 cu. in. at 75 lb. per sq. in. per min.
p x v = 8,000 constant.
From compressor : Bore x stroke x r.p.m. -

cu. in. per min.

A

AI\
I .1

I
A6.Fig. 7. -Flywheel

6 mounting sleeve.Section thro AA

.7584 x 1.18 = .9 Cu. ill. =--V01. of displace-
ment.

.9 N 1,200=1,080 cu. in. vol. delivered
per min.

For 75 lb. per sq. in. = 75+ 14.7 -89.7 lb.
per sq. in.

Theoretical vol. per min.=
r,o8o x 14.7 -179 cu. in.

89.7
From the above the compressor actually

delivers 106.5 cu. in. at 75 lb. per sq. in.

.'.
106.5 X I0°_60

per cent. efficiency of
179

compressor. The speed of the compressor
was increased 5o per cent. to give 1,800 r.p.m.

.'.
106.5 X I,8°° - 160 cu. in. at 75 lb. per sq. in.

1,200
at 1,800 r.p.m.
or 240 cu. in. at 50 lb. per sq. in. at 1,800 r.p.m.

The h.p. required to drive the compressor
when it is pushing air into the receiver against
a mean effective pressure of 75 lb. per sq. in.

is : h.p.= pLAN
33,000

75 x 1.18 X .7584 x ,,Boo
h.p. = h.p.

12 X 33,000
and at 6o per cent. efficiency =.5 t. h.p.

Volume in receiver =1,210 cu. in. The
compressor pumps into receiver 160 cu. in.
at 75 lb. per sq. in. per min.

1,210 =7A- mins. to fill up to 75 lb. per sq. in.
160

or 5 mins. to fill up to 50 lb. per sq. in.
Also v x p --- constant 1,210 X 75= 91,000. If
we require 50 lb. per sq. in. and I cu. ft. per
min. delivery 5o x 1,728 = 86,500 and

91'000=1.055 mins. to empty, but you are
86,500
still pumping in 240 cu. in. x 50=12,000 at the
same time, which will increase the time of
emptying. At first I used a one-third h.p.
motor and was content with 25 lb. per sq. in.
and about t cu. ft. per min. delivery and
found that the compressor held this pressure
very well with only a very gradual falling off
in pressure. I also built up to too lb. per
sq. in. with this one-third h.p. motor, but it

Butt vee weld

Handles made from
electrical conduit
and tee pieces.

End view.

Fig. 9. -Side elevation, end
view and plan of the air
receiver showing the arrange-
ment of the handles and the
general layout of all the
welded parts. Note the
position of switch and cable
entrance.

Pump mounting
brackets (2 o tt)
Made from standard

2.4..64 'holes R S channel 5-x
Light section.

Fig. 8. -Elevations and plan of the pump
mounting brackets.

began to heat up to the detriment of the,
motor. However, it was found from tests
that a one-third h.p. electric motor will drive
the compressor and deliver 50 lb. per sq. in.
pressure. A . h.p. motor is a better
proposition, and if you set the regulator to
blow off at 90 lb. per sq. in. you should get a
delivery of 75 lb. per sq. in. from the actual
storage pressure in the receiver.

As a final proposition, if you work to the
original specification and used the compressor
for 200 lb. per sq. in., the h.p. required
=200 X 1.18 X .7584 X 1,200-.565

theoretical
12 X 33,000

h.p. There is an increase in efficiency :
1,080 cu. in. x 14.7-74 per cent. .". the h.p.

214.7

required= .565 X I0°-
.77 h.p. = approx-

imately74h.p. motor. It is advisable to keep
to the 1,200 r.p.m. for the compressor and the
delivery of 4o cu. in. at 2oolb. per sq. in. per
minute as it was originally built, and as this
latter example shows. The receiver will be
filled at this pressure in 3o minutes., e.g.,
1,210 cu. in. -30. p x v=242,000 and at4o cu. in.
50 lb. per sq. in. used at the rate of I cu. ft.
per min.=2.8 mins. to empty the receiver,
but you still have 160 cu. in. at 50 lb. per
sq. in. being pumped in all the time after your
pressure has dropped to 50 lb. per sq. in. in the
receiver.

Oil -free Air
Regarding any oil vapour, from the actual

running it was found that there is no trace
of this in the air from the receiver, and
considering that the transfer port in the
cylinder is fairly small there is very little oil
getting to the ball outlet valve. In some
installations it is the practice to place an oil
container between the compressor and the
receiver and air is pumped through this oil,
which is also controlled by baffle plates in
the container. Back pressure, which is always
present then acts on the oil and seals the ball
valve B. The oil level in the container should
be below the compressor and oil can then
drain back into it. When the relief valve E
comes into operation the back pressure of the
air from the receiver forces oil from the
container back into the main valve of the
compressor, and it then causes an effective
seal on the top of the ball valve whilst air is
then being pumped through the open relief
valve and through the passages back into the
crank -case.

Constructional Details
Coming to the practical and manufacturing

part of the design, the tests for speeds,
pressures and temperatures were carried
out by first trying several diameters of
pulleys on the A h.p. motor, which runs at
1,425 r.p.m. A speed of 1,80o r.p.m. was
decided on for the compressor, ht.* it was
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found that the motor would not drive the
compressor at a higher speed. A flywheel
is necessary on the compressor and the dimen-
sions for this are given in Fig. 5. An extended
bearing, as Fig. 6, had to be incorporated in
the design for avoiding any bending on the
compressor shaft. Fixing the flywheel on
to the splined shaft was a problem because
I had no broaching machine in my small
workshop, but I had a machine with the
standard indexing equipment and found it

Fig. to.-One of the
welded axle brackets

and wheels.

Fig. IL-General plan
showing h.p. motor in

position.

was more practical to mount the flywheel on
a sleeve (Fig. 7). This was bored to suit the
bottom diameter of the splines and also
counterbored to fit the collar on the shaft.
The six sawcuts were milled to suit the
width of the splines and go right through to
the outside of the sleeve. The sleeve is a
tight fit in the flywheel pulley and is fixed
by three grub screws half and half in the
wheel and sleeve. The inner race of the ball
bearing is a tight fit on the end of the sleeve.
A standard lin. to 4o deg. vee-belt is used
and the pitch diameter of she pulley on the
motor is 4 din. and 31in. p.c.d. on the fly-
wheel pulley, at approximately min. centres
This belt will transmit about one h.p., so this
should be trouble free.

The bright steel packing piece which is
loose under the bracket (Fig. 6) is easily
removed ; set screws are necessary for
fixing the bracket and sleeve so that the pack-
ing piece can be withdraWn if the belt ever
does require replacing.

The bracket, Fig. 6, and also thetwo side
brackets (Fig. 8), are made from standard
R.S. channel 5in: x z lin. light section. A
piece is lin. long was machined smooth and
square on the bottom flange and on the out-
side of the web. The top flange was cut down

Ref. Description

Compressor
z Electric Motor
3 Vee Rope
4 Flywheel Pulley
5 Motor Pulley ..
6 Sleeve ..
7 Grub Screws ..
8 Ball Bearing ..
9 Bracket

10 Disc Cover Plate
it Disc Cover Plate
12 Bolts
13 Angle Bracket
14 Bolts and Nuts..
15 Set Screws ..
16 Loose Packing Piece
17 Set Screws ..
is Packing Strips ..
19 Base Channels ..
20 Studs and Locknuts
at Air Receiver ..
22 Axle Brackets
23
24 Collars and Split -pin
25 Wheels and Covers ..
26 Legs
27 Disc Feet ..
28 Handles.
29 Tee -pieces ..
30 Tumbler Switch
31 Drain Plug ..
32 Airhole Pads ..
33 Rubber Hose ..
34 Connectors ..
35 Regulator ..

LIST
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to leave the full depth of the web thickness,
and the brackets  were then sawn to length
and the two, as in Fig. 8, were bored and
drilled together to suit the spigot on the side
of the compressor, then finished to shape.
Part of the inside bottom flange is shaped for
belt clearance. The left-hand bracket is
filed out to accommodate the plunger on the
compressor. The bracket, Fig. 6, is formed
by welding a disc to the inside of the channel
web after it has been shaped; it is then bored

a push fit to take
the outer race of
the ball -bearing.
The cover plates and
bracket are then
drilled together.
The depth through
the bore of the
bracket is '/gain.
more than the ball -
bearing and this will
allow the outer race
to line up with the
inner race. The self -
aligning type bear-
ing is the most satis-
factory as it will

allow for a slight mis-alignment. No. 14 gauge
electrodes were used for the welding.

Welding Details
The base channel N (Fig. 9) has two

x 8in. strips welded on the top, and these
are then Machined to take the compressor
feet and to eliminate distortion due to welding.
These strips also give extra tapping thickness
for the set screws,
and the projecting
faces are for sup-
porting the belt
guard. The chan-
nel for the motor is
machined on top,
holes tapped and
studs fit'ted with
locknuts under-
neath. The zo deg.
angle setting makes
a more compact and
balanced assembly.
Also the centres of
both channels cor-
respond With the
centre line of the
receiver, which
makes for more

OF COMPONENT PARTS
No.. Mat.
Off Reqd.

 

Remarks

- Bought complete.
Fractional h.p., 1,425 r.p.m.-

Stk. Std./ in., 314 in. approx. inside circumference.
C. i 31in. pitch cir. dia. (see detail, Fig. 5).

4 7/ i6in. P.C.D., I fin. thro. bore. keyed on.
M.S. See detail, Fig. 7.

3 3/16in. dia. x fin.
z Silt. tin. L.T. type, self -aligning, 11in. o/d.

M.S. See detail, Fig. 6.
21in. dia. x lin. thick, 1/32in. recess. Drilled.

31 a i dia.x iin. thick, i /32in. recess bore 25/32in.
4 93 No. i B.A. x din., round head.
2 f 9 (Fig -8) Ls from sin. x 2 fin. x 151in. channel.
6 11 lin. x 21in. hexagonal head.
4 fin. x 7,in. hexagonal head.
I 5in. x i gin. x ;in. drilled from bracket 6.
2 , tin. x 'fin. hexagonal.

MS. plate from Bin. x Ilin. x fin. welded on.
5in. x 21in. x 8in., flanges shaped, welded on.

4 11 Approx. 5/16in. for motor.
I 3 t 81in. outside diameter x aft. oin. long.
2 )9 3/16in. plate (see detail, Fig. to).
I 31 From fin. diameter x lain., reduced cnds.
2 Do fin. for axle ends.

ff. Steel, rubber-tyred, Sin. o/d.
ff. fin. old. x, 6fin. electric conduit welded on.
>9 'fin. x fin. thick, welded on.
99 tin. conduit x 6ft. oin. total length.

3 For electric conduit.
I , Ironclad case.
f f 9 f fin. std. gas.
2 19 For inlet and outlet, hexagon nuts welded.
I - fin. bore, No. old x 8in, long, h.p.

2 Sets Brass Stems, nuts, clips.
I fl With dial and pressure marks.

91

f 9
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symmetrical cutting of the arcs in the channel
flanges and easier for setting and welding to
the receiver.

A steel tube nin. outside diameter was
obtained, and the end discs were then turned
and dished. By chamfering the tube ends
outwards I was able to set a  butt vee "
weld for these end discs. The inside of the
receiver was, painted with copal varnish.
A satisfactory receiver could be made with
a foam extinguisher of the required diameter;
these are usually made to stand zoo lb. per
sq. in. pressure, or more. The three views
of Fig. 9 show all the welded parts on the
receiver. Fig. to shows one of the welded
axle brackets and wheels. The three -core
electric cable for the motor runs through one
handle to a metal -clad switch mounted between
the handles, the cable entering at 0 (Fig. 9).

Standard electric conduit and tee pieces
make the handles, etc. The general plan
(Fig. t), shows a h.p. motor in position.
As the dimensions of motors vary, the fixing
and position of this can only he decided by
the actual motor ; the fixing studs are in the
middle of the slots in the motor base in order
to get the belt on and to provide for further
tightening of the belt.

Three views of the assembled compressor
unit are given in Fig. 12.

The belt guard is made of 18 to 20 gauge
sheet metal,, and the small bottom channel
for this has four lin. x gin. Whit. studs,
welded in the sides ; this channel is bolted
across the projecting faces of the base channels
The guard drops down over the entire belt
drive.

--044- a

Fig. 12.-End tzew, part sectional, side elevation
and plan of the assembled compressor unit.

The stronger disc type pram wheels, heavy
type, make suitable wheels.

A reduction in the diameter of the receiver
is not recommended as the size given has
been found to be best for proportion and
balance.

CORRECTION
In the article on Model Internal Combus-

tion Engines (December issue, page 95) the
first line in the first column should read,
ti

. . . from a Il-volt dry battery . . ." and
not " from a 2 -volt accumulator." In the
same page, eight lines below Fig. 6, the word
" which " should read " when."
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Invisible Slaves of To-morrow
The Electron Will Run Our Factories and Homes

By Prof. A. M. LOW

THINK of the smallest thing we used
to know-an atom of hydrogen-so
small as to be far beyond the reach

.,;of even the new super -microscope magnify-
L-,ing 50,000 times. Then try to think of

something which weighs only one 1,84oth
part of this atom. It is impossible to

" imagine " such a minute thing, and yet it
is one of the most useful known to man. It
is providing us daily with entertainment.
New developments suggest that in the very
near future it will almost entirely run our
factories and homes. It is the servant of
the future, never complaining of overwork,
wanting no afternoons off."

This " thing " is an electron. Its employ-
ment in a wide diversity of tasks is making
a new science of electronics, a word that will
be common to -morrow. Billions of them
are produced whenever an electric current
passes between two electrodes in a tube from
which the air has been exhausted. They
are, of course, the servants that perform the
" miracles " on our wireless set. We can-
not see them, but it is their impact on the
screen which makes the " pictures " in tele-
vision. To -morrow they will be lighting
our homes, collecting the dust from our
rooms, removing the soot from our chimneys
and cooking our meals, to mention only a few
applications. There is no perhaps " about
this. All these things are being done by
these invisible servants to -day and it is only
the hangover of war that prevents a vast
extension of electronic usefulness.

"Electronic" Lighting
" Electronic " lighting is already installed

in many factories and offices. It was
invented about zo years ago and lamps that
would work from the ordinary mains were
perfected in 1939. Briefly, how electrons
give us light that is three times as cheap
and far better for our eyes than the electric
lamp we have known so long, is as follows :
When millions of electrons strike certain
chemicals these chemicals give off light or
fluoresce. The energy of the electrons
excites the chemicals, and by carefully
selecting the proportions of zinc silicate,
calcium tungstate, " codiam " borate and
other substances we can produce a light of
almost any colour we want. The most useful
is one that has all the different colours in the
exact proportion of daylight because this
makes everything appear in its " natural "
colours.

In the ordinary lamp there is far too much
red and not enough blue, with the result
that colours look different by artificial light.
Fluorescent lighting can almost exactly match
daylight and women will no longer have to
worry about changing their make-up when
the sun goes down or find it difficult to match
threads at night. The electrons go to work
in lamps about five feet long in narrow
tubes sometimes containing mercury vapour
at low pressure or in small bulbs of almost
any shape, with electrons passing in a stream
from the electrodes. In a few years time
we shall no doubt see these lamps in every
house with benefit to our bills and our eyes.
There is one odd thing about this lighting.
Since the electrodes usually have to be hot
before they discharge electrons, there is a
momentary pause after switching on before
there is any light, like a wireless set
warming up.

Dust collecting will be done by electrons
produced by special " valves " or tubes. The
principle is quite simple. We learned at
school that oppositely charged particles attract
each other. The electrons will convey charges
to dust particles as they float in the air and
they will be attracted to little metal plates

The Plessey Electron Microscope. A two -stage electro-
magnetic instrument, giving direct visual magnification from

600 to 20,000 diameter;.
(Photo by the Plessey Coy., Ltd., Ilford).

carrying an opposite charge. There will not
be any dusting to be done, because the process
will go on continuously in every room. The
device is quite small, requires only a trifle
of electricity. In the same way, electrons
will collect smoke particles in chimneys and
funnels on 'to metal plates which will be
periodically cleaned.

Cooking by H.F. Current
Cooking will be carried out in special

ovens of which the vital part will be a
vacuum tube generating a high -frequency
current. Without going into technicalities,
the food will be placed on a shelf so that it
becomes the dielectric of a condenser. Food

is a bad conductor and therefore the energy
will have to be dispersed. It disperses itself
as heat. Heating occurs in exactly the
opposite way to a gas or electric oven, from
inside the food outwards and it will be per-
fectly even. A complete meal -can be cooked
in five minutes and the toughest chicken

will become tender at the hands
of electronic agents. At the
present time these. ovens are
being used for " cooking "
plastic plywood and for other
purposes. Incidantally, this
method of cooking in com-
bination with plastic glues
may provide a method of
" seaming " cloth without
stitches.

But electrons are, perhaps,
doing their most spectacular
work in controlling intricate
machines and carrying out
delicate tests. Most television
depends upon the fact that
electrons can be bent out of
the straight path by an electro-
magnet and a condenser. The
amount of bending depends on
the strength of the current
going into the attractor. On
this fact are based instruments
that will analyse steels in a
quarter the time usually
required, magnify invisible
objects up to 100,000 times
and tell you the chemical con-
stituents of something that
weighs only some millionth
of a milligramme! Elec-
trons are doing all these jobs
in factories and laboratories
to -day.

Steel Analysis
Steel analysis is effected by

a variation of television.
Instead of the current deciding
the path of the electrons being
varied by the light and shade
of a " picture," it is varied by
the resistance of the specimen
and this will alter with the
smallest change in its constitu-
ents. Suppose you have
thousands of pieces of steel
and want to know whether
they come up to a certain
standard. A sample found to
be perfect by laborious tests is
put in the tester. It produces
a " picture " on the screen, the
electrons striking it in a

" pattern." Now you have only to put the
other samples one by one in the machine
and see whether they " fit the picture " to
know whether they are the same or not. By
coupling this device up with a photo -electric
cell and relays, you- can turn it into a calcu-
lator or a sorter, separating different pieces
of metal in accordance with the electronic
picture they make. In fact, thousands of
rivets and screws have been sorted at high
speed in this way in factories.

Electron Microscope
The high magnification of an electron

microscope is secured by using a stream of
electrons in place of the ray of light in an
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ordinary microscope. Magnetic fields are
'the lenses, bending the stream of electrons
in much the same way as glass lenses bend
light. But the electron stream being much
" finer " than the light waves is able to show
up particles so small that they would be
invisible under the most powerful light
microscope, simply because the light would
pass round the object instead of being
reflected. Since electrons are invisible we
cannot directly observe the " picture " they
make as the result of striking the object. We
make them impinge either upon a photo-
graphic plate or on a fluorescent screen when
they make a visible picture as in television.
Combating Diseases

The latest development of this idea is even

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

more 'remarkable. The electrons as they pass
through the object collide with the electrons
forming part of the atoms. Every normal
atom consists of a neutron with a varying
number of electrons round it. The more
electrons the more collisions there will be
with the invading stream of electrons and
therefore the slower they will be on emerg-
ing. Arrange a magnetic field, therefore, so
that the electrons are curved round in
accordance with their speed as they emerge
from the object, and a pattern will indicate
with certainty the identity of the atoms in
the object-whether they are of carbon,
nitrogen or whatever it may be! This elec
tron microscope analyser is still in its
experimental stage, but it has shown that it
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can, for instance, indicate the chemical con-
stituents of a little dark patch which is only
part of a virus so small that it could never
be seen with the most powerful microscope!
It is likely to prove a tremendous weapon
in the fight against the as yet unconquered
diseases.

These are just some of the uses of our
new servant the electron. It will season
our timber in a quarter the time now
required, kill insect pests, or make better
ice-cream and mayonnaise by giving them a
" shaking -up." It will produce better paints:
And in the control of machinery there is no
limit to what it will do, except our own
ingenuity of setting it to work.

The Law About Patents -2
Letters Patent

By W. J. WESTON

"LETTERS
patent " is the English dress

of the Latin litterae patentes and the
French lettres patentes. " Patent,"

which means open, is the descriptive word ;
but, in our economy with language, we
make " patent " inclusive of letters. The
descriptive word becomes a name, and the
patentee is he to whom the King, " of our
especial grace, certain knowledge, and mere
motion," has given these letters that all may
read. " Patents," we are told, " are not
sealed up, but exposed to open view with
the great seal pendant at the bottom, and are
usually directed or addressed by the King to
all his subjects at large." The seal of the
Patent Office has since 1883 taken the place
of Seal.

Have you ever examined a form of letters
patent ? It is a curious and cumbrous
document. A good many of its phrases have
led to much litigation, much throwing about
of brains in Court: and some of them, as
we shall see, have received interpretations not
at first sight obvious. -The essence of the
document is that the Kings grants a mono-
pOly : " we giVe and giant"unto the said
patentee our Special licence . . that he shall
have and enjoy the whole profit and advan-
tage " of his invention. MoreOver, " we
strictly command all our subjects whatso-
eVer " not to encroach upon the patentee's
privilege of sole use. Let none, but with
his leave and licence, presutrie to use the
invention.

Statute of Monopolies
The actual grant of the privilege is ushered

in by a number of 1hereases explaining how
it is that the King can, in this particular
deserving instance,- grant the privilege. For
long ago-I624, in fact-Parliainent passed
the Statute of Monopolies preventing the
Crown from granting trading monopolies in
general. Such granting-a monopoly of salt,
for instance, where nothing but the moder-.
ation Of the monopolist kept price from soar-
ing ever higher-had been an easy and cheap
way of making gifts to those whom the King
delighted to reward. But such granting was
also a hardship to the community, and it was
forbidden by Parliament. The mEception in
the Act was in favour of the grant of the
privilege for sixteen years " of the sole work-
ing or making of any manner of new manu-
factures within this realm, to the true and
first inventor of such manufactares."
ment, well aware of the old abuses, added,
however, that the privilege must not be

.granted if it should_ be mischievous to the
public welfare by the raising- of Prices of

commodities at home, or the hurt of trade,
or the general inconvenience.
Whereas-

The Whereases, therefore, explain four
things in order to justify the grant. First,
that the inventor " hath by his solemn declar-
ation represented unto us that he is in
possession of an invention: and that, more-
over, " he is the true and first inventor
thereof." Second, that " the said inventor
hath humbly prayed that we would be
graciously pleased to grant unto him . . . our
royal letters patent for the sole use and
advantage of his said invention." Third,
and this condition for obtaining a patent is

rigorously enforced, " the said inventor hath
by and in his complete specification particu-
larly described the nature of his invention."
He has made the disclosure that merits
reward. Fourth, and last of the explanatory
Whereases, " we, being willing to encourage
all inventions which may be for the public
good, are graciously pleased to condescend
to his request."

Well, the inventor gets the monopoly he
seeks ; but then follow certain Provideds,
warning the inventor of the possible cancell-
ing of his privilege. It may be that the
inventor's claim is not good ; his is no new
invention, nor is he the first and true in-
ventor. It may be that the inventor fails
to pay the requisite fees for his patent, the
grant being not at all a free gift. Or it may
be that the inventor has failed to supply a
Government department with his goods on
reasonable terms. In any such event " these
our letters patent shall forthwith determine
and become void."

Model Frigate in Perspex
IT is not often that an

ultra -modern material
can be so successfully em-
ployed to exemplify period
design as the model frigate
in " Perspex," constructed
by R. S. Chalmers of
Glasgow. The model is
made entirely in " Per-
spex " acrylic plastic sheet;
and the parts are joined
with " Perspex 'cement ;
even the sails are modelled
in " Perspex," and they
have been shaped realistic-
ally, to give the impression
of graceful movement, by
bending ' the thin sheet
material after subjecting it
to mild heat. -

The wealth of detail
indicates that many hours
of patient work were spent
in the modelling and con-
struction of the model
which rests on a stand also
made in " Perspex." Full
advantage has been taken
of the properties of the
material in construction and
finish, and careful attention
has been paid to the finer 
points of fabrication.

A rear three-quarter view of
the model" frigate made in

Perspex. '
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The B.L. Model Uni ow EnAine

THE Uniflow engine designed by Bassett-
Lowke, Limited (as announced in our

May issue), is now available either as a com-
plete power unit or as sets of castings. The
photograph at the top of this pags shows the
complete power plant, an easily constructed
and powerful unit for model boats, etc. It
is fitted with a centre flue tubular boiler,
6jin. by 3iin. fired by blow lamp and com-
plete with cross water tubes, safety valve,
steam valve, pressure gauge, water gauge,
check valve, hand feed -water pump and
funnel for exhaust and vapour. It is fitted
with a displacement lubricator and solid fly

.68750'

I

.F6-872-51
DieD

16

6 Holes .102' Die
No.38 Drill Equally

Spaced Round Periphery

Cylinder Material:- JZ Nickel Steel or M.S.

The Complete Uniflow Plant.

wheel, and the base carrying the whole plant,
as illustrated, measures 2oin. by 8in.

Under test a working pressure of 9olbs.
is reached in seven and a half minutes, and
at this pressure the speed of the engine is
3,600 r.p.m. The pressure was raised to
12olbs. and the speed increased to 4,100
r.p.m. The pressures were maintained con-
tinuously during the entire run of eighteen
and a half minutes, with the safety valve
blowing the whole time. In this test the
steam pipe from the boiler was carried
through the casing, a 24in. length being
coiled in the flame of the boiler to provide

6 No 88A Holes
Equally Spaced

.186,
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432 Wide Undercut
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superheat and maximum expansion.
The price of the complete finished engine

without displacement lubricator is £5 9s. 6d.,
whilst a complete set of finished machine
parts is £4 15s. A set of castings materials
and ball races costs £2 5s.

The engine has a single cylinder of
ii/16th inch bore and jin. stroke.

The drawings on this page show the
dimensions to which some of the parts must
be machined. A further set of drawings will
appear next month. We have had one of
these engines under continuous test since last
March, and we can thoroughly recommend it.
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7th Article of a New Series

THE first essential in drilling practice is
a correctly sharpened drill and; where

-possible, this should be done
mechanically.

-,When- sharpened mechanically, drills are
usually. ground on the side of the emery -
wheel, so as to avoid a concave cutting edge.
If done by hand-and this requires consider-
able skill-they should be held at about
6o deg. to the vertical or horizontal, accord-
ing to the obstructions of the wheel guards,
etc., and given a short spiral twist, at the
same time taking a light cut equally on both
cutting edges and quenching ia.water often.
Care is necessary to avoid overdoing this
twist, otherwise the cutting edge on the
opposite side of the drill will be damaged.

The clearance or relief angle to be ground
is approximately to deg., and the cutting
angle 118 deg. If a gauge is not available
it is difficult to estimate this 118 deg. when
sharpening a drill but a good plan is to hold
up the point of the drill so that the top
cutting edge is parallel to a level surface
and noting position of other edge. From
this position it is easy to see a- right-angle
and, therefore, a right-angle plus almost a
third of a right-angle.

In Fig. 70a is shown a badly -ground twist
drill in which the cutting edge A is shorter
than at B. As the drill is pivoted out of
centre the drilled hole will be oversized to
the extent of twice X, and this is shown at
b, whilst the inevitable ridge c will add to
your troubles. The explanation of this ridge
in a drilled hole is that, in drilling through
a steel plate the defective drill rotates out
of centre and as soon as the drill point breaks
through the metal the drill then rotates on.

At d is shown a drill with included angle
of 118 deg., but not 59 deg. from the centre
line, cutting on one lip only (e), and at f
the pilot hole.

The pilot hole in ordinary drilling practice
is much favoured by engineers because of

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS_,

DRILLS AND DRILLING
the resulting correct location and diameter.
There is, however; just one snag: as the
supporting point of the drill has been

Fig. 69.-Useful lever -feed bench -drill adaptor
for hand -drill.

removed it is necessary to reduce the speed
of the drill to avoid chattering and out -of -
round hole.

Making Flat Drills
Flat drills have their uses, but are not to

be recommended either for accurady or
efficiency.

These, however, can easily be made from
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a piece of cast steel, or, preferably, silver
steel, and forged or just filled to shape. See
that the metal is cast steel and not mild
steel, -and that 'it' is straight. - You cannot
harden mild steel, but only case -harden it,
and this process is of little value for cutting
tools.

For use on steel it would be necessary to
have a full diameter cutting -edge' drill, as
shown in Fig. 71b and c, but in the case
of brass and other soft metals, especially for
small thread tapping sizes, a reliance on the
diameter without cutting edges, Fig. ltd; is
an advantage. In any case, you will not
get a poor thread due to oversize drill hole.

When you have made the, drill it must be
hardened and tempered,"and this can be done
in either of two methods:

(t) With Iirge drills by heating tin. of
the cutting end to blOod red and partly
quenching in cold water. Whilst some heat
is still retained, clean the cutting end with
a piece of brick or stone then, when the
tempering colour reaches a dark straw, quench
out in cold water ; or

(2) With small tools by heating to blood
red and quenching right out in cold water.
Tempering can then -be done satisfactorily
by, polishing the drill with emery cloth and
applying heat slowly until a dark straw
colour,Teaches the cutting point.

The drill should then be quenched out.
Finally, it may be necessary to grind the

drill to meet your requirements, and care
should be taken to see that the point runs
true. Fig. 71 shows, in comparison, the
cutting, angles of a twist drill and a flat
drill, and accounts for the very heavy pressure
that is required for the flat drill, which has
a negative rake and whose cutting properties
can only be described as scraping. To over-
come this difficulty a small clearance groove
is made and this is shown at e.

Morse Taper Drills and Sleeves
Most drilling machines are fitted with

Morse taper spindles to take drill chucks and
taper shank drills, and it is, therefore, essen-
tial that both the machine and drill tapers
be kept scrupulously clean and free from
damage. Clean, because the drill is held in
position by friction only, and free from
damage, otherwise the drill or chuck will not
revolve truly. -

As a further aid to these conditions, the
interchangeable sleeves to fit taper shank
drills and chucks should be removed by a
drift supplied for this purpose, and not by
any other means.

Don't use a steel -headed hammer either
to knock off the sleeve, as shown in Fig. 74,
or even to drive through the drift. Use a
copperhead hammer, or lead or hide, or even
a hard -wood -mallet.

Drawing -over the Hole
The object here is to mark out the position

of drill hole, and if the drill should wander
at its commencement it can be drawn over
by cutting grooves, as shown in Fig. 77,
taking a light cut, and then to repeat the
grooves until the drill hole is correctly

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
.

Fig. 70.-a. The unequal lip drill. b. The oversize drilled hole. c. The inevitable ridge. d. The unequal angle drill. e. The one -lip cutting drill.
f. The- not -too -good pilot.
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Fig. 71.-Drill efficiency.

positioned. You cannot draw -over the hole
if a pilot hole has already been drilled.

The marking out should be done with
sharp -pointed tools, and firm, clear lines are
necessary if accurate work is to be done. As
an aid to the clearness of the marking, steel
with a black surface should be whitened
(chalk will do) and bright steel darkened by
rubbing over a solution of copper sulphate
and water.

Lines scribed on non-ferrous metals-
brass, copper, etc.-can be plainly seen.

Vice Jaw Characteristics
You may have noticed the work that

always rises from its base when tightened
in the vice, and that it fails to hold two
parallel pieces of like dimensions set one
upon the other. This, of course, is due in
the former case to the lifting of the sliding
jaw, and in the latter to the opening out of
jaws when the vice screw is tightened.
Vertical pressure on the workpiece is neces-
sary when tightening the vice.

Supporting the Work
However true a drilling machine might be

in its squareness to the work table, unless
the work is properly supported faulty dril-
ling is the result. To counteract the severe
downward thrust of the drill special care is
necessary to pack -up the workpiece solid
with the base. This also applies to the
rising of work in the vice jaws, as pre-
viously explained, and although this is not
immediately visible, the pressure of the drill
will force the work down and out -of -square
with the drill proper.

The Cutting Speed
The speed at which you can run the drill

will depend upon its quality and diameter
and the nature of material drilled. If, for
instance, the surface speed of steel is Soft.
per minute, then the revs. per minute of drill
spindle for a carbon steel drill of lin.
diameter would be:

.sin. x 3.1416=-1.57in. for one rev.
3o x 12_ 360 = 230 r.p.m. (approx.)

' ' 5.57 1.57

Fig. 74.-The right and wrong way to remove
a taper drill sleeve.

Fig. 72.-Small hand -drill or brace.

I

Fig. 73.-Drill for Morse
taper socket, and Morse

socket adaptor.

Fig. 75 -Expanding

Fig. 76.-The old and the new methods
drilling holes in round bars.

of

Drilling Operation
See that the drill is _held firmly in the

chuck by the shank only.
You cannot commence drilling on metal

until you have made a location point, or a
guide is provided, and it is also very impor-
tant that the work be securely held, otherwise
personal injury is certain. The two most
common dangers in this respect are:

(a) Holding down thin plates with your
hand.

(b) At the time when drill breaks through
the metal.

Lubricating the Drill
A cutting lubricant for the drill is neces-

sary to prevent failure by over -heating at
point, and this is usually a soluble oil, i.e.,
oil and water mixed. In the case of cast-iron
and some non-ferrous metals, paraffin, tur-
pentine and other similar fluids are used.

And in conclusion-
Don't leave key in chuck.
Don't leave machine running un-

attended.
Don't leave machine in a dirty con-

dition.

Drilling for Production
Having gained experience in the art of

drilling and drills one can speed up the
process and become acquainted with the
established practice in the use of drilling jigs
and fixtures for accurate and mass -production
purposes.

Fig. 76 shows a standard vee block and
clamp used in most toolrooms for holding
round bars whilst drilling, etc., and needs no
description here.

Using Small Drills
The drilling of very small holes needs care.

Use the shortest possible drills. All small
drills are made far too long and thus are very
flexible unless driven at very high speed. A
good tip is to break off a piece of a drill and
insert it in a hole of its own diameter drilled
in a piece of, say, fin. silver steel, soldering it
in. The straight flute clockmakers' drills of
Eureka pattern are the best type for small
holes. Frequent removal of the drill to
clear the swarf is necessary.

Fig. 77.-Grooved channels to aid correction. (Left to right) The
or trepanning cutter. marking. The wandering drill. The correctly positioned bore.
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NEW SERIES

Wood Turning -S
Faceplate Work
By FREDERICK JACE

O
NE method of turning a tool handle

was shown in Fig. 32 last month, and
this method is preferred if the handle

is a long one. The hole for the tang of
the tool is bored afterwards.

Wood is usually attached to the faceplate
by means of screws, and there are few cases
where screw holes can be avoided. Thus it
is essential to give some thought to the

Figs. 35 and 36.-Methods of _building up large
diameter from smaller pieces.

mounting so that the screw holes are in the
least conspicuous places: If this is not poss-
ible the holes should be plugged afterwards.

In the case of very thin pieces the work
may be glued to the plate using resin car-
penter's glue or even sealing wax if the cut
is to be right. The difficulty with these
methods is in ren;toving the -piece, but if the
glue is confined to the outer edge the final
cut can part the disc clear of 'this. Where
glue is used a piece of paper should first be
glued to the plate and then the work glued
to the paper as this makes removal easy.
Wherever possible. insert the screws so that
there is no risk of the tool cutting into them,
and so causing a gap in its cutting edge.
Use the shortest possible screws in other
words. It is not necessary to use pieces
of paper of the same size as the work. Three
or four patches of paper will do.

In segmental work which is often attached
by glueing it is only necesary to use paper
at the joints. It is necessary to use pressure -

on the work to squeeze out excess glue, and
to make quite sure that the work lies flat
against the plate. It will be found that when
the turning is completed the piece may be
prised off with the chisel quite easily.
Examples of built-up work were in Figs. 33
and 34 last month, which also indicate how
temporary faceplates may be made. The
methods shown would apply if one were
turning the lid of a copper. As much wood
as possible should be removed by means of a
fretsaw, bandsaw, etc., and it should be cut
reasonably round to reduce the amount of
turning to, be done. It helps also if the
surfaces are planed flat. An uneven surface
gives rise to a juddering cut. -

It should be noted that in all work turned

Fig. 42 (left).-Setting the calipers to measure-
ment against the edge of a rule.

between centres the length of the blank must
be greater than the finished job, which
should be turned almost to the point of
separation and then the two end pieces con-
taining the centre folds sawn or chiselled off.

When a number of articles are required of
identical 'shape it is often convenient to turn
them from one blank between centres, part-
ing off almost to the centre, and completing
the operation with_ a saw when they are all
turned.
Built-up Work

' The action of turning cuts away the dried
and seasoned surface of . the wood and
exposes fresh and sappy grain which can
shrink. Allowances often have to be made
for this, especially when turning circular
dowells. Also it is important to complete
the work at the one setting rather than leav-
ing it overnight. It will be found if work is
left too long that circular discs become oval.
Use only well -seasoned timber to prevent
warping. Material which is built up from
a number of pieces of timber is less ikely

Figs. 37 and 38. Methods of building up large
diameter discs for faceplate work.

to shrink or warp than that which is cut
from the solid. Fig. -35 shows a method of
building up which is of advantage when a
piece of timber of the required size is not
available. Additionally, this method enables
scrap pieces of timber to be used up. Fig. 36
indicates a hexagon core with the grain run-
ning unilaterally with the covering pieces. It

Fig. 41 (centre):-Methad of using calipers on
cylindrical work.

is important when deciding to use this
method to make sure that the turning does
not cut into the core.
Building in Segments

Fig. 37 shows an example of segmental
building suitable for faceplate work. Obvi-
ously the number of segments will depend
upon the diameter and the timber available.
It is seldom necessary to use more than
eight, nor should less than six be used, other-
wise there will be large areas of end grain
showing. It will be noted from Fig. 37 that

Fig. 39 (left).-Locating pieces glued to face-
plate for re -chucking.

Fig. 40.-Pattern makers' boss. To ensure
concentricity this is chucked by the stud.

the joints of each ring do not coincide. This,
of course, is for strength.

Re -Chucking
If it can possibly be avoided work should

not removed from centres nor from chucks
until turning is completed. Occasionally,
however, this is unavoidable and steps must
theiefore be taken to see that when it is re -
chucked it goes back in the same pOsition in
relation to the chucks as it was before it
was removed. Making a pencil mark on
the wood to coincide with another mark on
the chuck or the centre is a help. Where it
is 'necessary; for example, to turn both sides
of a disc to ensure accurate re -chucking, a
recess should be turned in a wooden face-
plate of the finished diameter so that the
disc can be turned and turned about and
maintain concentricity. Fig. 38 is an example
of work which is turned only near the edge.
The surface adjacent to the plate is planed
true before attachment and so that only a
small amount of turning has to be done near
the, periphery a faceplate smaller than the
diameter of the work should be chosen to
permit the turning to be done in one oper-
ation. Fig. 39 shows another method of
ensuring concentricity in rechucking. Chuck-
ing blocks are mounted on the faceplate
and this avoids recessing. . Thus the face-
plate would last,longer since there is a limit
to the -number of times it -can be recessed.
Another method is to have a hole drilled
in the centre of the faceplate, and a corre-
sponding piece of dowelling fixed to the
work to fit the hole.

A patternmaker's boss is an example of
re -chucked work. These bosses  are, of
course, provided with studs or dowels for
correct centreing on the pattern. Exact
concentricity is required between stud and
boss, so the boss should be chucked by its
stud, as illustrated. -

(To be continued.)

Fig. 43 (right).-Stepping off the diameters from
the hand rest on faceplate Work by -means of

dividers.
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The Crompton Histork Collection
Unique Exhibits Demonstrating the Pioneer Work

of Col. Crompton in the Electrical Industry

THE manufacture of electrical products
is recognised as one of Britain's key
industries, and as such it is assisting

the recovery of national prosperity in two
ways: first, by providing equipment for
modernising industries for the purpose of
increasing their outputs; and second, by
supplying vast quantities of equipment for
export. The development of the industry
to its present position was brought about
by a succession of men who believed in its
future, but special recognition is due to the
men responsible for the work of the pioneer-
ing period.

The pioneering period was one when, after
the scientists had demonstrated in their
laboratories the principles of such basic elec-
trical apparatus as the generator, the motor,
and the arc lamp, and contrived rough work-
ing models, the practical engineers came along
and took over where the scientists left off to
develop these things into forms that could be
employed in the service of man.

One of the engineers who did much to
achieve the practical realisation of electrical
principles in the early days was the late
Colonel R. E. B. Crompton. He founded in

a new foundry. Wanting
to provide good lighting
for night working he
investigated the possibili-
ties of electric arc light-
ing developed by Gramme
in France, and obtained
some of his apparatus.
Using this he installed
what was the first indus-
trial lighting installation
in this country, and as the
result of experience with
the dynamos and arclights he became
recognised as a leading
authority on electrical
engineering-at that time
confined almost exclu-
sively to the practice of
arc lighting.
Development of the

Generator
His next enterprise was

to obtain and supply
lighting installations of Gramme equipment,
but after experimenting with various forms

of arc lamps he decided to
manufacture electric light-
ing plant embodying im-
provements he devised, and
in consequence started
Crompton and Co. at
Chelmsford. With Burgin,
a Swiss engineer, Crompton
designed and eventually
built a dynamo of superior
performance and greater
reliability. This used in
conjunction with the new
types of arc lamp produced
resulted in contracts for the
installation of electric light-
ing at some of the royal
palaces, the principal rail-
way stations, docks, and
other public places. Then
as the demand for electric

Crompton -Burgin Generator

1878 one of the first electrical manufacturing
firms in this country, Crompton and Co., of
Chelmsford, Essex. This company was in
1927 merged with F. and A. Parkinson, Ltd.,
to form Crompton Parkinson, Ltd., but it did
not lose its identity. Now, as a permanent
record of the early work of Crompton and
his associates, Crompton Parkinson, Ltd.,
have completed a historic collection of
machines, instruments, arc lamps and other
apparatus, some of which are shown in the
accompanying illustrations
Early Years

Colonel Crompton was born on May 31st,
1845. He died in 1940 in his ninety-fifth
year, having lived to see the full development
of his early work and the realisation of many
of the ideas that he propounded long before
the time was right for their acceptance.
Although he first chose the army as a career,
even then his deep interest in engineering
found an outlet in the development of steam-
engine road vehicles in India. But in 1876
he resigned from the army, and back in
England two years later, more or less by
chance, he became interested in electric light-
ing.

Crompton was associated with the Stan-
ton Ironworks and had the job of designing

Crompton ge

lighting grew rapidly
1879). Crompton realised that

some method would have to be devised to
carry heavy currents for transmission. In
1881 he filed a patent for a solid system of
underground mains with tubular copper con-
ductors insulated with glass or vitreous
enamel. Concerned with the continuity of
electricity supply in emergencies, or when
the main plant was shut down at night, or
on light load, in the same year -he took out a
patent for accumulators, with a specially
large active lead -plate surface in the electro
lyte, to operate in, parallel with the generators.

Crompton accumulator with 61 plates (1886).

nerator with wrought iron magnets (1883.)

He also read a paper on " Electric Light
Progress " before the United Service Institu-
tion, incidentally advocating the use of
searchlight projectors for naval, military and
mercantile marine purposes.

When Swan in this country and Edison
in America evolved the incandescent filament
lamp, Swan called at Crompton's London
office in Mansion House Buildings and
invited him to Newcastle for a demonstration
of the new lamp. Crompton agreed about
its vast possibilities and co-operated with
Swan in the design of special dynamos for
supplying a large number of these lamps in
parallel-a system that involved many prob-
lems at that time.

The Chelmsford Works
The name of Crompton and Co. became

more widely known through various exhibi-
tions and demonstrations of their products.
Crompton himself concentrated upon the
development of the Chelmsford Works, and
by his inspiring personality, combined with
his great practical experience, attracted many
well-known engineers to his staff.

With the introduction of the incandescent
filament lamp the lighting of houses, shops,
and small premises became a practical propo-
sition and led to the idea of the distribution
of electricity from one central generating
station supplying a whole district. Crompton s

Crompton -Kapp electro-magnetic instrument
(1883).
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" Kensington Court Electric Light Co., Ltd.,"
was one, of_the pioneering supply companies.
It became in. r.888 thz .Kensington and
Knightsbridge --Electric Lighting Co. Ltd.,
and for very many years he was to be asso-
ciated with it as chairman.

Electrification Scheine
Because of the high reputation built up

by Crompton & Co. many requests were
received to advise upon or to submit elec-
trification schemes for power and lighting in
all parts of the world. Several contracts
were carried out in Africa. One of them
was for the public supply power station at
Pretoria, South Africa. Here, the special
job of the electrification of an explosives
factory was also undertaken. Other towns
in South Africa equipped with electrical
plant included Bloemfontein and Capetown,
where the largest bipolar dynamo hitherto
built was installed.' In the north, Khartoum
was equipped with three-phase alternators.

Crompton's knowledge of India enabled
him to overcome national prejudices in that
country against the use of electricity. He
made a special journey to survey several
towns with a view to electrification and
industrial development. The first installa-
tions were at Karachi and included supply
to the docks. A hydro -electric station was
equipped at Darjeeling at an altitude of
7,boo feet. Other important towns-
Calcutta, Madras, Cawnpore, Allahabad-
were equipped with electricity stations and
the name of Crompton became - famous
throughout India. Other supply installations
were undertaken in Burma, the Malay States,
Australia and New Zealand.

Measuring Instruments
Apart from his work on the development

of lighting plant, Crompton was responsible
for new forms of measuring instruments,
which, in fact, he needed to carry out
experiments on machines and so forth.

In co-operation with Professor J. A.
Fleming (later Sir Ambrose Fleming) he
devised accurate means of measuring electro-
motive forces, currents, resistances and power
circuits, far superior to existing methods.
The Crompton potentiometer came into
general use for testing the efficiency of new

generating machinery. He also designed
suspended coil galvanometers of a very
sensitive type.

During the first decade of Crompton &
Co. electricity was used mostly for lighting
so that the loading period was only a few
hours a day. Crompton had for long
emphasised. the ,advantages of a day load to ,

improve the economics and -load factor of
a supply undertaking, and to provide this
he -designed and manufactured heating and

ccoking appliances,
both commercial and
domestic. Associated
with him - in this
effort were Messrs. H.
Dowsing and E. J.
Fox, well-known engi-
neers of the period.
Many patents were
filed, and at a 6peci-
ally equipped centre in
London electric cook-
i n g demonstrations
were given to the pub-
lic. To publicise elec-
tric cooking the City
of London Elecrr:c
Lighting Company
held a banquet in
1895, where all the
food was cooked by
equipment designed
and c XIS tructed by
Crompton. Many
large industrial estab-
lishinents and restau-
rants, including Ro-
mano's and the can-
teen at the Bank of
England, were equipped by Cromptons with
electric cooking apparatus, and in 1894 the
firm had the unique distinction of holding
five diplomas and four gold medals for their

(Above) Part of the
historic collection at
the Chelmsford
Works of Crompton
Parkinson, LiMited.

(Left) Tilbury Docks
South rower Station

(1885).

success in this field. But in this activity
Cromptons were ahead of their time by more
than a generation.

In other applications of electricity
Crompton made notable achievements-
including the Southend Pier Electric Tram-
way in ,,r889..locomotives for the first tube
railway . in .4896 ; helectric ,cranes, -furnaces
and welding for industry, together with
individual motor drives for machine tools.

The historic collection at Chelmsford

Underground locomotive built for the City and South London Railway
° (1896).

serves to commemorate Colonel Crompton
and other early pioneers who laid the founda-
tions of the vast electrical industry as we
know it to -day.

He Shot a Bear By A. M. L.
IDO not like conundrums unless they are

suggestive in their implications. Mere
twisting of the mind is neither clever nor a
sign of intelligence. I have known many
people who respond most' poorlY to psy-
chological tests but in whom one could place
the greatest confidence. I am credibly
informed that Winston Churchill was not a
good boy at school, but no one could deny
hisvalue or his brilliance.

But 'I want to put this problem to ypu. A
man left his hut one morning, walked fotii
miles south and shot_a bear. Then he walked
four miles east and four miles west. After
that the man tramped four miles north

- and found himself at the place where he
started. (This may be wrong, but it does not
much matter.) What was the colOur of the
bear ?

Let me give you the answer by reminding
you that with ordinary time -keeping methods
any clock and any window at the North Pole .

always face south. The story I have given
could only take place at the. North Pole, and
I am sure that the bear was just plain white.
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How Thermometers are Made
A Tour of the Works of H. J. Elliott, Ltd.,

of Glamorgan

By OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT

IN our June issue we featured an article
by the Marquis of Donegall describing
a tour of factories in South Wales. He

was unable, however, to visit all the indus-
tries in this part of the British Isles as his
time was limited. I happened to be in
South Wales recently and came upon
a factory of such absorbing interest that I
felt a few particulars of the visit would
be of interest to readers.

The works in question is the home of
Messrs. H. J. Elliott Limited, E -MIL Works,
Treforest Trading Estate, Glamorgan, and
the firm specialises in the production of
scientific glassware and chemical ther-
mometers of all kinds. Occupying 45,000
sq. ft. of space, it is, I understand, the
largest of its kind in the British Common-
wealth-a fitting reward for the efforts made
by its founder over 35 years ago.

Thermometer Making
Owing to the limited time at my dis-

posal I elected to be shown the basic
principles of thermometer making and the
making and graduating of volumetric cylin-
ders. The works manager took me to the
thermometer department, where I was
amazed to witness the speed attained by
various operators in cutting 5ft. lengths
of thermometer tubing into suitable working
pieces. The measuring of the bore (barely
visible to the eye) was something to be
remembered. This is done on a special
microscope, and is essential for calculating
the exact range.

This firm has gone to great pains to
eliminate mental calculations and human
errors by evolving a chart which is promin-
ently displayed and calculated to cover all
ranges and types of thermometer bores.

We passed from the gauging section and
on to the " stick on " (which means the
joining of the mercury bulb to the ther-
mometer stem) and " sealing off "
Here the first actual blowing stage is carried
out, and the material used for the bulb
was a special thermometric glass approved
by the National Physical Laboratory-such
glass does not shrink or contract with age

as does ordinary glass,
therefore the standard
of accuracy is main-
tained throughout the
normal life of the
thermometer.

From this depart-
ment all thermometers
are taken and filled
with mercury under
vacuum at the rate of
approximately Soo per
hour.
Scaling and Ring

Topping
Scaling is the next

operation, and during
this process the ther-
mometers are sub-
jected to various tem-
peratures to ascertain
the position of the
range before being
permanently marked.
Having run off all
surplus mercury, the
tubes (as they are
calLid here) are ready
for sealing off and
ringing. Each ther-
mometer before ring-
ing is filled with
nitrogen so that no
oxidisation can take
place, and therefore
the sensitivity of the
mercury to heat is
maintained. To do this a small splint is drawn
on the end of each tube and then sealed off.
Each splint is marked with a glass -cutting
knife, and when sufficient are ready (approx-
imately 5o) they are put under a vessel filled
with nitrogen and broken off against the in-
side of the container. Nitrogen immediately
rushes in, as the bore above the mercury is
vacuous. On filling all the tubes, they are with-
drawn and immediately turned upside down
to prevent the gas, which is lighter than air,
escaping-in this position they are sealed off

Dividing or graduating burettes.

Calibrating scientific glassware to N.P.L. standards.

before being placed aside for ring topping
(making the small ring at the top, by which
a thermometer is hung).

In ring topping, the remainder of the
splint drawn for the previous operation is
cleverly bent round until it can be sealed
to the top part of the stem ; after this has
been done the thermometer is complete,
with the exception of being correctly pointed.
To describe this final operation accurately
would be too involved, owing to the number
of different ranges required by various
customers and the many types of solutions
the thermometers are required to be tested
in.

Glass-blowing
I was next shown the glass-blowing depart-

ment, where glass is blown, pressed and
rolled into a multitude of shapes and sizes.
Here the making and graduating of stop-
pered cylinders is carried out.

Glass for the main body and the feet
is carefully selected and cut into the required
lengths by cutting wheels and diamonds.
On one such machine I watched an experi-
enced operator slicing min. pieces from a
full-length cane at a rate ,in excess of 2,000
per hour. From here the tubes were taken
to be manipulated on a glass -working bench
lathe, which forms the necks to exact
requirements before being ground. The next
step in the manufacture of these cylinders
is to ioin and spin out a foot by hand.
This operation to a layman is amazing, the
operator using only a brass -pointed tool
(known as a reamer), and with which he can
turn out a foot to any size required within
2mm. It is interesting to note that
throughout the glass industry the metric
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Photographing or inscribing figures on Curettes.

system of measuring is used. After a suit-
able batch of feet had been joined and
formed to the correct diameter they were
taken to an annealing oven (in this case a
long electric oven worked on an endless
belt system) where all apparatus is subjected
to varying temperatures to remove any
strain which may have been created in the
article during its making. The instruments
controlling this oven are of the highest
quality, being made by Messrs. Negretti &
Zambra Limited, and with which it is
possible to control the main temperature
to within fine limits, and also at any time
to be able to ascertain the heat in any one
zone. After annealing, each article is tested
under a polarised light, which shows clearly
on a screen any strain that may still be
in the glass. This is rarely found, but
should the case arise the apparatus in ques-
tion is repacked into a tray and drawn into
the mouth of the oven for re -annealing.

Calibrating
The next stage in the sequence is calibrat-

ing. Here operators run known quantities
of distilled water (from vessels made on the
premises and certified by their quality control
section as being to National Physical
Laboratory standards) into the cylinders. As
each quantity is added, the position of the
meniscus is clearly marked by a very fine
ink -line, which has to remain on the cylin-
ders to assist in subsequent operations. To
make this fine line a human hair (supplied
by one of the operators) is used-cemented
into a holder suitable for handling. I
learned that so far no substitute had been
found that would perform the job so well.
From the calibrating section I watched the
cylinders being dipped in wax in readiness
for the dividing operation. On the dividing
section machines are used which are capable
of being set to any predetermined pattern
or style. It was at this stage that I noticed
how clearly the calibrating marks could be
seen beneath the wax. The reason for
requiring these marks became very apparent
when the cylinder had been set up on the
dividing machine and the operator had set
the needle of the dividing head on the first
two ink marks or points. The machines
are calculated to make any number of
divisions (in a sequence, giving long, short
and medium length lines) equally spaced

between any two points. Each capacity
mark is treated in the same manner until
the whole has been divided. The reason
given for dividing in short sections, instead
of one operation from bottom to top, was
that if the latter method was adopted the
accuracy of the capacity could not be main-
tained owing to the variation of the bore.
From here the work moves on to the panto -
graphing section, where numbers indicating
the volume at various points are added and
the usual capacity signs placed at the head
of the dividing, together with any trade
mark that may be required. The final
operation covered by this section came with
the etching of these cylinders. Here the
work is immersed in concentrated hydro-
fluoric acid for periods varying from 3o
seconds to three minutes according to the
type of glass used or the depth of line
required. After immersion the work is care-
fully washed in cold running water to
remove surplus acid and placed in a metal
basket for degreasing. This is done in a
standard trichlorethylene vapour bath.
Following this operation the glass is washed
in a warm dilute acid solution, thence into
warm, clean water for a final rinse-to
remove all traces of dirt and water stains.
Colouring

After draining, the work is now ready for
colouring (having the graduation marks filled
in). It was at this stage that I learned
that " twins had been born to the Elliott
family," namely, proprietary brands known
as " Gold and Green Line." Fundamentally,

as the name suggests, .Elliott's are using an
unconventional filling for their graduations,
of yellow and green, signifying apparatus
guaranteed to -be within' the limits of the
National Physical Laboratory test for. Class
" B " work, in the case of " Gold Line,"
while Class " A," or, alternatively, works
certified Grade " A " apparatus, tested at
five points, is defined by the green filling.
This filling, unlike the usual type, is very
durable and resistant to acids and alkalis.

Grinding
After watching the " filling in " of the

cylinders I had been following around the
factory (these were conventionally white) I
went to the grinding department, where the
last operation was to be performed before
final inspection and packing. The grinding
of glass is done in the main by diamond
laps or carborundum powder. On this par-
ticular operation carborundum was the
medium. The machines are of the usual
grinding head type, controlled for speed
by variable pulleys. Here the powder, mixed
with water, was poured over a mandrel of
a predetermined size and taper and the
cylinder neck fed on to this spigot and
ground to a given stop plate. By this
method it is claimed that necks can be .

tooled to such fine limits that the stoppers
used become interchangeable. I was shown
a series of " plastic " stoppers, exclusively
used by this firm, on the proprietary brands
previously mentioned. The stoppers are of
a. material resistant to all acids, etc., non-
absorbent, and which, while sealing the
necks off perfectly, cannot under any cir-
cumstances become jammed. A registered
design number has been issued for this
stopper and a patent is pending. From
here the finished articles, after cleaning to
remove surplus grinding powder, are sent
to the final inspection department, where
all goods are thoroughly examined by com-
petent operators before leaving to be packed.
Each article has been allocated a special
fitting carton which is supplied free of charge
to the user.

Whilst in the packing department my
guide showed me a finished product known
as the " E -MIL " Pocket Companion, which
consists of a small thermometer (41in. long
approximately) mounted in an attractive
coloured plastic case, on each side of which
is embossed useful temperature data. The
thermometers, I understand, can be supplied
in various types and ranges. As a point
of interest I inquired as to the meaning
of " E -MIL," and learned that this regis-
tered trade mark is in short an abbreviation
of Elliott/Millilitre, and, as the works
manager put it, " a hall mark of quality."

In conclusion, I was impressed by the
clean layout of the various sections, par-
ticularly the obvious emphasis on quality
control, which was stressed by the fact that
every piece of apparatus is not only examined
by the " final inspection " but is subjected
to a very minute examination by inspectors
after each and every operation.
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The Elements of Mechanics
and Mechanisms -27

THE motions of the profiles of two mating
involute gear. teeth at their point of
contact are such that relative sliding

takes place. (An exception to this statement
occurs when the point of contact happens to
be at the pitch point ; at that instant purely
rolling contact is made.) Sliding at a loaded
point of contact means loss of power by reason
of friction, and in the past it was regarded as
important to reduce sliding to a minimum.
In modern spur and helical gears, however,
the power loss by friction at the tooth surfaces
is only about one half of t per cent. of the

C

Mt rest)
Point of contact
moving to right

Point of contace
at rest

Fig. 43.-Illustrating contact conditions.

transmitted power, so that even if the power
loss by friction is increased by, say, 5o per
cent., it represents only a negligible fraction
of the transmitted power. It is now recognised
that a comparatively high sliding velocity is
in itself no serious disadvantage ; on the
contrary, it may tend to .assist lubrication.
The effect of contact conditions on the
endurance of the tooth surfaces is much more
important than their influence on efficiency.

In the upper diagram of Fig. 43 C is
the point of contact between profiles A and B.
The latter is imagined to be at rest and A is
moving to the right. The point of contact is
also moving to the right.

The velocity of A is the sliding velocity of
A relative to B, whilst the velocity of C is
the rolling velocity of A over B.

Lubrication Conditions
Although this is the usual way of con-

sidering the relative velocities, it is most
convenient for some reasons to think of the
velocities of the profiles relatively to the
point of contact which is imagined to be at
rest.

Thus, in Fig. 43 the profiles A and B touch
at C, which is at rest ; the velocities of A and
B are v and u respectively. The velocity of
relative sliding of A and B is (v-u).

Now suppose that v and u are in the same
direction and that v is greater than u. A point
on B approaching C from the left is in contact
with an oil film which eventually also makes
contact with A. When it does so the film
tends to be drawn forward to C because the
velocity of A is greater than that of B and
this makes for effective lubrication of each
point on B.

On the contrary, a point on A approaching
C from the left is in contact with an oil film
which eventually touches B. Now B, although
moving in the same direction as A, lags
behind it because of B's lower velocity. Thus
any point on A suffers inferior lubrication
conditions because B tends to retard the
approach of the oil film to the point of contact.

Gear Tooth -forms (contd.)
(ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.)

If v and u are equal, v-u-o (zero) and
there is no sliding at the point of contact.
Lubrication conditions are satisfactory for
both profiles, since neither lags behind the
other.

If the velocities of A and B arc opposite
(i.e., v and u are of opposite sign) lubrication
conditions are imperfect for both profiles.
As any point on either of them approaches
the point of contact it is close to the other
profile moving away from the point of contact.

The position may be summarised thus :
(i) If the velocities at the point of contact

are in the same direction, lubrication
conditions for the faster -moving profile

profile.
eofilienferior to those for the other

(2) If the velocities at the point of contact
are equal (and in the same direction)
there is no sliding, and lubrication
conditions are satisfactory.

(3) If the velocities at the point of contact
are opposite, there is much sliding and
lubrication conditions are poor for both
profiles.

The velocities of sliding which occurs on
involute gear teeth may be studied with the
aid of Fig. 44. This represents the end view
of the engagement zone of a pair of spur
gears, the upper one driving the lower one.
There are two points of contact, C and D.
The line of pressure is the common tangent

0,

Fig. 44.-Sliding velocities
between involute gear teeth.

AB to the base circles. It is desired to know
the velocities with which the profiles at C
are passing C. The profile t is moving away
from the point A, and the velocity of the
point E (where it meets the base circle of the
upper gear) is the circumferential velocity of
the base circle of the upper gear.

Now, because the profile r is involute, the
distance from A to E measured round the

base circle is the same as the length of the
straight line AC. Hence the velocity of C
along AB is the circumferential velocity of
the base circle of the upper gear, and this,
incidentally, is equal to the circumferential
velocity of the base circle of the lower gear.

Since the length AC is increasing at the
same rate as the circumference of the upper
base circle is moving, the relative motion of
the base circle and AB at any instant is the
same as if the circle were rolling on AB.
At any instant, therefore, the motion of the
base circle relative to AB is a rotation about A.
Since the profile i at C is perpendicular to
AC, the velocity of the profile perpendicular
to AB is simply AC multiplied by the angular
velocity of the upper gear. Denoting the
angular velocities of the two gears by ru, and
ro, we have :

Velocity of profile r at C = ACw, upwards.
Velocity of profile 2 at C=BCai, upwards.
Velocity of profile 2-Velocity of profile t

-(PB PC)o)! - (PA -PC)oii.
--(PBto2 -PAtoi)-1- PC (oi, + NO.
Now the circumferential velocities of the

pitch circles are cu, (0,A) and co, (0,B) and
these must be equal.

Therefore PBo.- PB w.,02B P0

- 0,B ,B
Also, because the triangles PAO, and

PBO2 are similar,
PB PA
01B 01A

PATherefore -0,At
and therefore Velocity of profile 2 -Velocity

of profile t -PC (a), -I
So long as C is to the left

of P the velocity of profile 2
across AB (i.e., past the point
of contact) is greater than
that of profile 2, the differ-
ence being PC ((o, oh).
When the point of contact is
at P, then PC= OD there is
no difference in velocities of
profile at C, or in other
words the contact at the
pitch point is purely rolling.
When the point of contact
C has passed to the right of

P, the velocity of profile i at the point of
contact is greater than that of profile 2.

The important points arising out of these
considerations are:

(i) At any instant, the point of contact
is outside the pitch circle of one gear and
inside that of the other.

(2) The tooth profile of the former gear
has the greater velocity past the point of
contact.

(3) The difference between the velocities
of the profiles at the point of contact is
equal to the distance of that point from
the pitch point multiplied by the sum of
the angular velocities of the two gears.
Taking this in conjunction with the remarks

previously referred to, it will be seen
that lubrication conditions are less favourable
at points outside the pitch circle than at
points inside them. At the pitch circle itself
there is no sliding.

(To be continued)
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Locomotives for Narrow Gat&
Railways

Their Design and Construction

By E. W. TWINING

ALTHOUGH the motor omnibus, the
luxurious motor coach and the road
lorry has in this country almost

killed the light railway, there are some
narrow gauge lines still in operation catering
for passenger and goods as well as mineral
traffic. Abroad and all over the world there
are many such railways. India alone finds
a use for several, and wherever roads are
poor or non-existent the light railway holds
its own domain, for in flat country it is
cheaper to lay a light railway track than to
make a good modern type of road.

Then, beside the point-to-point narrow
gauge railway, there are in Great Britain
dozens of tracks in the yards of ironworks,
factories, gravel pits, quarries and other
industrial concerns all operated by locomo-
tiVes, some driven by internal combustion
motors but mostly by steam.

In the very narrow gauge of 15 inches
there are many small public pleasure rail-
ways, and the writer has recently been pre-
paring designs and drawings for two I sin.
gauge engines now in course of construction.

Some to years ago drawings were made
for the engine shown in Fig. 1, the general
type of which the writer claims as his own.
It is not, however, of this engine that the
present articles are intended to deal, but of
a much heavier locomotive for 27in. gauge,
designed since the end of the last. war. The
-general outline is much the same except for
the fact that it is of the 0-6-2 type. A scale
elevation is reproduced in Fig. 2 and cross -
sections through firebox and smokebox in
Fig. 3.

Before going into descriptive details of the
design it may be as well to give a complete
table of dimensions, weights, etc.; here then
is the: -
Specification
Engine : Coupled wheels, diameter

Radial truck wheels, diameter ..
Cylinders (2) Stroke ..

Diameter
Piston'iralves Diameter

Travel ..
» Lap 

Lead ..
Valve gear : Modified Joy.
Boiler, Diameter outside

C.L. above rails

2 10 2' 9'

24in
16in.

.. join.
.. 7in.

15/8M.
7/16in.
aisiin.

3oin.
4ft. oin.

-r?;:s

Fig. 1.-A locomotive of the 0-4-2 type for isin. gauge.

Boiler heating surface : Tubes .. 207.25 sq. ft.
JP PP P, Firebox .. 32.5 sq. ft.
PP PI I, Total .. 239.75 Sq. ft.
,, PP 33 Grate area .. 8.25 sq. ft.

Ratio : Grate area to heating surface .. .. 29
Boiler pressure .. .. .. 15011. sq. in.
Tractive effort at 8o% boiler pressure 2,4501b.
Wheelbase, coupled .. .. .. 5ft. oin.

total .. .. .. 8ft. Tin.

Weight in working order .. 9 tons 2 cwt.
on leading wheels .. a ton 28 cwt.
on driving wheels .. 2 tons 14 cwt.
on rear coupledwheels 2 tons 12 cwt.

,, on truck wheels .. I ton 18 cwt.
Curves, minimum radius .. .. .. 12oft.
Length, engine over frame plates 13ft. oin.

r_
.. 6" ....

2' 3'
3'

13'.0'

Z. 3"

Fig. 3. -Half cross -sections of the engine.

3'7"

25. 7'

Tender : Wheels, diameter thin.
Wheelbase .. 6ft. Tin.
Tank capacity, water .. .. goo gallons
Coal .. a ton 14 cwt.
Length over frames .. 9ft. 5in.

Weight, loaded with driver .. 5 tons 9 cwt.
Total weight, engine and tender 14 tons 13 cwt.
Total height of engine .. 7ft Sin.

It will be realised that although the engine
is designed for 27in. track no great altera-
tion would be called for to render it suitable
for any other gauge from 24in. to 3oin.;
merely a shortening or lengthening of aisles,
frame stretchers and other cross members ;
the boiler would be unaffected.
Main Features of the Boiler Design

Despite the risk of restating what has
almost become a platitude, it is pointed out
that the secret of power in a locomotive
lies in the boiler ; that is to say, in its
capacity to generate steam at a sufficiently
rapid rate to fill the cylinders up to the
maximum required speed, with maximum
load, and that without having to resort to
hard firing. Therefore it follows that the
boiler must be as large as may be practic-
able: it must have a large area of heating
surface and, above all, a big grate area.

With a grate having an area of 81 sq. ft.
and heating surface of nearly 240 sq. ft. the
ratio of one to the other is 29. The (late)
L.M.S. big Pacific type engines have a ratio
of about 5o and the (late) Great Western
King class about 64. From these figures
some idea may be gathered of the evaporative
capacity of the boiler of the engine we are
now considering. It may be argued that
with such a low ratio as we have provided
more steam will be generated than the engine
can use, but this is not the case ; it merely
means that less fuel will need to be shovelled
into the firebox and less clinker will form
on the firebars. A big grate admits more

SCALE OF FEET.

9,5'

0

WATER: 400 GALLONS.

6' v'
1' ...I 11

Fig. 2. -An 0-6-2 locomotive for 27in. to 3oin. gauges.
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Fig. 4.-A radial gear for outside cylinders.
oxygen and the bars are kept at a lower
temperature.

As will be seen from Fig. 3 the firebox
is of the wide type and this, with its front
tube -plate, back -plate, and especially  with
the throat -plate, makes for simplicity of
flanging, staying and general construction.

The front tube -plate is of the drum -head
type ; that is to say, it is flanged all round
and -recessed into the boiler barrel. There
are no superheaters. The dome is in the
middle of the boiler barrel with two direct -
loaded safety valves on the top. The
regulator is in the dome and the design of
this will be dealt with later.

The chimney has a very short petticoat
extension down into the smokebox because
it has, of course, been possible to provide a
fairly tall stack, and the exhaust pipe and
blast orifice are kept well up nearly to the
level of the uppermost row of flue tubes.
This is as it should be, in order to equalise
the suction, or draught, on all the tubes from
top to bottom.

Valve Gears
Although the Walschaerts gear has come

to be almost universally used in outside
cylinder engines and, notwithstanding that he
introduced it into the design for Fig. 1, the
writer is not greatly in favour, of this gear.

The Gooch radial gear, a better one than
the Stephenson, employed four eccentrics,
but, unlike the Stephenson, the expansion
link was centrally pivoted and so fixed.
Between the link and the valve spindle there
was a radius rod which was moved by the
reversing rod and lever from the top to the
bottom of the expansion link and vice versa.
It used to be argued that when in either
forward or backward gear there was a definite
angular drive to the valve. So there was,
but exactly the same angular drive is to be
found in Walschaerts's gear. Why, if it
was a fault in the gear of Gooch, is it
tolerated in Walschaerts's? Engineers are
queer folk.

But it is not this angular
drive that the writer objects
to so much as the fact that
it is more or less a com-
promise as regards t h e
geometrical layout. On
British railways, too, there
is an unnecessary amount of
slip of die -blocks ; in the
expansion link when in for-
ward gear and in the slotted
end of the radius rcd in both
fore and back gear.

'Ihe gear invented by
David Joy gives a very
beautiful and almost perfect
steam distribution, and as
applied to marine engines=- it
is ideal ; but for locomo!,ve
work there is a very serious
objection to its use. The
whole of the gear is oper-
ated and the motion taken
from a point in the length
of the connecting rod, the

up-and-down vibration of the rod being
the movement utilised to make the required
change of motion through a right-angle to
drive the valve. Through a system of
links and levers his vertical vibration
of the connecting rod is made to slide a

Fig. 5.-A radial
gear for inside

cylinders.

pair of die -blocks in curved guides, the angle
of which can be changed by the reversing
lever. To the pin through the die, or quad-
rant blocks, a radius rod connects up to the
valve spindle.

Now it will be seen that as the correct
travel of the valve depends upon the angle
of vibration of the connecting rod being
equal on each side of a centre line passing
through the centre of the driving axle, any
vertical movement of the axle -box and axle
from the normal will cause the die or quad-
rant blocks to follow portions of an arc
which are unequal above and below the point
where the curved guides are pivoted. It is

obvious, of course, that an engine must
" ride " on its springs, due to inequalities in
the track, and this has the effect of upsetting
the valve events. This riding with tender
engines is not a very serious matter, but it
does make a difference whether the water
level in the boiler is full or low ; so does the
amount of fuel in the firebox. When the Joy
gear is fitted in tank engines the unequal
steam distribution becomes serious because
the difference in weight of the engine
between full tanks and coal bunkers and the
same empty is a large disturbing factor.

The Writer's Valve Gears
Having in mind tbe foregoing objections

to both Walschaerts's and Joy's gears the
Writer was led to design two mechanisms
which would retain the best features of the
Joy gear, and in one of them features which
are essential in the Walschaerts. It is this
latter which was chosen to be embodied in the
design for the 27in. gauge engine (Fig. 2).

The drawing (Fig. 4) shows the complete
gear. Here it will be seen that the Wals-
chaerts return crank on the main crank pin
is retained, as well as the combination lever
and union link, taking motion from the main
crosshead through which the lap and lead
functions are given to the valve.

From Joy's gear the curved guides have
been taken which, by inclination over to
either of the chain -dotted lines, through
movement of the reversing lever, give the
valve travel. The engine is here drawn in
mid -gear position so that, with the main
crank pin on bottom centre and piston in the
middle of its stroke, the inside -admission
piston valve is covering the ports.

It will be seen that the vertical component
of the movement in the curved guides is ob-
tained through a bell -crank, and as theFig. 6.-Steam brake eccentric rod lies parallel with the centre -line

cylinder and gear. of the engine there is no disturbance from
sliding of the axle -box up
and down in the horns.

'There are no die -blocks in
the curved guides, and, in
fact, there are no sliding
parts anywhere, in the gear.
The place of die -blocks is
taken by a pair of light
radial ball bearings which
roll in the guides. The
question as to whether the
guide surfaces shall be hard-
ened has not yet been
decided.

The other gear, for which
there is no immediate use, is
intended for engines cf small
size having inside cylinders.
It is illustrated in Ihe draw-
ing (Fig. 5). Here nothing
is taken from the Walschaerts
gear, but the curved Joy
guides are retained with

-- radial bearings in place of
Lie -blocks. The vertical i
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movement of these, together with the radius
rods, is obtained through a short crank -shaft
carried in ball bearings. This shaft is chain -
driven from the main crank -axle.

It will be noticed that the small valve -gear
cranks are set in line with and on the same
side of the centres as the main crank pins.
From the small crank pins links are taken up
to the radial bearings in the guides, and at
a certain point in these links the radius rods
are pinned ; thus we obtain the necessary
movement to provide for lap and lead of the
valves. In the drawing the main crank is on
the forward dead centre, the piston at the
front end of the cylinder and the valve open
to lead.

It will be obvious that the two small cranks
must be set at right -angles one with the
other, that one chain only is all that is really
essential to drive the shaft and that the whole
shaft must be sufficiently short to clear the
two main connecting rods. The use of ball
bearings should render it possible to fit two
sets of sprockets and chains in order to pro-
vide against the failure of one of them. The
chain or chains will be set in the centre
between the bearings with the cranks on
either side. A gear case would be advisable
to enclose the chains, which can then run in
an oil bath formed in the lower part of the
case.

The advantages claimed for 'both of these

rfr-ipmtoteril

Fig. 8.-The driver's brake valve.
gears are that they are simple in construction,
the dead weight of the whole is not so great
as some other gears, that they are generally
much more correct as regards steam distri-
bution and that the cost of maintenance is
low. The cut-off point is not limited by
the throw of eccentrics, or by the length of
expansion links, but depends upon the angle
to which the quadrant guides are inclined ;
so that if the reversing lever is arianged to
allow the guides to be carried over past the
normal full -gear point of cut-off, say, of
75 per cent., a cut-off up to as much as
85 or 90 per cent. is possible, thus increasing
for a short period the starting power of the
engine.

Steam Brakes
In Fig. 2 only the brake blocks, hangers

and parts of the brake rigging is shown. The
power is applied by a single -acting steam
cylinder, with an open lower end. There
is nothing extraordinary about this, but the
assembly of the cylinder with the crank
lever and attachment to the third cross beam,
together with the frame stretcher casting, may
be of interest, and a drawing is therefore
given in Fig. 6. The only novelty lies in
the fitting shown on the forward (left-hand)
side of the cylinder ; this is a blow -through
and drainage valve which is drawn in section,
along with the cylinder, in Fig. 7.

In most cases in the past drainage has
been provided for by fitting a small ball
valve which falls off its seat directly steam
is cut off after application of the brake, thus
allowing the condensed steam to drain away.
But as the ball runs in an almost horizontal
track it closes again when steam is again
turned on. There is no arrangement for
blowing steam through the cylinder to warm

Fig. 7-Brake cylinder ro.th warming and
drainage valve

it preparatory to braking. Consequently,
the first rush of steam is condensed and full
braking effect is not obtained until the cylin-
der has become sufficiently hot to allow con-
densation to cease.

The valve shown here is of the mitre type
with three wings, spring loaded to hold it
open. Through holes drilled in the lower
case the condensate drains away. When the
engine driver knows he is approaching a
stopping place he opens his steam valve
slightly ; this allows a small trickle of steam
to blow through the cylinder and through the
valve without closing the latter. By the
time that full brakes are required the cylinder
and piston will be sufficiently warm to pre-
vent loss of power by condensation. For
partial or full brake power the driver's valve
is opened accordingly when the drainage
valve on the cylinder closes.

Any suitable type of driver's valve can be
adopted, but that shown in longitudinal
section in Fig. 8 is designed for the 0-6-2
engine. Here it will be seen that on the
steam side of the large operating screw there
are two cylindrical portions which make a
good rotating fit in the bore of the valve
body. Beyond the second cylindrical part is
the valve cone which is groUnd to
fit a conical seating. In the valve
cone a channel or port is cut, through
which, when the valve comes slightly
off its seat, a small volume of steam
passes to the cylinder. The small
sketch drawn above the valve, in Fig 8,
shows the channel referred to viewed
from a different angle from that of the
main drawing.

The Dome and Regulator
The regulator is the valve which, on

being opened by the driver, admits
steam the cylinders and sets the
engine in motion. This
valve, with its seating, takes
many forms, according to
the ideas and practice of
the designer. Some are
flat, and work or slide on a
flat seating. Others, still
flat, are semi -rotary. Both
types are perforated and
uncover ports in the fixed
regulator head. Yet other
valves, and these a r e
almost universally fitted in
America, are of the double -
beat mitre pattern, the
upper member of which is
a little larger in diameter
than the lower. This
valve is almost balanced
against steam pressure and
requires little power to
move it, a very great advan-
tage over the flat type.

For the two Ijin. gauge engines previously
referred to, as well as for the 27in. gauge
which is the subject of Fig. 2, the writer has
designed a sliding type valve which by reason
of its form is always in perfect equilibrium.

As will be seen from Fig. 9 the valve is
cylindrical, closed at the lower end, open at
the top, and pierced at about the middle of
its length with six ports, all in line circum-
ferentially. These ports, when the regulator
is fully opened, come into alignment with a
cored -out opening in the regulator head.

When first made and fitted the valve is
very carefully machined and finished dead
true, the head is truly bored and ground,
and finally the valve is lapped into the head.
As the valve moves up and down vertically
no effect of wear should be found for a long
time, and the valve will remain steam tight.
It is operated through the rpedium of a bell
crank by a push -and -pull rod, from the foot-
plate. For the sake of stiffness the rod is
made from a length of steel tubing. This is
plugged at the end near the firebox back and
into the plug a steel solid rod is screwed,
which solid rod passes through the usual
stuffing box to the driver's handle. The screw
provides a means of adjustment for the valve.

The drawing (Fig. 9) shows a stop cast
on the pipe below the regulator head. This
is merely a safety device to guard against the
possibility of the valve falling out of the
head in the remote event of failure of any
part of the bell -crank mechanism.

Relief and Blow -off Valves
These valves, fixed at both ends of the

main engine cylinders, are necessary in order
to get rid of water resulting from condensa-
tion. On standard gauge full-size engines
the relief valves, heavily spring loaded, are
automatic in action and open only when
water is present and has accumulated with-
out the knowledge of the engine driver. They
are entirely separate from and independent
of the blow -off valves and are usually
mounted on the cylinder covers. They open

WI MNU's

Fig. 9.-Sleeve valve regulator in steam dome.
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when the piston presses upon the water at
the ends of its stroke.

Blow -oft valves are not automatic but are
opened through mechanism led from the
footplate. The driver invariably uses these
valves when the regulator is opened to admit
steam to cold or cool cylinders.

It will be obvious that to give quick relief
the automatic valves on big cylinders must
be of large area and, as they have normally
to carry the full steam pressure without
opening, it would be impossible to open them
manually. On small cylinders, where the
areas of the valves need not be great, there
is no reason why the relief and blow -off
should not be combined in one valve at each
cylinder end.

This is what the writer is doing in the
narrow gauge engines which he is designing
or has designed. Such a valve is shown in
the drawing (Fig. so). Here it will be seen
that the combined valve is placed in the
normal position on the cylinder, that is to
say, that usually occupied by the blow -off
valve or cock : the lowest point at which
water will accumulate. The valve itself is
of the mitre pattern and below it is a cylin-
drical part fitting the bore of the valve case.
The spring must be of sufficient power to
keep the valve from just opening under the
maximum steam pressure. It will then be
possible to give manual relief through the
levers and rods or cable led from the cab.
Stranded steel cable is usually found most
convenient with spring -loaded blow -off
valves.

The Tender
By way of conclusion a few words may

be said regarding the tender shown on the
drawing (Fig. 2). The size and capacity of
of the tender for such an engine as this will
of course depend upon the nature of the
work to be done and the distance to be
travelled between the points where fuel and
water can be taken in. For shunting in
yards and hauling over short lengths of track
a small four -wheeled tender, sufficiently large
to carry three or four hundredweight of a
mixture of coal and coke and, perhaps,
6o gallons of water, would probably meet the
case. Longer journeys, extending for several
miles, out and home, would call for, perhaps,
something larger on six wheels, after the style
of that attached to the engine in Fig. x, the
wheelbase of which is articulated.

But, returning to the large tender in Fig. 2,
the chief points to which reference may be
made are: the drawbar arrangement and the
driver's seated position. Taking the two
points in order, and dealing with the drawbar
first, it may be explained that the bar is
coupled to the radial truck on the engine
and to the front of the leading bogie on the
tender. A very little consideration will show
that if the bar was attached to the engine
main frames between the firebox back and
the rear buffer beam a very heavy side pull
would be put on the back of the engine when
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Fig. It:I.-Cylinder combined relief and blow -off take.

negotiating sharp curves, producing terrific
flange friction at both the rear and front
coupled wheels. Of course the radial truck

pivot and the tender bogie pin have to be
Made capable of taking the full draw -bar
pull.

Turning to the human question of the
driver being "seated whilst driving : is there
any reason why he should not sit? With
comparatively small boilers the firehole and
all fittings on the firebox back are low down
and are far more accessible from a seat.
Likewise in firing: with a short -handled
shovel and a shovelling plate on the top of
the front end of the tender tank beside him
the fuel is much more conveniently "trans-
ferred from the tender to the firebox.

In Fig. 2 the driver is drawn to exactly
the same scale as the engine. It will be seen
that he is amply protected from bad weather
by a large cab roof which is pivoted for
ease of access to his seat, whilst in long
continued fair weather the roof extension can
be entirely removed.

(To be continued)

Mathematics as a Pastime
Problems With the

DALLY a little while with that remarkable
property of a circle, that the angle in a
semi -circle is always a right-angle, and

consider one of the many curious deductions
from it. You know that a rectangle of length
a and breadth b has an area of ab : in other
words the area is the same as that of a square

A C 8

A

(AC) X (CO (cat

(AC)2
(AC)

(Ca)
X

Figs. i and 2.-Diagrams showing the properties
of a circle and rectangle.

with a side of V ab. You can express this
relation between a and b and V ab as a
proportion.

a : ab : : V ab : b

A/Ybor -a The three terms a, V ab, b are
ab b

in progression : for a becomes A/a, if you
multiply byfa and i,/ab becomes b if you

multiply by the same i/i° ,\/°- s, you
a a

say, the common ratio.
V ab you call the geometric mean between

a and b, and your circle enables you to get this
mean geometrically. In other words, the
circle provides you with an interesting way of
making a square root emerge. You will not,
indeed, use the method in practice, since you
have more expeditious methods at your
service. But as an engineer you welcome this
playing with geometry ; for you know that
often a result can be reached more easily
by a drawing, than in any other way.

BOOKS FOR

' !
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Circle
Examine the matter. Make the diameter of

your circle equal to the combined length and
breadth of your rectangle, equal that is to
(a + b) : suppose AC to equal a and CB to
equal b.

Erect CD at right -angles at AB, and join D
where the line cuts the circumference to
A and B.

Consider the square on AB. You know that
this is equal to the squares on the two parts
(AC and CB), plus twice the rectangle
contained by those parts.

That is :
(AB)2=(AC)2+(CB)2+2(AC x CB).
But, since ADB is a right-angle, (AB)2 is

also equal to (AD)2 plus (DB)2. Moreover,
(AD)2 equals (AC)2 plus (CD)2, and (DB)2
equals (CB)2 plus (DC)2. Or

(AB)2-(AC)2+(CB)2+2.(CB)2
The two rectangles 2(AC x CB) are clearly
equal to the two squares 2(CD)2. That is to
say, (CD) is the geometric mean between (AC)
and (CB) ; and (CD) is also the side of a
square equal in area to (AC x CB). Therefore
if (AC) were 4 and (CB) were s, (CD) would
be exactly 2. Try this.

Very well, apply the method to getting the
square root of 2.75 and of .75 : your diameters
will be (t-}-2.75) and (i + .75).

Fig. 3.-Method of obtaining square roots.
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Wire and Wire Gauges (Vest Pocket Book), 316, by
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Screw Thread Manual, 61-, by post 616.
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Chemical Resisting
Cement

SIR,-I have just been
reading the February

issue of PRACTICAL
MECHANICS, and in con-
nection with a query raised
by one of your readers on how to line a metal
tank to resist sodium hypochiorite, I would
take this opportunity of drawing your attention
to a range of products made by the Morgan
Crucible Company, Ltd.

For lining concrete, brick or metal tanks
a Carblox Chemical Resisting Cement is
used. These cements are supplied in two
parts, one liquid and one powder, which are
mixed together in definite proportions on
site. The freshly -mixed cement is applied
with a trowel to form a membrane tin. thick.
This is allowed to air -set for 24 hours, and
then heat treated at a temperature of approxi-
mately too'C for a further period of 12
hours. After' this the tank can be put into
service, provided the maximum operating
temperature does not exceed 40°C. Should
a higher operating temperature be required,
or if the tank has also to resist mechanical
abrasion, this can be achieved by a further
lining of Carblox bricks or tiles. These
bricks or tiles are jointed and backed with
Carblox Chemical Resisting Mortar. After

has been completed a further period of
air -setting is required as above, and again
heat -treated as before.

The resulting structure can now be used
at a maximum operating temperature of
t7o°C, and is completely resistant to 'most
inorganic acids including hydrofluoric acid.-
W. ALVA LLEWELLYN (Kingston -on -Thames).

Long Distance Telephones
SIR,-In an article in the November issue

of PRACTICAL MECHANICS, the Marquis
of Donegall attributes the development of
long-distance trunk dialling to American free
enterprise, and says that the British Post
Office may have such a system " in a few
years." Your contributor has been misin-
formed. The British 2 -voiced -frequency
trunk signalling and dialling system (known
invariably as 2V -F) was put into service in
the dark days of 1940, was develoned and
expanded in the face of great difficulties
through the war years, and is now the
standard system of trunk signalling between
all the large towns in the country and many
of the small ones. The system is identical
with the vaunted U.S.A. system, in that the
outgoing trunk operator completes connection
with the called subscriber by direct dialling
over a trunk junction, without the interven-
tion of the distant operator.

In fairness to British engineers, may I sug-
gest that the Marquis gets in touch with his
local telephone manager and asks for inform-
ation, on 2V -F, and makes public his find-
ings. I think he Will be surprised,inter-
ested and, I hope, chastened! - F. E.
WILLIAMS (Birmingham). -

Catching a Cold
SIR,-The medical evidence hitherto is

against the statement made by " Icarus "
in your November issue (Cyclist Section):
that colds are not caught, that is, transmitted
from one person to another.

Kruse, in 1904, was first to demonstrate that
a cold is infectious by causing the disease
by the introduction of infective material into
the nose of a healthy person. Later workers
have confirmed this by infecting volunteers
from a culture of the virus, isolated from
cases of " colds." Any open-air exercise will
reduce the risk of inhaling sufficient of the
virus to cause infection. Similarly this
risk is increased where ventilation is poor and
a number of people, some of whom are prob-
ably in the infective stage, are present.

As a consequence, it will be apparent that
to sneeze or cough without using anything
to intercept the resultant spray of infective
droplets is to fail in one's social duty ; the
more so in that secondary infection may set
in, causing middle ear disease, pneumonia,
etc.-PAULETTE O'DOWDA (Edinburgh).

Film -Strip Projector
SIR,-With reference to Mr. Markham's

suggested improvements on the home -
built film -strip projector in the November
issue of PRACTICAL MECHANICS, the arrange-
ment shown could possibly be dangerous.

Mr. Kay used the bottle of water to pre-
vent the radiated heat from the lamp, which
is concentrated in the same way as the light
waves by the condenser, from reaching the
film strip, with the consequent risk of fire.

Flex

Ebonite
tube TO,.

Fig.I

Mercury Switch

Fig. 2

B Stop Fitted to
Fig. 3 Clock Case

Details of the mercury switch for a "radio awakener"

January, 1950

Water, in common with various other sub-
stances, is only transparent to waves of a
certain length. Glass, for instance, is opaque
to ultra -violet light, but not to ordinary light
or infra -red waves. Water is transparent to
light waves, but to infra -red, and waves
beyond the infra -red range, that is radiated
heat, it is opaque.-M. J. FORREST (West
Hallam).

Mercury Switch for "Radio Awakener"
SIR,-I was very interested in B. R. Coates'

" radio awakener " in the October issue,
but I consider it to be too complicated and
bulky compared with my own simple but
efficient idea. Make the actual switch from
a piece of aerial lead-in tube rein. long; this
needs threading internally at each end for a
distance of about ;in. (Fig. 1). Next fix a
brass screw and solder tag at one end with a
little shellac on the threads. Then drill and
thread a hole lin. from the same end and
fit a piece of screwed rod to project into the
tube, and tighten with a lock nut-a small
screw with a soldering tag could be fitted
instead. The next step is to pour enough
mercury into the tube just to cover the
screwed rod in the side of the tube, then
make a small threaded plug of ebonite, shel-
lac the threads, and screw in. For the
casing (Fig. 2) use a piece of 21in. by tin.
by fin. thick ebonite or hard wood and, with
a fretsaw, cut the centre out, as shown, so
that the switch fits snugly with room for the
wires. Now make two cover pieces-BB--
(Fig. 3) from paxolin or similar insulating
material, clamp the three pieces together and
drill a hole in each corner for the fixing bolts.
From strip brass a clip D (Fig. 4) is made to
fit tightly round the centre of the switch case.
Next make a brass arm C, and drill to fit
the holes in the clip. Place the clip in
position, pass two screws through the brass
arm, through the clip and bolt on to the
alarm winder. At this point the alarm
should be almost fully wound. Drill a hole
under the alarm winder in the clock back to
take a nut and bolt to act as a stop for the
arm C, as shown in Fig. 5.

To operate, all that needs to be done is to
set the alarm and turn the switch case with
the flex upwards. It will be seen that when
the alarm rings the switch will turn upside
down and the brass arm will hit the stop.

grass Clip 0 Brass Arm C

Brass Clip 0

Switch in
Ott Position
With Flex Up

Nut and
Bolt

S- itch inverted
When in On IA`

Position

Brass
Arm C

Fig. 5
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At this juncture the mercury will be at the
other end of the tube and making contact
with both brass screws. To reset just turn
switch back into original position. As the
alarm winder only makes a half -turn each
time it will be understood that the alarm
never needs rewinding. This device is
efficient, and has been in use a considerable
time.-F. 0. ATKINSON (Hull).

CELLULOID WRITING PAD
SIR,-In a recent issue of PRACTICAL

MECHANICS, I noticed in the " Queries
and Enquiries " pages, under the heading,
" Writing Pad with Celluloid Front," the
suggested construction of same, and I wish
to offer an alternative method.

Tin Strip With Wire Separator

Tin C/ip

Thin White
Paper

Black
Waxed
Cord

Details of a writing pad with a celluloid front.

I believe I am right in suggesting that the
base consists of a black wax paper, or paper
mounted on cardboard, with a thin white
paper on this, and the Cellophane or thin
celluloid on top. When the pointed stick is
pressed on the celluloid it causes the white
paper to adhere to the waxed paper and shows
black at contact, a thin wire stretched across
the pad is pulled down when the writing
needs to be " washed out." I believe that
with thin celluloid this type of pad gives very
good service. The accompanying diagram
shows the construction of the suggested pad.
-H. J. HONEYBALL (Gosforth.)

BOOKS ON TELESCOPE MAKING
SIR,-Your querist, F. C. Coppen, of

Reading, would probably find " Mak-
ing Your Own Telescope,' by Allyn J.
Thompson, and published by the Sky Pub-
lishing Corporation, Harvard Observatory,
Cambridge 38, Mass., and obtainable at quite
a few book shops, most useful. There is
also obtainable in London another American
work. I think it is called " Telescope Mak-
ing," and a second volume " Advanced
Telescope Making." I can recommend any
or all of these most instructive and excel-
lent books.-G. E. WILLIAMSON (Bickley).

RHODIUM PLATING
SIR,-In reply to a query sent in by A. C.

Large (Chichester) in the November
issue, it is stated that it is necessary to
copper -plate glass before depositing rhodium.
This is not the case, as it is possible to
deposit rhodium successfully, direct to glass.
by high vacuum technique. Most metals
can be deposited in this manner.

In my opinion; the suggestion to silver plate
the copper then polish same, prior to 'rhod-
iumising, would lead to loss of definition. I
suggest that the inquirer has his reflector

aluminised. This will give a very durable
film, with a minimum reflectivity of 84 per
cent.

This is a method I can strongly recom-
mend, as I am engaged, daily on the evapor-
ation of aluminium and other metals on to
glass, in all types of optical instruments.-
R. J. BUNTING (Glasgow, W.2.)

SIR,-We have had an inquiry from one
of your readers regarding the rhodium

surfacing of glass mirrors, following the
mention of our name in your Queries and
Enquiries columns as a source of supply in
this direction.

We think it as well to make it clear that

1-35
_ -

while we perform a considerable amount of
rhodium plating upon metals and are sup-
pliers of rhodium plating salts and anodes,
our interest in the vacuum distillation process
by ,which glass is coated, with rhodium is
confined to the supply of rhodium plated
tungsten helices for the purposes.

We do not undertake the actual treatment
of glass surfaces, however, and we would sug-
gest that if you receive other enquiries of
this nature you should refer your corres-
pondents to one of those firms which handle
such work. Messrs. Barr and Stroud,
Anniesland, Glasgow, W.z, can be quoted
as an example.-B. W. DAVIS (Johnson,
Matthey and Co., London, E.C.I.)

Bassett-Lowke's Fiftieth Anniversary Dinner
THE famous firm of Bassett-Lowke

Limited celebrated the attainment of
5o years of trading at a jubilee dinner

given by the firm at the Savoy Hotel on
November 15th, 1949, when over 6o
members of the firm and guests were
present. Mr. Cyril Derry, M.S.E., the
chairman of Bassett-Lowke Limited, was
chairman on this occasion, and the guests
included Lord Brabazon of Tara, P.C.,
M.C. ; Mr. C. E. Vivian Rowe, LL.B., town
clerk of Northampton; Mr. Walter Lines,
president, British Toy Manufacturers' Asso-
ciation ; Mr. J. D. Kiley, J.P. ; chairman of
Trix Ltd. ; Mr. George Dow, A.M.Inst.T.,
president of the Model Engineering Trade
Association, and Mr. G. H. Lake, his secre-
tary ; Mr. J. C. Crebbin, the well-known
model enthusiast ; Mr. A. H. Redrup, of
the Cunard White Star Line ; Mr. D. Caird,
Royal Mail Lines ; Mr. T. A. Aggett, Blue
Star Line ; Mr. R. A. Raulin, French
Line, and Mr. A. H. Robson, Union -Castle
Mail Steamship Co., Ltd. Members of
the firm present, including the chairman,
were : Mr. W. J. Bassett-Lowke, M.I.Loco.E.,
F.R.S.A., Mr. H. F. R. Franklin, Mr. H. W.
Franklin, Mr. R. H. Fuller and Mr. R.
Bindon Blood, and Mr. F. Prior, of the
Associated Company of Precision Models,
Ltd., Mr. P. F. Claydon, of the subsidiary
company, Ships Models, Ltd., Mr. W. H.
Rowe, Mr. V. S. King, Mr. H. M. Sell,
Mr. H. Foreman, Mr. C. B. Cox, Mr. E. H.
Clifton. The Press was represented by Mr.

J. N. Maskelyne, Mr. A. R. Peers, Mr. R. J.
Raymond, Mr. J. R. Cox, Mr. B. W. C.
Cook, Mr. A. Leach and Mr. F. J. Camm.

It was a memorable evening in many
ways, notably for tl-w uniform quality of
the speeches, and the many tributes which
were paid to Mr. W. J. Bassett-Lowke and
his firm which have ,ione so much to act
as a shop window throughout the world for
British products.

The toast of Mr. W. J. Bassett-Lowke
and his company was proposed by Lord
Brabazon of Tara, himself a model enthu-
siast and founder of the Standardisation
Committee. Mr. W. J. Bassett-Lowke, in
his reply, stated that some of the staff
present had been with the company over
4o years. He reviewed his history from the
age of 12, when he started work as a black-
smith's mate, proceeding to the machine
shop and from there to making models as
a business. Mr. William Rowe, now sales
manager and chief buyer, was with him 5o
years ago and must have been the first
indentured apprentice to model engineering.
He paid adequate tribute to the loyalty of
his staff. The craft of model -making was
proposed, of course, without response, by
Mr. George Holland, the Northampton. lec-
turer the visitors were proposed- by Mr.
H. W. Sell, with response by Mr. George
Dow, whilst the gentlemen of the Press were
toasted by Mr. R. I -I. Fuller, with response
by Mr. F. J. Camm.

Some of the guests at Bassett-Lowke's fiftieth anniversary dinner. Reading from left to
right :-Mr. lames Mackenzie (Hanwell Engineering Co., Ltd.), Mr. Walter Lines
(president, British Toy -Manufacturers' -Association), Mr. W. J.- Bassett-Lowke, M.LLoco.E.,
F.R.S.A.-(naming director, Bassett-Lowke, Ltd:), Mr. Gyril Derry, M.S.E. (chairman,
Bassett-Lowke, Ltd.), Lord Brabazon of Tara, P.C., M.C. (guest of honour), Mr. F. 1.
Camm (editor, "Practical Mechanics"), Mr. George Dow, A.M.Inst.T. (president,

Model Engineering Trade Association).
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New 3' in. Gauge Tank Loco : Trix Model American "Switcher" : Scale Model Church
WE cannot start the New Year better

than by reviewing some of the newer
items of interest to model enthusiaSts

which are either available at the time -of
writing or will be ready shortly. The selec-
tion is varied, touching many different phases

By " MOTILUS"

gauges can now be purchased, and a com-
plete range of engine and boiler fittings,
including injectors in three sizes.

New 3, in. Guage
Steam Loco

- Me s s r s. Bassett-
Lowke, Ltd., have in-
troduced a moat com-
prehensive -and accu-
rate set of drawings
for a 3-lin. gauge o-6-0
tank locomotive (Fig.
t). As well as the
drawings they can
supply castings and
finished fittings
accordingly. The de-
sign is a most com-
pact one, requiring an
economical amount Of
labour and expense,
yet it is so designed
that it is suitable for

Fig. 1.-The first Sin. gauge, 0-6-0 tank
locomotive model built from the drawings,

castings and parts now available.

and activities of model work. It is of
general interest to note that there is now a
much better selection of small tools on the
market, as these have been scarce for some
years, including lathes, drilling machines,
etc., and a variety of hand or bench tools.

For the model steam engine enthusiast a
full range of small diameter steam pressure

Fig. 3.-The complete set of finished parts that are supplied for building the
" switcher " locomotive for scale track, two rail system.

Trix American

hauling some t6 passengers on a 31in. gauge
running track. Already many model -makers
interested in this gauge have commenced
making this new introduction among steam
locomotives.

Gauge i (scale to mm. to ift.) was at one
time more popular than gauge o and it is
now gaining favour again in the model rail-
way world. A new scale chart of agreed
dimensions has been published and various
new drawings: also castings and parts are
again available for this very suitable gauge
for outdoor model railways. Laid permanent
way and points can be obtained from stock,
in steel or brass, for this gauge and also
materials for model -makers to lay their own
track.

For the gauge o fans, whether they favour
electric, steam or clockwork propulsion, there
is a new series of inexpensive scale model
passenger coaches. These are being pro-
duced in the new British Railways livery,
which incorporates a most attractive range
of colours. Coaches such as these have not
been available since manufacturers ceased
making them in 5939.

Fig. 2.-The Gauge 0 Flying Scotsman"
in pre-war livery. Photographs of the post-
war models were not available at the time of
going to press but they are now available in new
British Railways blue and L.N.E.R. green
livery, complete with detailed lettering.

Gauge o Steam Locomotives
For those who like building their locomo-

tives from a finished set of parts, there is
a new gauge o steam locomotive set which
is less expensive and simpler in construction
than the very popular " Mogul " locomotive
set, although the newcomer is similar in
design and workmanship to the old favourite.
Readers may also remember a very popular
Bassett-Lowke gauge o "Pacific " type loco-
motive, the " Flying Scotsman." This model
(Fig. 2) is now available once more, with
several improvements and in new British
Railways blue or L.N.E.R. green colours. It
is for clockwork or electric propulsion at the
price of Li° 6s. od., including purchase tax.

Those who use electric traction for their
model railways up to size gauge I will be
interested in the new types of rectifiers that
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can now be purchased. They incorporate
transformers to reduce current and rectifying
elements to convert AC to DC, the latter
being more and more widely used both in
England and abroad.

Nor must we forget our model boat
builders. I am sure they will be pleased to
learn that there is now in production a series
of inexpensive ship fittings, diecast to ensure
accuracy. Well proportioned and well
finished, they are admirable for working
models and can be purchased with oxidised
or nickel plate finish.

A new paraflarne burner of the Venturi
type has been introduced for firing both
model locomotive and ship boilers. Its
miniature form makes this burner adaptable
for many other special purposes.

It may be many years before a full range
of model goods is again available similar :to
pre-war days, but we must all agree that
very good progress has been made during the
past twelve months, not only in variety and
quantity but also in the quality and work-
manship.

Model American " Switcher "
Perhaps the most _interesting good news

for, gauge oo (r61. mm.) _modellers is
the steadily improving supply of Trix trains
and Hornby " Dublo " trains. Those who
use Trix track may have taken advantage
of the appearance in the Trix range
of the model American " switcher," an 0-4-0
type 'locomotive so familiar in all American 
shunting yards. For a time this was pro-
duced solely for the American market but
it is now available in small quantities at
home.

-These same co gauge scale enthusiasts are
also taking great interest in the Trix produc:
tion of a complete set of finished parts for
building this popular American locomotive
and tender. One of this month's illustra-
tions (Fig. 3) shows all the component parts
making up this excellent locomotive model,
whose manufacture incorporates many new
features. The 'mechanism,' for instance, is
entirely new and for the firSt time a Trix
locomotive has been fitted with a permanent

Fig. 6 (Above).-Fur-
:her progress on the
model church, showing
the roof removed to
reveal interior con-

struction.

Fig. 7 (Right).-The
complete model of St.
Ahdreth's Parish
Church,'built to deMon-
strate the proposed
restoraiion and en-
largement of this church.

similarly fitted car and enables uncoupling to
be performed by ramp rails at any  desired
point on the track.

Working on 12 volts, the locomotive will
reach a speed of to2ft. per minute, without
a load, this being a scale equivalent of
too m.p.h. Alternatively, it will also do,
unloaded, a minimum speed of 12ft. per
minute on 3-4 volts, an equivalent of 121-
m.p.h. in scale speed. The hauling capacity,
at 12 volts with load on one truck is
which is equal in scale to 784,000lb., the gear

magnet motor, which has a tri-polar arma-
ture wound for 12 v. DC. The driving
mechanism offers exceptional hauling power
and realistic 'slow running. The chassis is
a .well braced, diecasting that preserves
accurate alignment of gears, armature and
driving wheels. The boiler body and cab
have steam domes, boiler, bands and a wealth
of detail in rivet heads, window framing, etc.
Last, but not least, there is a very realistic
representation of the boiler fittings and
other details in the cab itself. The tender is

Fig. 4. (Right).-The
finished oo gauge Trix
American " switcher
locomotive,. for running -
on scale -track, that can
be built up from the
finished set of parts.
It is driven by perma-
nent magnet mechanisin.
(Photo : by courtesy of

Trix; Ltd., London.)

Fig. 5 (Below).-Early
stages in the building'

. of the model of St.
Andrew's Parish Church,

Plymouth.

also a pressure die-
casting with full detail
in steps, imitation
coal, rivet heads,
back-up lights, axle
guards, etc. c

The complete loco-
motiVe (Fig. 4) is
fitted at either end
with the new Trix
couplers, which en-
sure automatic coup-
ling as soon as the
kicomotive touches a

reduction being 29: r. The locomotive also
operates on a maximum gradient of t in to
without slipping: All these figures are taken
on actual performance.

Scale Model Church
Through the courtesy of Miss J. E. Hughes

and her staff, of Tavistock, Devon, who have
been responsible for the making of a model
of St. Andrew's Parish Church, Plymouth, T

am able to give a complete description of the
building of this outstanding model i an un-
usual opportunity that I -am pleased to accept.

The model was ordered by the Reverend
Canon N. Clarke in February, 1949, for the
purpose of showing his patishioners the pro-
posed restoration and enlargement of the
Church which was partly destroyed through
enemy action in March, 1941. As well as
re -building the church, it is proposed to add
a library and organ loft to the north side
of the church, in the shape of a flat -roofed
wing added to the transept. In the model,
the tower of the church and also this addi-
tional portion have been made detachable.
The pitched roofs are also removable, so as
to reveal the interior of the church and allow
re -planning of the interior by the use of
movable Pews, altar block, etc.

The model (Figs. 5, 6 and 7) is to a scale
of tin. to 8ft. (or 1/96th actual size). The
drawings used for building the model were
supplied by Mr. F. Etchells, the architect in
charge of the church restoration. In addition
to this, numerous photographs were available
for details of the interior, and of the remains
of the church still left standing.

The completed model is mounted on a
base 2ft. 7in. by 2ft., made of birch plywood
with a moulding of English cherry wood,
polished in its natural colour.

The tower of the model is ift. 41in. high
and is made of well -seasoned English lime
wood. It is built in four pieces of dimin-
ishing sizes, to obtain the necessary relief,
the mouldings being added afterwards. A
special feature of the model are the twelve
octagonal pinnacles on the tower: these are
made of lime wood, details being built up
with Bristol board to -give -the correct shape,
the extreme points being completed with the
use of a safety razor blade.

411
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Tiny Detail Work
The numerous tiles in the louvres of each

window were fashioned with further dexter-
ous use of Bristol board. The miniature
clock faces, each only lin. -in diameter, were
lathe -turned in holly wood, painted black
with Reman figures painted in gold and
Bristol board hands, also painted gold. The
fig,ure of Saint Andrew, a salient feature of
the church over the north door of the lower,
was carved in detail from lime wood and is
only din. high. The tiny figure stands, hold-
ing his symbolic fish, in a niche of fretted
wood moulding that has been shaped in
places with a mixture of seccotine and
whitening.

The main walls of the model building are
din. thick with window openings cut out
with a bandsaw. The twenty interior
pillars were cut to shape on a circular saw,
using a fine, hollow ground saw and finished
with sandpaper. For the windows
thick Perspex sheet was used, a great asset
in dealing with this difficult detail in a model
of this scale.

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

The Gothic tracery on the windows pre-
sented quite a problem. It was overcome
by building the tracery up from punched
shapes of thin Bristol board. The shapes
were laid on a sheet of glass over the archi-
tect's drawing for the windows and then
stuck together with seccotine. When com-
plete, the tracery was slipped off the glass,
thickened up all over with a paste of glue
and whitening and then given a coat of stone -
coloured paint. When dry the tracery pieces
were stuck on to the Perspex windows and
the whole securely fixed into the respective
window openings in the walls.

Painting and Finishing
Much detail work was necessary on the

church roofs. The barrel roofs were built
from lime wood and the external slates were
represented by lines cut longitudinally to the
scale width of the slates and then marked
out vertically with an X-Acto knife tool.
Approximately 29,000 slates were marked out
in this way, and then painted grey -green, the
interior of the roofs being painted white.

Janua7y, 1950

The exterior of the model was given one
coat of gold size and then a coat of light
stone -coloured matt enamel. To complete
the effect of the different types of stone used
to build the prototype, cut potato was im-
pregnated with matt paint and applied with
excellent effect. All the painting was done
by hand.

The time taken for the building of this
lovely model was over four months and Miss
Hughes, who is a well-known craftswoman,
especially in wood work, is to be congratu-
lated on this masterpiece of its kind. Those
who have seen Miss Hughes' work when dis-
played by the Arts and Crafts Exhibition
Society in London will realise and appreciate
the detail that has been put into the work on
this model.

This model of St. Andrew's Church will
be exhibited to assist restoration funds. Some
readers will remember that H.R.H. Princess
Elizabeth visited Plymouth during last
October and laid the first stone for the restor-
ation building of this ancient church.

Trade Notes
Johnson " Wellcome" Photographic Year

Book
MESSRS. JOHNSONS, of Hendon, have

just issued their Photographic Year Book
for 195o. This is the first edition for which
this firm have been solely responsible. Ali
the technical information has been revised
and brought up to date, and many helpful
suggestions have been incorporated. The
principle of the Wellcome Exposure Calcu-
lator has been retained, but it has been
amended to conform with the British
Standard Photographic exposure tables. The
price of this book is 4s., plus is. purchase
tax, and it can be obtained from photographic
dealers.

The Essex 35mm. Daylight Developing
Tank.

THIS compact developing tank, which
is simple to use, takes 36 frames,

36 x 24 mm. of all makes of 35 mm. film.
The whole operation of loading the film into
the tank and developing can be carried out
in daylight. Whilst the tank should natur-
ally not be exposed to bright sunlight or

rdm aftde,',,ng buck/¢

Shiimg cassette cha

kn/le

him ind,ce tor

f3ort.4. In thermometer

-de- Fitrn cgtfting

The Essex daylight developing tank with cover removed.

strong artificial light, ordinary room lighting
is perfectly safe, and no darkroom is
required at any stage. With the Essex tank
it is not necessary to expose and develop the
whole 36 exposures of 35 mm. film. For
example, only 12 or 24 frames need be
exposed, if desired, the camera then being re-
wound, and the cassette placed in the tank.
After winding off the exposed frames they
are then developed, leaving the unexposed
balance of the film in the cassette, which
can then be put back in the camera and
exposed at a later dare. The tank is pro-
vided with a built-in thermometer which
ensures that the exact temperature of the
developer in contact with the film is known
throughout development. An illustrated
booklet giving full operational details of the
tank is obtainable from Messrs. Johnsons,
of Hendon, and Neville Brown and Com-
pany, Ltd., Newman Yard, Newman Street,
London .I., who are distributors to the
trade.

Fabroseal No. 7 Solution
ASPECIAL solution known as Fabroseal

No. 7, which eliminates the " dust-
ing " of concrete floor
surfaces, is marketed
by Carrick, Howat
and Lindsay, Lister
R o a d, Hillington,
Glasgow, S.W.2. This
solution, which is
non -oily, does not
discolour the floor,
and does not make
the surface slippery.
When applied accord-
ing to the directions
for use the diluted
solution penetrates
and combines with
the concrete, filling
every pore with a hard
crystalline deposit, in-
creasing the abrasive
resistance by approxi-
mately too per cent.,
and providing a dense,
durable and hygienic
surface. The treat-
ment prevents absorp-
tion of dirt and foreign
matter, and ensures

easy cleaning. Further particulars are obtain-
able from the manufacturers at the address
given.

Cyclop "Stop -thief" Pump Clips
THESE new self-locking pump clips

effectively prevent thieves from snatch-
ing cycle pumps, and stop them from drop-
ping off on bumpy roads. There are no
extra gadgets or padlocks to carry, no keys
to use, and there is no dependence on springs
in the pump- handle. In fixing the clips in
position, the threaded
clip is placed at the
bottom end of the
cycle frame tube w;th
the threaded part
pointing upwards. The
pump is then taken
and the bottom end
screwed down clock-
wise on this thread, as
far as it will go. The
other pump clip is
fitted at the top of
the frame tube with
the point downwards.
The pump handle is
then pressed down
and the upper clip
adjusted so that the
joint just clears the
pump handle and the
connector which is
held in it. After
moving the pump
handle away from the
point, the clip is fixed
firmly in position. To
lock the pump in place, the pump handle is
moved to engage the point of the upper clip,
and the, pump is then turned anti -clockwise
so that it moves up on the thread of the lower
clip, causing the pump handle to screw up
tightly against the upper clip. These clips,
which are marketed by Kowing, Ltd., 21,
Duke Street, Piccadilly, London, S.W.I., are
priced at is. 3d. per pair (nickel plated), or
2s. per pair in chrome.

CY 6L 0
P 34T

The Cyclop self-
locking pump clips.

Fourth Edition

REFRESHER COURSE
IN

MATHEMATICS
By F. J. CAMM.
8/6, by post 9/-
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TAKE UP

PELMANISM
And Win Success in Life
IN this crowded world there are

more good jobs looking for
good people than good people
looking for good jobs. For so
few of us are ready for opportunity
when it occurs.

Are you ready to grasp it,
whether it is the chance of a
More interesting and more re-
riffinerative post or a fuller and
freer life in some other directicin.
Will you have the courage and
clear-headedness to seize and use
your chance?

Take up Pelmanism and prepare
now for to -morrow's opportuni-
ties. You are then training, not
only your mind, but your whole
personality. Pelmanism rids you
of handicaps which hold you back
-be it self-consciousness, lack of
initiative, fear or self-doubt or
simply a tendency to worry about
trifles.

Pelmanism also automatically
develops your real self. Talents
which you never knew you
possessed come to the surface.
For Pelmanism trains your mind
and character just as physical
exercise trains your body.

The Pelman training for success-
ful living has been proved by over
750,000 men and women of
every type and calling. It is so
clearly explained and carefully
graded that anyone can follow it
It is modern psychology made
practical.

Half -fees for serving and ex -Service
members of His Majesty's Forces.
(Apply for Services Enrolment Form)

The general effect of the training
is to induce an attitude of mind and
a personal efficiency favourable to
the happy management of life.

Remember -Everything you do is
preceded by your attitude of mind.

The Pelman Course is fully
explained in " The Science of
StIPC2SS." The Course is simple
and interesting and takes up very
little time. You can enrol on the
most convenient terms. The book
will be sent you, gratis and post
free, on application to -day to :-

PELMAN INSTITUTE,
130, Norfolk Mansions,

Wigmore Street, London, W.i.
(Established over 50 years)

Callers welcomed.

r - -POST THIS FREE COUPON TO -DAY- - -1

i To tha Pelman Institute, s

I 130, Norfolk Mansions. Wigmore St.,
I London. W.I.
I Please send are, gratis and post free, I

I "The Science of Success" I

I Name
I Address

-. - - - - - - -
PELMAN (OVERSEAS)' INSTITUTES. PARIS:
176, Boulevard Haussmann. AMSTERDAM :
Prinsengraeht 1021. MELBOURNE : 396.
Flinders Lane. JOHANNESBURG : P.O. Box
4928. DURBAN : Natal Bank Chambers (P.O.
Box 1489). DELHI : 10, Alipore Road.

ELECTRICS BARGAINS
PORTABLE  SAFETY.'HEATERS totally en-

closed elements
-heavy cast. iron frame -ideal for Stores--offices-garages.. 900
watts. e.g. 1 unit per hour. 23,6 plus 4/6 cart.: 250 watts. e.g. 4 hours
for 1 unit, 23/6 plus 4!6 Carr.: 500 watt (medium) model 236 plus 4/6.

RECEIVER RI 196 conversion details for this were given in the August issue
of " Practical Wireless." It can be made into a fine general

ApuLrpLos

reAceiIN.S WTeW canOs upVplAy LcoVmEplRet e wjustth ravtsf for 25post free.
valve your bed-

room or den or for friend
or relation. Parcel contains R.A.F. UNIT 22 -two valves, rectifier
and wiring diagram. Price 201- post free.
6 VALVE BATTERY RECEIVERS complete with 2

H.F. pentodes -
3 triodes and 1 output valve -In good condition. Ready to operate
soon as batteries and phones are connected. Cover short wave
band 4-9 me/S. Few only. 151- each. _

TELEVISION We have components for three proved circuits
to offer. (a) W.D. Mark II. This is built from

ex R.A.F. units and total cost is 215/5/0. Data only 7,8, knowledge
of theory necessary. (b) The II& 0 Magnetic Televisor -uses Stand-
ard Black and White -9, 10 or 12in, magnetic tube and all basic components -
cost is £16 plus tube. Data are available for the novice who knows nothing.
Price 5'-. Leaflet Free.
VALVES AND SPARES. Big range available at emit prices.

HOUSE TELEPHONES
WALL OR DESK MOUNTING
Suitable for intercommunication between Offices,
Workshops, Stores, Garages. Big houses. Kitchens,
etc. Each station consists of normal size Bakelite
handsets as illustrated, and desk or wall mounting
cabinet with built-in Selector switch, buzzer and
push. All stations can communicate with one
another independently. Each installation is absolutely complete and internally
wired. All you do to instal is to run the multi -core cable between stations.
3 station Installation complete with 50 Yds. 5 core cable, '16'10'0. Ref. 318.
4 station Installation complete with 50 yds. 6 core cable, £870'0. Ref. 319.
2 station installation complete with 25 yds. 4 core cable, -13171. Ref. 320.

Absolute satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.

KYLE .0.1

- -

KLAXON HORNS
PULL - STRAP OPERATED. -Ideal for Boats, Scaring Crows,
Street Vendors, works signals for alarms, etc. List price, £13/13,0.
Our price, 25.-. Unused, perfect.

MAINSIBATTERY MOTOR FITTED WITH GEARBOX.
Ideal for driving large -sized models or with gearbox removed for operating a small
buffing wheel, or similar. These motors measure 7tin. x 30n. high, they will run-off
D.C. between 6 and 24 volts or from A.C. or D.C. mains, any voltage. Speed is 2,003
revs, approximately. Price 15 -, post free. Order item No. 134.

PRECISION EQUIPMENT, (1) Electron House,
WINDMILL HILL, RUISLIP MANOR, MIDDLESEX.

You Can Become a
HANDICRAFTS
INSTRUCTOR
EXPERIENCE NOT ESSENTIAL

Men who enjoy making things in
wood or metal can turn their hobby
into a well -paid, permanent and
interesting Career ! Short hours,
long holidays, and security in a job
you would really enjoy, can be yours
if you become a Handicrafts In-
structor. Let us send you details of
the easiest and quickest way to get
the necessary qualification.

We definitely guarantee
"NO PASS -NO FEE"
If you would like to know about

our unique method of preparing you
for one of these excellent appoint-
ments, write today, and we will send
you an informative t76 -page Hand-
book -FREE and without obligation.
Mark your letter " Handicrafts
Instructor."
British Institute of Engineering Technology

591. Shakespeare House.
BIET17 /19, Stratford Pl., London, W.l

N.R.S. MONTHLY BARGAINS
The very latest radiogram equipment :
Collaro new super RC49 MIXED
AUTOCHANGER for A.C. 110-250 v.,
finished in blank and chrom.. fitted
high-fidelity crystal pickup, repeat.
reject mech. Our price : £14. carr. pd.
Collaro - AC47 centre -drive motor.
variable speed with 12in. non-magnetic
turntable. £5 18s. 4(1. AC504 Complete
Unit motor pickup autostop turntable,
£5 3s. 2d. A.C. 505 -ditto, but variable
speed and hi-fi crystal pickup, £8.
U506 -ditto, but A.C.33.C. mains
(magnetic pickup). £11. NEW
QUALITY AMPLIFIERS : No. I.
4 -watts undistorted output (3 ohms),
pickup and tuner inputs, £5 19s. 6d.
No. 2. 12 15 watts push-pull output
(2'3, 7.5 and 15 ohms) gram., mike and
tuner inputs. 10 gus. KITS to build
yourself : No. 1. AMPLIFIER :
£5 10s. : No. 2, £9. RECORD
PLAYERS : very smart black rexine
portable case. £2 (available separately).
Any of above Collaro single record
players fitted free. RADIO FEEDER
UNITS : No. 1. T.R.F. for high-fidelity
on local stations (excellent reports
from Williamson & Leak amplifier
users). L. & M. waves, £5. No. 2. 3 -
waveband Superhet. special bandwidth,
elaborate dial assembly, £8 10s.
Complete Kits : 90 - and 150 --
TERMS : c.w.o. or c.o.d. P.M.

Bargain List 2)d.
Northern Radio Sera lees. NEW
ADDRESS : 16. Kings College Road.
Swiss Cottage, London, N.W.3.

MODEL ENV-1Stfits
FOR THE TURNER :

Lathes, 31 and 4f S.S. Bench Millers. Drilling Machines.
Hand Bench Shaping Machines.

FOR THE WOODWORKER :
Wood Turning Lathes, 21" and 5f" centres. 4in. Planers. Saw

Benches. Sanders. Spindle Moulders.

Pedestal Jig and Fret Saws.

Perspex- All sizes andColciur; in stock.

NUTTALL'S (LATHES)
NIANSFIE116; NOTES.

1ft

ELECTRADIX-
for Best British Bargains

MOTOR BARGAINS. A.C. Motors,
H.P. 230 volts 50 cycles S.P. 1,425 r.p.m.,

new, 25,10.0. 113rd H.P. 230 volts 50 cycles
S.P. Capaci tator Start, 1,425 r.p.m.,
29.10.0, new. 200 volt I H.P. 50 cy. S.P.,
new, 1,425 r.p.m., £5.10.0. 3 -phase Motors,

H.P. 230 volts 50 cy. S.P. 1,425 r.p.m.,
new, 27.10.0.
DYNAMOS. 12 volt 10 amp., totally
enclosed, 1,400 r.p.m.; 401, 12 volt 30
amp., 2,500 r.p.m., 25/-. 30 volt 5 amp.,
1,500 r.p.m., 35/.. 24 volt 20 amp. 1,200
r.p.m., £12.10.0. Carriage on any Dynamo
St extra.
FREQUENCY METERS. 230 volt
40;60 cycles, Ironclad Switchboard type,
901- ; 5in. Flush Panel, Ironclad, 40160 cycles,
£511010.
IRONCLAD SWITCHGEAR. We
have a large stock of Ironclad Switchgear
by leading Makers, in new condition.
Fuses and Switchfuses, 15-30-60 amps.
Write for special list, " P.M.S."
ROTARY SWITCHES. 10 amp. D.P.
on -off, on porcelain base, with bakelite
cover and knob, 3(6, post II-.
SPARK COILS. 6-12 volt D.C. input to
give tin. spark with trembler and contact,
SI-, postage 116 the coil as above fitted
spark gap, 61-, postage 116 extra.
COMPASSES. Binnacle Boat Compass
Liquid Model -in housing with glass window,
401-, carriage 51-.
BATTERY CHARGER. Westinghouse
R.P.lO, in yen. metal case, 8 volts 15 amp.
D.C., with meter and fuses, 28.10.0,
carriage, 101,
TELEPHONES. Ex. G.P.O., wall type
set of Constructor's parts : Bracket Mike,
Mag. Bell, Transformer and Condenser,
and connection scrip in Polished wood box
Bin. x 6in. x 31in. Hand Magneto Generators
and single earphone, with wiring diagram,
351-, carriage 5/-,
G.P.O. Magnet Bell in box, SI-. G.P.O.
Mike in Moulded bakelite case, 416.- G.P.O.
Mike insets, 216. Telephone connection
strips, 216 dozen ; postage 9d.
TERMINAL BLOCKS. Bakelite Power
Terminal Boxes 31in. x 2/in. x 21in.,
highly polished black, wi ch tin. centre
fillet and screwed cover, 2 -pole 5116in.
connection studs and nuts, 10150 amps.,
116 each, 1216 per dozen.
TRANSFORMERS. 07.H. double wound
20012301250 volts 50 cy. input 2 volts
20 amps. and 75 volts 6 amps., with 15 taps,
451- carriage Si-. Foster 230 volts 50 cy.
input 50 volts 2 amps., 1St, post 116.
TRENCH TRANSMITTERS in canvas -
covered box, a bargain for break-up,
I2in. x 9in. x 81in., with ebonite panel
fitted 10 -way Rotary Stud Switch with
laminated brush gear, litz wound vario-
meter coil, coupling, valve holder, folding
Morse key, etc., 316, carriage 216. Carriage
to N. Ireland, 5/..
METERS. Hot wire Ammeters 0-1 amp.
and 0-' amp. panel type. 216 each, postage

Ammeters. D.C. Moving Coil, 50-0-50
amps., 41-. Voltmeters, D.C. Moving Coil
panel. 0-30 volts, 4I-. Milli -ammeters
D.C., 0-I 21in. flush panel, 1216.
MOVING COIL UNITS for midget
speakers, with specially wound Trans-
former, 101- the pair.
HEADPHONES : single Low Resistance
for circuit testing with double headband
and cord, 116, postage 6d., double head-
phones, suitable for Crystal Reception,
St, postage 9d. Moving coil units 45 ohms,
with !.in. coil, SI-, suitable for use as mike
or speaker.
RECORDER PARTS. Chart Drum with
Clips, 516. 9in. Traverse shaft threaded
120 to the lin. with bearings, 1216. Stylus
with carriage rods and brackets, 716.
LIQUID LEVEL INDICATORS, with
ball float geared to -watch dial for range of
9in. rise and fall, 716. Level Indicators with
float but without panel gauge, 316.
GAUGES. Bourdon Air Gauges plus
8 lbs., minus 7 lbs. per sq. inch, luminous
dial, for testing blowers, vacuums, etc., SI-.
PARCELS
SUNDRY BARGAINS. Helio Mirrors,.
4in., with centre spot, 6d., post 6d.
Variable Resistors, 100 ohms amp., 21-
Yaxley Switches, 8 -pole I -way, 216. Morse
keys Air Ministry pattern on bakelite
base, 2I-. Bank of 20 G.P.O. Relays 100
ohms resistance 21 volt 15 m.a. coils, 151-.
MAGNETS. Swift Levick S.L.S.36 instru-
ment type, circular horseshoe 11in. dia.
:lin. thick, lin, polar gap drilled poles,
weight 2 ozs., lift 3 lbs., 2(6 each, or 1216
for six.
Please include postage for mail orders

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
214 Queenstown Rozd. London S.W.8

Telephone : MACaulay 2159 comma
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HIGHSTONE UTILITIES
Crystal Sets.
Our latest Model
Is a real radio
receiver, which
is fitted with- a
permanent crys-
tal detector.Why
not have a set in
your own room ?
9/6. post 60. De
Luxe Receiver
In polished oak
cabinet, 186,
post 1 -.

Spare Permanent Detectors, 2/- each.
When ordered separately, 2/6. With clips
and screws. 2/10, post 3.1. Headphones,
brand new. S. G. Brown, G.E.C.. etc.. 15 -.
23 -. and super -sensitive. 30'-a pair, post 8.1
New Headphones, 10/- a pair. Balanced
armature type (very sensitive), 12/6 a pair.
Both post 60. New Single Earpleires,
3.6. Bal. armature type, 4/6 ex-R.A.F.
earpiece, 2-, post 4d. Headphones, in
good order, 4/8 and 5'6 (better Quality.
7/6), all post 80. Headphones with moving
coil mike, 15,-. Similar phones with
throat mikes, 12'6. Post 8d. Headphone
Cords, 1/3 a pair, post 341. Replacement
Bands. 1,3. post 4d. Wire Bands, 6d.
(All Headphone; listed are suitable for
use with our Crystal Sets.)

Bell Transformers.
These guaranteed
transformers work
from any A.C.
Mains, giving 3, 5,
or 8 volts output at
1 amp., operate bulb,
buzzer or bell, Will

supply light in bedroom or larder, etc.
PRICE 8/-, post 60. BELLS for use with
either the above or batteries. post 8.1.
EN-ILA.F. 2 -valve (2 -volt) Microphone
Amplifiers as used in 'plane inter -corn.,
in self-contained metal case ; can be used
to make up a deaf aid outfit, intercommuni-
cation system, or with crystal set: complete
with valves. 20 -. post 16. Ilvful wooden
box with partitions to hold amplifier, 2/ -
extra. Ditto, less valves, 10/-. One valve
amplifier, complete with valve. 9/8. post li-.
Hand Microphones, with switch in handle
and lead. 4/-. Similar instrument, moving
coll. 7'8. post Bd.
Sparking Plug Neon Testers, with vest-
pocket clip. 3/3, and with gauge, 316. post 3d.
S.B.C. Neon Indicator Lamps, for use on
mains, showing " live " side of switches,
etc.. 3,6. post 4d.

Soldering
Irons. - Our
new stream -

arm lined Iron is
supplied with

two interchangeable bits, one each straight
and curved ; 200:250 v. 50 watts, 9/-, post 84.
Standard Iron with adjustable bit, 200;250
v., 60 watts, 9-6, post 64. Heavy Duty
Iron, 150 watts. 1E6. post 8d. All parts
replaceable and fully guaranteed. Small
Soldering Irons, for use on gas. E4, post
4d. Resin -cored solder for easy soldering,
6d. packets, or lib. reels. 6/-, postage extra.
Microphones. -Just the thing tor im-
promptu concerts, room to room communi-
cation, etc. Bakelite table model, 6/9:
Suspension type, 8/8. Post 6d. Mike
Buttons (carbon). 2i-. Moving Coll. 4/8 ;
Transformers. 5:-. All post 4d. each.
Rotary Transformers, 12 v, D.C. input,
in soundproof cabinet, for Car Radio, etc.
will also light two 230 v. 25 w. lamps in
series, or as a motor. 22i6 each, carriage 216.
24v. input ; Output 1,230 v..2 amp. in case
with suppressors. etc.. easily converted to
run as a high voltage motor, 25/-, carr. 3i6.
Also 12v. Input Output. 6v. 5 amp., 150v.
10 mA., and 300v. 20/240 mA.. 22/8, carriage

Morse key s. -Standard size keys wired to
work Buzzer or Lamp, 31-, post fid. Slightly
smaller keys, 2/6, Post 4d. BUZZERS.
3 -, or heavy duty. 4"6. post 5d.
'Terminals, brass, 2BA, mounted on strip,
6d. pair. .0005 Airspaced Variable Con-
densers, 2/6. post 4d. .00003 twin gang with
trimmers, 2,8. post 40. 24 -volt 15 man.
M.E.S. Bulbs for Christmas Tree Lights,
model railways, etc., 1/- each, 10/- tips.,
post 4d.
Fuses. -1 amp., 111n.. packet of 10, 2/6,
post 3d. Also 150 mA. and 260 mA. same
price. Bargain Parcels of really useful
equipment, containing Switches, Meters.
condensers, Resistances, Phones, etc., 10
or double assortment, 17,6 : treble, 25,-.
All carriage paid. This country only.
Field Intercommunication Sets, complete
with ringing hand generator, bell, signal
lamp, morse key; relay, in strong metal
case with circuit diagram, 201- each, carr.
2/6 : 37/6 pair, carr. 3/6. Ex-G.P.O. Tele-
phone Twin Bells, with box, 5/-, post 90.
Telephone hand generator, with handle, 70,
post 1-6 ; Bell, 4/8, post 60.
Meters. 15v., 211n.. mc, 8/6 ; 150v.. 21n..
m'c, ; 300v., 211n., mit, 13/6 ; 3,500v.,
3iin., M c, 211- : 6.000v. 311n., mic. 57/6 ;
15 600v., 21n., mC, double reading, 8/- ; 100
mA., 2in., mc. 7.6 40,120 mA, 2in.. m,c,
double reading, 8- ; 3.5 amp. 2in. T.C.,
5/-: 4 amp., 2lin., T.C. in case with
switch, 7/6: 20 amp. 2i in., m/1 9/6. Meter
Movements, 21n. size with magnet and
case (500 microamp.). 2,6. Units con-
taining two movements, 5/-, or with one
100 microamp, and one 500 microamp, 5,6.
All meters post extra. Money refunded
it not completely satisfied.

HIGHSTONE UTILITIES,
58, New Wanstead, London, E.11.

Letters only.
441 New Illustrated List sent on request with
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Atatatee
THE CELEBRATION OF

FIFTY YEARS
SUCCESS IN TRAINING BY POST

It is with pardonable pride that we announce the FIFTIETH
ANNIVERSARY of the founding of The Bennett College, Sheffield.

This success can be attributed to just one main factor -EFFI-
CIENCY. We believe that The Bennett College teaches with a
thoroughness that is unequalled in any other source of tuition.
That this home study is highly successful is proved by the 50 years
of continuous progress and prosperity, and the ever-growing number
of successful students who have passed through the College to
reach posts of high responsibility, and big salaried appointments
in every field of commerce and industry.

To our rtudents, in every part of the World, we send our Cordial
Greetings on this memorable occasion in the history of The Bennett
College. To the many men and women whom we are yet to welcome
as students, we extend a hearty invitation to join NOW. There is
still room at the top for 'The Bennett College trained man.

Aviation (Engineering
and Wireless)

Blue Prints
Boilers
Book-keeping, Account-

ancy and Modern
Business Methods

Building, Architecture,
and Clerk of Works,
(A.R.I.B. Exams.)

Cambridge Senior
School Certificate

Carpentry and Joinery
Chemistry ,
Civil Service
All Commercial Sub-

jects
Commercial Art

OUR FRIENDLY ADVICE ON
ANY CAREER IS YOURS FOR

THE ASKING

Engineering. All
Branches, Subjects
and Exams.

General Education
Heating and Ventilating
Institute of Housing
Institute of Municipal

Engineers
Journalism
Languages
Mathematic;
Matriculation
Mining
Motor Engineerinv
Plastics
Play Writing
Plumbing
Police Special Course

If you do not see your own requirements above,
Full particulars free.

Quantity Surveying
Radio Service Engineer-

ing
Salesmanship
Sanitation
Secretarial Examinations
Shorthand (Pitmans)
Short Story Writing
Structural Engineering
Surveying (R.1.C.S.

Exams.)
Teachers of Handicraft,
Telecommunications

(City and Guilds)
Television
Transport Inst. Exams.
Wireless Telegraphy and

Telephony

write to us on any subject.

WRITE NOW TO DEPT. 76c,

THE Bennett Colle8e LTD.

SHEFFIELD.
THE MOST SUCCESSFUL & MOST PROGRESSIVE

CORRESPONDENCE COLLEGE IN THE WORLD

MIDLAND INSTRUMENT CO.
For Government Surplus Stock, etc.
HOOVER INDUCTION MOTORS
TYPE S.P.201, shaded pole type.
200.250 v. A.C. mains. approx. 40 watts.
speed 1,500 r.p.m.. size 3lin. long, 211n.
diem.. fitted lin. long fin. diam. shaft.
brand new, boxed. 20 -.Post 941- ROLLS
PACKARD AIR COMPRESSORS,
piston type, develops 450 lb, sq. in. at
1.200 r.p.m., bore lin, and 11 16in.,
stroke 1M. and altiln splined shaft
fittings. superior well finished lob,
brand new, boxed. 25'-, post 1 3. MAINS
MOTORS, 200.250 v., A.C. D.C., Min.
long. 21in. diam., fitted 316in. shaft,
12 post 11d. Ditto fitted reduction
gearbox, giving a final drive of approx.
60 r.p.m.. 15 -. post 1.3, gearboxes only.
65-1, 5 -, post WE TELEPHONE
SETS, consists of 2 combined dual
Purpose Microphones and telephones,
23ft. twin connecting flex, provides per-
fect , 2 -way communication, self -
energised, no batteries required, set
complete ready for use, brand new,
boxed, 76, post 9t1.
IMMERSION HEATERS, 230 v..
250 watt, 2in, diam. hole tank fitting.
element extends Min. from fixing
flange. new, unused, 7'6. post 11d.
MOTORS, 12 v. 20 amp. D.C., approx.
7in. long. 4in diam.. series wound, an
ideal motor for an electrically propelled
vehicle, a very superior motor, new.
unused. 15 -. post 14. MAGNETIC'COMPASSES TYPE P.S. alcohol
fluicgate, cardinal points and cross wires
luminous. approx. 5in. diam.. Sin. deep.
brand new in wood carrying cases.
10 -. post 1,-. Ditto type 0-2A. fitted
azimuth ring with prism and sun filters.
6lin diem.. 3iin. deep, .brand new in
wood carrying case, 20', post 1/4.
EX-U.S.A. GOVT. UNITS. contains
12 valves, 6SH7 (61. 6H6 (3), 7193 (3).
also 2 relays, chokes, coils. v. control.
over 80 resistors and condensers, chassis
mounted with louvred cover. size 121 in,
x 8in, x 61n., exceptional bargain. 15 -.
Post 1 4. ASTROG R APRS. I  .s.
PATTERN, designed for projectina
star sheets, complete with 4 spare
2A v. m.e.s. fitting lamps. 3 extension
rule and tools in very useful and smart
wood carrying cases, hinged lid, plated
hasps and corners, leather carrying
handle. size 141in, x llin. x 10in., brand
new, 12:6 ; carriage 2,6 (the cases are

easily worth this).
Also hundreds of other items, send
s.a.e. for lists. Our C.O.D. service is

cancelled for the time being.
MOORPOOL CIRCLE, BIRMING-

HAM. 17
Tel.: HARborne 1308 or 2664.

,,,?...:::.m.m6.%:,..R.55f.!:9.:569,,,,,:z.,,,,,,a.:,..x.ow.:ma.:,4

klIntroducing the Radio
Constructor's Accessory Kit

3.. IT'S HERE ! ! The Kit you've been
4 waiting for. No matter how difficult

the Sound or Television Receiver you :,,
contemplate building, this Kit will .:::

;:t definitely assist you and give your set a i:s1
professional finish. Here is a list of

4 the contents of every Kit : :::.,

Box of screws, containing approx.
,,z,' 31b.

Box of approx. I gross insulating *
washers.

Box of resin -cored solder. ii

,': 12 tag strips and small Bakelite panels.
Box of assorted solder tags.

?.Approx. 2 dozen assorted metal angle .::
brackets.

An assortment of mounting strips, :11.
I:I terminal strips, etc.

R,,_,ZI

.$

:: THE COMPLETE KIT FOR ONLY 1016 i
Carriage Paid.

Send S.A.E. today for details of our
,§ Special Clearance Parcels, £20 worth
t: of goods for 211,

WALTON'S WIRELESS STORES,
203, STAVELEY ROAD,

WOLVERHAMPTON

OUTSTANDING
OFFERS

Polished wooden Radio Cabinets,
insid, dimensions 9in. long, 6.1in.
wide, 6in. deep, 7

g P each.

SUPER QUALITY
Moving' Coil Microphones with
matchin3 transformer, gig

BENSAMON RADIO,
272, Romford Rd., Forest Gate, E.7.
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QUER1ESoxa
ENQUIRIES
A stamped addressed envelope, three penny
stamps, and the query coupon from the current
issue, which appears on page 32 (THE CYCLIST),
must be enclosed with every letter containing a
query. Every query and drawing which is sent
must bear the name and address of the reader.
Send your queries to the Editor, PRACTICAL
MECHANICS, Geo. Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

Wax Polish for Car Extenors
HAVE a few pounds of beeswax which I am
desirous of using for polishing my car.

Could you tell me what solvent I must use to thin
out this -wax, so that I can put it through a spray -
gun, to put an even layer on the car, which will
easily polish with a cloth ?

I am using an ex-R.A.F. compressor and a
50o cub. in. air bottle for my spraying outfit.
I wish to fit a second bottle of small capacity
between the gun and the large bottle. What
chemical must I fill this small bottle with, in
order to dry the air and not restrict the flow ?
Who manufactures such a chemical ?-E. Taylor
(Barrow-in-Furness).

LIQUID polish solutions are never very satisfactory
for spraying purposes because the wax solution

tends to agglomerate into large drops which form solid
" blobs " on the polished surface and are only removed
by vigorous hand polishing.

However, beeswax itself would hardly be suitable
in any form for polishing a car exterior. The wax is
not hard enough for the purpose. You would find that
it would " print " or finger -mark badly. An excellent
polish may be made by hardening -up the beeswax
with carnauba wax, the latter being the hardest of all
the natural waxes. Gently melt together 3 parts of
beeswax and a part of fatty grey carnauba wax. Then
dissolve 3 parts of the mixed waxes (parts by weight)
in 7 parts of warm white spirit. This will give you
an excellent paste polish, which is very economical
in use. If you require a true liquid solution you
will have to dilute the paste polish with more warm
white spirit until you obtain a liquid of the character
you 'desire. However, as we have mentioned, these
wax solutions do not give the rapid results which one
might expect on spraying. In practice, it is better
and quicker to use the paste polish with a soft rag,
and then to polish up in the usual manner.

For the rapid drying of air, you can use a bottle
filled with granulated calcium chloride or with silica
gel, both of which absorb moisture from the atmosphere.
But since the air current passing through Such materials
would be a rapid one, a fairly large volume, say a

quart, of material would be necessary to get a reasonably
dry air. A small bottle would be useless for the purpose.

The above materiali may be obtained from Messrs.
J. W. Towers, Ltd., Victoria House, Widnes.
- As good a -practicaLway as any of -getting a fairly
dry compressed air current free from " wetting
moisture is to have a large copper cylinder as a com-
pressed air reservoir. The compressor feeds this
cylinder and any air moisture tends to be condensed
in it. The surplus moisture can,' from time to time,
be run off from a tap fitted to the bottom of the cylinder:
For average spraying purposes, this air " drying "
method is usually effective.

Gold-plating Bath
T WISH to gold-plate some small metallic

articles and I would appreciate advice for the
best method of preparation -of the gold salt used
in the process. I have some scraps of 9ct. gold
for making the salt.

Is the article to be coated made the negative
electrode the same way as in the process described
for copper on page 34 of the October issue ?-
F. Hennelly (Navan).

NINE ct. gold is an alloy of 9 parts of pure gold and
15 parts of base metal (copper and zinc).

To obtain the pure gold, the gold material must be
dissolved in aqua regia, which is a mixture of 3 volumes
of strong hydrochloric acid and a volume of strong nitric
acid._ To aid solution, the aqua regia should be warmed
and when all the metal has dissolved, a greenish solution
will result. This acid solution must be gently boiled
to dryness and immediately the laSt drop of acid has
evaporated, turn off the heat and redissolve the residue
in a little water. To the resulting solution, when cold,
add a cold saturated solution of iron sulphate which has
been made slightly acid by adding a few drops of
sulphuric acid to it.

The addition of the iron sulphate solution precipitates
the pure gold as a dark -brown powder. Allow the mixed
solutions to stand overnight. The precipitated gold
will have sunk to the, bottom of the vessel. Pour off
the supernatant solution, wash the gold powder with
water, and then preserve it for further use: it is pure
gold in finely -divided form. ..

-

To make the gold -plating -bath, first of all dissolve
your gold powder in aqua regia. Then the excess acid

must be expelled by gently boiling down the aqua regia
solution to dryness,as before. This will give you solid
gold chloride, which is yellow in colour.

All electro-gilding solutions are of the cyanide type,
being based on potassium cyanide, which, as you will
realise, is excessively poisonous, and which will only
be supplied to you by a pharmacist to whom you are
personally known.

Dissolve about tjoz. of pure potassium cyanide in
1 gallon of water, and then add to it a solution of gold
chloride. The colour of the gold chloride solution
will disappear, giving a colourless solution of gold
potassium cyanide in free potassium cyanide. The
actual amount of gold chloride solution added to the
potassium cyanide solution is more or less immaterial
as long as sufficient gold is present to deposit electro-
lytically. The gold chloride solution must be quite
free from acid, or when it is added to the potassium
cyanide solution, the highly dangerous . hydrocyanic
acid gas will be evolved. Please note this. It is very
important.

Before plating, it is best to heat the gold solution to
nearly boiling -point, and then to let it cool again.

Particulars of gold plating are to be obtained from
any textbook of practical plating, such as, for example,
S. Field and A. D. Weill: " Electro-plating " (Pitman).
In general, the article to be plated forms the cathode or
negative electrode of the cell, whilst the anode or
positive electrode must be a strip of pure gold or pure,

- platinum. -If a platinum anode is used, the gold taken
 from. the bath owing to deposition will have to be made
up for by periodical additions of fresh gold chloride.

Readers arc asked to note that we have
discontinued our electrical query service.
Replies that appear in these pages from
time to time are old ones, and are pub-
lished as being of general interest. Will
readers requiring information on other
subjects please be as brief as possible

with their enquiries.

If a gold anode is used, it will be dissolved away slowly
by the solution. Hence, do not keep the gold anode in
the bath when not in use. A voltage not exceeding
z should be used. The bath should be worked at a
temperature around 40 deg. C. if a pleasing shade of
gold deposition is desired.

Remember at all times that the plating bath is
very highly poisonous.

Silvering Small Mirrors
CAN you assist me with following problem ?

I am building a colour camera which will
incorporate two mirrors of microscope cover -
glass thickness. The mirrors are to be silvered
in such a way that a portion of the light will be
reflected and the remainder transmitted, i.e.,
so that two images may be obtained from each
mirror, as indicated in the diagram.
- In the -professional- models these pellicles,

I believe, are made by electrical means, but -I
am told that such an
effect- is possible by
chemical means as
well. -Possibly, some-/ thing on the lines of
the mirrors one can/ - see through would
work. -

I should also be glad
if '"you could tell the
where the glass can be

of a double- obtained.- R. BaggottDiagram(Claph )am .
image mirroi or a colour 'ORDINARY chemical
camera. (R. Baggott) will _effect

. ,
not carried

result you want pro-
vided that it is not carried out to finality. Unfortu-
nately, the process is- not an easy one for a beginner.
It demands some skill and experience, and if You could
get it done for you by some firm of glass silverers you
might well save the extra cost in time and trouble -
and, perhaps,- disappointment. .

Any type of glass can be used for silvering, but if you
want special glass of microscope cover -glass thickness,
this can be obtained from a firm of opticians and
microscopists, such as Messrs. C. Baker, High Holborn,
W.C.2, or Messrs. Watson and Co., Ltd., Barnet.

The glass is cleaned by immersion in a 2 per cent.
solution of caustic soda, followed by rinsing, followed
by immersion in 2 per cent. nitric acid solution. After
this, itis advisable to immerse the glass in a 2 per cent.
solution ofstannous chloride untilitis ready forsilvering.

The silvering solutions are the following:
Solution A

Dissolve 60 grains silver nitrate in 'oz. of water
and pour this solution into a hot -almost boiling--;
solution containing 48 grains Rochelle salt in zoz. water.
Filter the liquid and make up to 12oz. with water;
So/ution B

Dissolve 60 grains silver nitrate in toz. water and
add ammonia to it drop by drop with frequent shaking
of the liquid until the ,precipitate .almost_
and then redissolves, leaving a faint turbidity. Then
make up this solution .to 120Z. with water.

For silvering, mix equal volumes of solution A and B
and pour on to the glass to be silvered. Since you only
require -half silvering; the glass should be withdrawn

from the liquid within about half a minute, or within a
few seconds of silvering commencing.

In making up the above solutions, it is preferable,
but not essential, to use distilled water. The glass should
be handled by tweezers so that no grease or oil from the
skin of the fingers is allowed to make contact with it.

Dial Hygrometers
CAN you suggest a device that will give an

indication of excessive humidity in my
workshop situated in a top room of my house
-preferably by signal or a bell circuit ?-G. W.
Wilson (Sheffield).

THE relative humidity of air is usually estimated by
a device known as the Mason's " Wet and Dry

Bulb " hygrometer, a detailed description of which
may be referred to in any textbook of physics. For an
alarm device such as you mention, you require one of
the dial hygrometers in which the extension and con-
traction of a specially -mounted thread' under the influ-
ence of humidity causes a needle to move across a dial.
If you can obtain one of these instruments, you would
probably be able to arrange for the needle to effect a
metallic contact after it has passed any particular mark
on the dial, this contact thereby energising a relay or a
bell circuit.

Unfortunately, dial hygrometers are not easy to
obtain at the present day. We suggest, however, that
you make inquiries of the following suppliers : Messrs.
Philip Harris and Co., Ltd. Birmingham ; Mes-.rs.
Townson -and Mereer,-Ltd.,

.Ltd.,
Surrey ; Messrs.

Baird. and -Tatiock .(London), 14-17, St. Cross
Street, Hatton Garden, London,. E.C.T ; -- Messrs.
J. W. Towers and Co., Ltd., Victoria House, Widnes,
Lancs.

Repolishing Furniture
T HAVE several pieces of furniture suffering

from general wear and tear and the polish is
in a very scratched condition. I have spraying
equipment and would like to spray polish them.
Could you please give me a formula for a polish
which will give a French polished appearance ?
-W. A. Parker (Cottingham).

NO spraying method will impart a  good French
polished appearance to furniture. Such methods

give a hard, glassy, cheap appearance which, to many
people, is objectionable.

However, you can make a cellulose spray by dissolving
scrap celluloid in a mixture of equal parts of amyl
acetate and acetone, or, alternatively, you can purchase
a ready-made cellulose varnish from any good paint
shop, or from Messrs. Nobles and Hoare, Ltd., 3,
Cromwell Road, London, S.E. a, or Messrs. James Beard,
Ltd., DS, Great Ancoats Street, Manchester.

A much better method of renovating your furniture,

THE P.M. BLUEPRINT SERVICE
12 FT. ALL -WOOD CANOE.* New Series. No. I.

3s. 6d.
10 -WATT. MOTOR. New Series.' No. 2. 3s. 6d.
COMPRESSED -AIR MODEL AERO ENGINE.*

New Series. No. 3. Ss.
AIR RESERVOIR FOR COMPRESSED -AIR
AERO ENGINE. New Series. No. 3a. Is.
" SPORTS "PEDAL CAR* New Series. No. 4.5s.
F. J. CAMM'S FLASH STEAM PLANT.* New

Series. No. 5. 5s.

SYNCHRONOUS ELECTRIC CLOCK. New
. Series. No. 6. 50

ELECTRIC DOOR -CHIME. No. 7. 3s. 6d.*
ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE. NeW Series.

No. 8 (2 sheets). 7s.
CANVAS CANOE. New Series. No. 9. 31. 63.

ERASCOPE. New Series. No. 10. 3s. 6d.'
EPISCOPE. New Series. No. II. 3s. 6d.'

PANTOGRAPH: New Series., No. 12. Is. 6d.
COMPRE0SED:AIRPAANT SPRAYING PLANT

New Series No. 13. 7s. 6d.'
£20 CAR'

(Designed by F. .I..CAMM),
10s. 6d. per set of four sheets.
MASTER BATTERY CLOCK*

Blueprints (2 sheets), 3s. 6d.
Arc board dial, for ab6ve clock, Is.

OUTBOARD SPEEDBOAT
10s. 61. per set of three sheets.

SUPER -DURATION BIPLANE*
Full-size blueprint, 2s.

- The I-c.c. TWO-STROKE PETROL ENGINE*
Complete set, 7s. 6d.

STREAMLINED WAKEFIELD
MONOPLANE -3s. 6d.

LIGHTWEIGHT MODEL MONOPLANE
Full-size blueprint, 3s. 6d.

P.M. TRAILER CARAVAN'
Complete set, 10s. 6d. .

P.M. BATTERY SLAVE CLOCK* -2s.
The above blueprint; are obtainable, post free,

from Messrs. George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

An  denotes constructional details are available, free,
with the blueprint.
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we think, would be to go over it by hand using an ordinary
shellac " white polish," which can be obtained from
Messrs. James Beard, Ltd., address as above. This
should also be obtainable from any good paint shop in
your area.

Again, you could use for the same purpose a good
" button polish," which is merely a solution of shellac
in methylated spirit. This can give quite good results
if it is carefully applied with a smooth, fluffless cloth.

Preparing Metal Surfaces for Painting
COULD you advise me regarding the following ?

What preparation can I use on an aluminium
sign -board (aluminium being used in place of
wood) before painting to prevent peeling of paint

(a) Preparation before oil paint ;
(b) Preparation before cellulose.
Also, what is the necessary procedure for a

sign -board of zinc sheeting ?-M. I. Newman
(Shanklin).
DISSOLVE t part of caustic soda (or soda ash)

in 3 parts of hot water. Using a rag tied to the
end of a stick, mop the hot solution over the aluminium
surface. Alternatively, immerse the whole of the
metal surface in the caustic solution. The solution
will rapidly attack the metal, so that within about
20 seconds the solution must be rapidly rinsed off the
metal with plenty of water, and the metal then allowed
to dry. It will be found to have a dull, matted or
slightly rough surface.

To the metal, thus matted, apply a thin coat of a
grey priming paint. When this has dried thoroughly
(after a week or to days) apply two thin coats of the
surface paint that you wish to use. The paint will
now adhere to the metal for a long time. If possible,

a cellulose -base paint in preference to an ordinary
oil paint.

Your zinc sheets should be treated in exactly the
same manner, but, in this case, the caustic treatment
wi I have to be a little longer in duration.

If you do not wish to use a caustic solution as a
matting agent, you may employ diluted sulphuric or
hydrochloric acid-r part of acid to 3 parts of water,
this acid mixture being used cold.

" Crackle" Finish for Lampshades
T SHOULD be grateful for some information

regarding the crackle " finish that appears
on some lampshades.

I am aware that the paper is sized, then var-
nished, and prior to the varnish drying an
astringent is applied to obtain the " crackle." I
wish to know the exact procedure, the actual
astringent, the best paper, and the best varnish
to use.-R. S. Gordon (Broadstairs).
FOR lampshade -making you need a fine-grained

"toned " paper of tough texture and make-up.
You can obtain such material from either Messrs. G. W.
Russell & Sons, Ltd., Hitchin, Herts, or from Dryad,
Ltd., Saint Nicholas Street, Leicester. From the latter
firm, we believe, you can now obtain suitable varnish
for producing the crackle " effect.

There are several types of these varnishes. They
are all based on synthetic resins, and the " astringent '
employed for developing out the " crackle " is either a
strong solution of tannic acid or formalin. The
varnished paper is air-dried in a slightly warm oven (or
without an oven). Afterwards, the astringent is wiped
over the surface, and the paper is then placed in an oven
at about 75 deg. F. for 40 minutes. Sometimes a sort
of coarse -mesh cloth, immersed in formalin or tannic -
acid solution, is wrung out and then placed flat on the
varnish surface, being pressed down with an iron. In
this manner, the astringent medium is only made to
contact the varnished surface in confined areas. The
fabric mesh is then removed and the paper is heated as
before. At other times the fabric is kept in position
on the paper surface during the whole of the heating.
The effect is the same, the varnish so treated becoming
unduly brittle and crackling in the embrittled areas.

The trouble with such papers is that the cracks do
not always remain stationary. Under the heat of the
lamp within the lampshade, the cracks sometimes tend
to extend so that the whole surface " burns," that is to
say, becomes brown and powdery and, in time generally
disintegrates.

Bronzing Solution
T HAVE three " Mene " bronzes which have been
A well cleaned. Can you inform me how to
oxidize them so as to obtain a dark brown polished
surface somewhat similar to that of bronze name-
plates ?-B. Taylor (Ramsgate).
THE pleasant dark brown colour of nameplates is not

usually a chemical colouraticn of the metal.
Normally, it is an applied surface -lacquer. You can,
.however, obtain a warm -brown colouration on a bronze
surface by immersing the cleaned bronze article in a
diluted solution of sodium sulphide, say, one part of the
latter in 30-40 parts of water. Sodium sulphide can be
obtained from any photographic supply shop. Am-
monium sulphide used in the above proportion will give
a warmer tone still, but this material is a liquid which
is not very stable, and which is, therefore, not easily
obtained.

Another bronzing solution can be made by gently
boiling for x 5 minutes equal parts of lime and powdered
sulphur in about 3o times their bulk of water. A yellow
liquid results. This should be filtered off from the
lime -sulphur residue and diluted about 15 times with
water. Bronze -immersed in this turns warm dark
brown and eventually brown -black. Having coloured
the metal to your satisfaction, rinse it well with water,
allow it to dry, and then lacquer it with any of the

proprietary clear lacquers which are nowadays obtain-
able. Some sort of surface lacquering is essential in
order to protect the chemical colouration.

Insulative Materials : Bituminous Paint
T AM interested in huts made of corrugated
1 steel sheets, and desire to insulate the insides
previous to lining with hardboard in order to
reduce heat in summer and cold in winter. I
have in mind a mixture I have seen applied to
steam pipes leading from boilers to plant some
distance away.

Could you recommend any such insulation,
giving its composition, and where it could be
purchased ?

Would bituminous paint applied to the sheet
surfaces before the insulation was put on prevent
corrosion G. Brims (Stirling).
THERE are two excellent and cleanly insulative

materials which are suitable for your purpose.
They are both good insulators, are fireproof, sound-
proof, vermin -proof, and well-nigh indestructible.

The first is asbestos fibre, which is obtainable from
Turner Brothers Asbestos Co., Ltd., Rochdale, Lancs.,
or from Messrs. Jas. Milne Cooper & Co., Ltd., Kobar
Works, Bradford, Yorks. The second is a newer
product, a sort of spun glass which has been named

fibreglass." This is obtainable from Fibreglass, Ltd.,
St. Helens, Lancs.

A good bituminous paint applied to the sheet surfaces
would definitely keep metallic corrosion at bay over a
long period. Such a material is " Mariolene," which is
supplied in black, brown or red colours by British
Asphalt & Bitumen, Ltd., The Docks, Preston, Lancs.
Similar paint is manufactured by Wailes, Dove Bitu-
mastic Co., Ltd., Collingwood Buildings, Newcastle -
on -Tyne.

Water -wheel Plant
T AM thinking of installing a small water -wheel
-I. to drive a 12 -volt to amp. dynamo. The
diagram explains the layout of the water supply.
It consists of a Soo -gallon water tank supplied by a
six-gallon per minute flow. A pipeline of suitable
size would have to be chosen to maintain the
supply in tank constant. The diagram also shows
the position of the desired pipeline, which must
remain as shown owing to a viaduct which has
been constructed over the river bed. The total
height from the level of the tank orifice to the
water -wheel is from to-tyft.

Would these conditions enable the water -wheel
to be properly driven, or would a water -wheel' or
a turbine be more satisfactory ? Where could I
obtain such a wheel or turbine ?-A. 0. Boyle
(Portglenone).
YOUR projected scheme for operating a small

dynamo by means of water power is quite
satisfactory. A tin. diameter pipe would be rather
better than the Jin. pipe which you propose. At any
rate, the wider pipe should run as far as point B on

6 Gallons per minute supply

500 Gallon
tank

Pipeline from tank.
Rate of flow 6 Galls. per min.

Point A is where the water
ordinarily runs into a grating,
falls about 2 ft. and runs
beneath the viaduct at B. l9 Dia.

water wheel

Diagram of a small water -wheel plant.
(S. 0. Boyle)
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the diagram in order to keep the flow -resistance to a
low figure.

You could use an ordinary overshot waterwheel for
the purpose, but this would have to be lightly balanced
and very free -running. On the whole, however, we are
inclined to think that you would find a smaller water -
turbine to be a better although, perhaps, a rather more
initially expensive proposition.

The following firms specialise in the manufacture of
uch turbines, and we suggest that you send them a

copy of your plans and request a quotation for a suitable
turbine to meet your needs :

Messrs. Carrick & Ritchie, Ltd., Waverley Engineer
ing Works, .Norton Park, Edinburgh ; Messrs. Gikes,
Gilbert & Co., Ltd., Canal Iron Works, Kendal;
Messrs. Warburton & Co., Ltd., Bedford Street, North,
Halifax, Yorks; Messrs. W. Gunther & Sons, Ltd.,
Central Works, Havelock Street, Oldham, Lancs.;
Messrs. Joseph John Armfield & Co., Ltd., Vale of
Avon Iron Works, Ringwood, Hants.

Colourless Linoleum Lacquer
TYLEASE inform me of any formula you may
A have for a colourless linoleum paint. I
recently purchased some linoleum and wish to
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paint it with some very hard setting liquid. I
believe there is one with a resin base,-D. J.
Ayton (Richmond).
A HARD, colourless, transparent synthetic resin
" lacquer of the type you mention may be prepared
according to the following formula :-

Gelva resin (grade 7) (Polyvinyl acetate
resin) 28.5 per cent.

Amyl phthalate 1.5 per cent.
Xylol . 21.0 per cent.
Amyl acetate .. 21.0 per cent.
Toluene 14.o per cent.
Ethyl acetate .. . 7.0 per cent.
White spirit .. 7.0 per cent.
The Gelva (polyvinyl acetate resins) may be obtained

from Messrs. Shawinigan, Ltd., Marlow House, Lloyd's
Avenue, London, E.C.3. The other materials may be
obtained from any general chemical merchant and
laboratory supplier, such as Messrs. Griffin & Tatlock,
Ltd., Kemble Street, Kingsway, London, W.C.2, or
Messrs. Vicsons Ltd., 148, Pinner Road, Harrow,
Middlesex.

The above varnish is of a high-grade, durable type,
having a good gloss. It can be pigmented with dry
colours, if required. If you want a simpler varnish,
try a plain (say, 2o per cent.) solution of Gelva 7 in
acetone or methylated spirit. It is possible that this
may be sufficiently durable for your purpose. It will
certainly be easier to make and less expensive.

Developer for Panchromatic Film
COULD you inform me of the method and the

chemical formula used for developing
16 m.m. safety film, either panchromatic
perforated negative or panchromatic perforated
positive film ?-P. McGovern (Drogheda).
THE correct developer for panchromatic film

depends to some extent on the nature and make
of film in question. Since you do not give this
information, we can only provide you with the formula
for making a good " average " developer for this class
of material. Such a formula is

Metol I gram.
Sod. sulphite. tryst. 75 grams.
Hydroquinone 4 grams.
Sod. carbonate so grams.
Potassium bromide .. I gram.
Water .. 50o ccs.
Dissolve ingredients in the order named. For use,

dilute part of the above solution with 5 parts of water.
At 65 deg. F. panchromatic film of average quality

and correct exposure developed in the diluted developer
will take exactly 7 minutes for proper development.
With panchromatic material, development must take
place in complete darkness, since the panchromatic
material is sensitive to red light.

If the film is of short length, say up to 3ft., it can be
developed " by hand " merely by passing the strip of
film backwards and forwards through a bath of the
developer. If the film is of considerable length it is
best wound on a drum or stretched on a frame, the
whole then being completely immersed in a vat of the
developer.

After development, follow by well rinsing and then
immersion in an ordinary fixing bath of hypo.

Food Storage Cabinet on Evaporation
Principle

IAM in need of a good household food storage
cabinet, and not being inclined to pay present-

day prices for a refrigerator, I have decided to
try and construct a suitable alternative.

I have read the claims of firms producing a
cold cabinet which is non -mechanical and which
works by simply filling with cold water daily.

I believe these -work on a simple evaporation
principle. Could you tell me if this is so, and
give me a few general constructional details of
same ? Also, are any chemicals used to give
better results ? I am proposing to use sheet
dural or zinc in the construction of the apparatus.
-R. Watson (Rugby).
WHEN any liquid evaporates it requires a certain

amount of energy to do so. It utilises the heat
energy which is inhei ent in it for this purpose. Hence,
an evaporating liquid always becomes colder. The
quicker the liquid evaporates the colder it becomes.
This is the " evaporation principle " to which you refer.

Now, if we make a hollow structure in any porous
material, and saturate the material with water, the
evaporating water will lower the temperature of the
medium. Consequently, any article placed within the
structure will become colder, because it will lose its
heat to its colder surroundings.

No chemicals are needed in this kind of apparatus.
You merely have a porous material, such a plaster,
unglazed porcelain, porous brick, compressed fibre, etc.,
which can take up fair amounts of water. The
structure is built up around an inner chamber which
it is wanted to cool. Water is allowed to drop slowly
on to the porous surface so as to keep it liquid -saturated.
The hotter the day, the quicker the liquid evaporates,
and the colder becomes the interior of the structure.
A metal framework can be provided, but this does not
take any intrinsic part in the operation of the cooling
device. Hence, the metal part must not be an all -
enclosing one, otherwise the water will not be able to
evaporate from the porous material and the cooling
action will stop. Provided that you allow for ready and
free evaporation from the porous material, you will
get fairly effective cooling.



THE LATEST TYPE
CRYSTAL SET

INCORPORATING THE LATEST
CRYSTAL VALVE

Adjustable iron Cored Coil

RECEPTION GUARANTEED
Polished wood cabinet, IS!- post 9d.

COPPER INSTRUMENT WIRE
ENAMELLED, TINNED AND LITZ
COTTON AND SILK COVERED.

B.A. SCREWS, NUTS, WASHERS,
soldering tags, eyelets and rivets.

EBONITE AND LAMINATED BAKE-
LITE PANELS, TUFNOL ROD.

PAXOLIN TYPE COIL FORMERS AND
TUBES, ALL DIAMETERS.

PERMANENT DETECTORS, CRYS-
TALS, EARPHONES, etc.

Latest Radio Publications. Full Range
Avai lab le.

Send stamped addressed envelope for
comprehensive lists. Trade supplied.

POST RADIO SUPPLIES
33 Bourne Gardens, London, E.4

For your Bungalow, Caravan,
Workshop or Radio
BUILD YOUR OWN
WIND -CHARGER

with (I) Slow running Propeller,
(2) Geared 3i to 1 Shaft Drive

to
(3) Car dynamo at ground

level.
Every part accessible. NO sliding
contacts or excessive top weight.
Ample speed for ANY Car dynamo.
SET OF CLEAR DIAGRAMS AND
INSTRUCTIONS for building same
complete from easily and readily
obtainable parts ONLY. PRICE 316.

P. M. BARHAM
BRIDGE AVENUE
ST. SAMPSONS
GUERNSEY, C.I.

CUT THE CRACKLE!!
Does your Radio Crackle and
Buzz whenever a Vacuum Cleaner
or Electric Motor is in Use ?
If so, fit an EX-W.D.
MAINS SUPPRESSOR
and enjoy uninterrupted '1,6

listening for only eJ
Post Paid

Fitted in one minute. Full instructions
enclosed. Will work on A.C. or D.C.
Terms : Cash with Order. Satisfaction

Guaranteed or Money Refunded.

DEESDept. P.M., 50, Rolls Park Ave.,

South Chingford, London. E.4.

. Enlarged easy to readDiagram with full
I Instructions. Valve, Earphone and all

Parts (excl. Battery) for only' £1 plus
1 2/6. Carriage and Insurance. Batteries

8/6. Limited quantity. EX -GOVT.
I10ft. metal Rods suitable for aerials

and convertible to fishing rods 5'6.
" RADIO. TELEVISION & ELEC-

I TRICAL REPAIRS " Unique book, 10/6,
post 9d. Remit crossed P.O. or Cheque.

J. BULL DARL
1= mow amp =Me Il NMI M. OM MM.

ABANA PRINTINGMACHIN ES
Print in the odd hours with an
Adana -still the most absorbing

of crafts. No. 1 IFS
Machine 64.10.0.

No. 2 Hifi' Machine
£9 .15 . 0. Will

quickly pay for Itself.
Send for illustrated
folder to Dept. P.M. 30

ADA NA (Printing Machines) LTD.,
15-18 Church St., Twickenham, Middx.

THE AMATEUR'S LATHE
By L. H. Sparey

Although published but a few months ago, the book is already
about to enter its third edition ; and its increasing popularity is
undoubtedly due to the personal recommendation of one reader to
another.

Chapter One
Chapter Two
Chapter Three
Chapter Four
Chapter Five
Chapter Six
Chapter. Seven
Chapter Eight
Chapter Nine
Chapter Ten
Chapter Eleven.

Chapter Twelve
Chapter Thirteen
Chapter Fourteen
Chapter Fifteen

CONTENTS
- The Lathe
- Choosing a Lathe
- Installing the Lathe
- Lathe Accessories
- Measuring Equipment
- Lathe Tools
- Drills and Reamers
- Holding Work in the Lathe
- Marking Out
- Plain Turning and Boring
- Taper Turner, Crankshaft Turning and Disc Ball

Turning
- Screwcutting
- Milling, Shaping and Grinding in the Lathe
- Lapping and Honing
- Metal Spinning, Spring Winding, Turning, Rubber,

etc.
Chapter Sixteen - Production Methods in Small Lathes
Chapter Seventeen - Care of the Lathe and its Accessories
Chapter Eighteen - Handy Tables

Printed on fine art paper, cloth binding, with 4 -colour dust jacket,
"The Amateur's Lathe " contains 232 pages and 230 illustrations
of photographs and drawings. Photographs illustrate tools,
equipment and unique lathe set-ups, while working drawings are
of many useful lathe gadgets for home manufacture. Fully insured,
well paCked, post free from :- PRICE 1316

T. GARNER & SON LTD.
Hand and Machine Tool Division

REDBROOK WORKS, GAWBER, BARNSLEY

CLOCKWORK TIMERS

H. FRANKS,

Clockwork - Timers, Size Diam,
x zlin. deep. Suitable for

process work. Dark -room timing, etc.,
variable timing r to 6o seconds. Relay
to operate off 6 volt battery capable of
handling too watts supplied with each

movement.
Instructions and connecting diagram

supplied.
36/- each. Post Paid.

EACH MOVEMENT IS FULLY
TESTED BEFORE DESPATCH

58, NEW OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.0 1
'Phone - - MUSeum 9594

Motorise your Models.
World's most

powerful
midget
electric
motor

AN ENGINEER-
ING JOB with
maker's guaran-
tee.

THE 'MIGHTY MIDGET'
ELECTRIC
MOTOR

Complete with 6 to I reduction gear.
Less than Ilin. high. 10,000 r.p.m.
Runs off 4d. battery. Reversible.

Send P.O. for 1419. Post free.
KEITH PRODUCTS CO.

Dept. A, 4, Castle St., Guildford

Experimenters! Build the
MATCHBOX RADIO SET.

With the aid of our full instructions
you can build a complete radio set in
a matchbox, using parts easily
obtainable from your radio dealer.
This is made possible by the use of the
Crystal -Valve Radar Detector - a
wartime discovery. Tunes the B.B.C.
wavelengths, and works off a short
indoor aerial in many districts.
Powered entirely by the incoming
signal, no batteries are required.
Full step-by-step instructions, work-
ing drawings, and theoretical wiring

diagram.
Price 2/9 Post Free.

JOHN O'BEIRNE (P.),
137, Cotham Brow, Bristol, 6.

Post Orders Only.

Price
£7 10s. 04.

Machine
Vice 21/ -

The `Adept' Bench
Hand Shaper

Length of stroke of
ram, 3Iins.

No. 2B.11. Shaper, 61in.
stroke.

Price, £1313x. Cid.
"Ask your dealer."
Manufaclured by:

The
.AzgrsPr.E.I.
II in. centres, 0 in.

b et w e c n
centre.,

The " Adept "
PO, £4 10., 2i in. 4 -Jaw

Peerage and Packing 1/64. In dependent
Chock, Reversible Jaws, at/. A Good Range of

Accessories is Available.
F. W. PORTA SS,

"ADEPT" WORKS, SELLERS STREET, SHEFFIELD 8,

GALPINS
ELECTRICAL STORES

408, HIGH STREET, LEWISHAM,
LONDON, S.E.12.

Telephone : Lee Green 0309, Near Lewisham
Hospital.

TERMS : CASH WITH ORDER. NO
C.O.D.

THURSDAY EARLY CLOSING.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS (2001250
v. Input in steps of 10 v., Output 350101350
v. 180 mA, 4 v. 4 a., 5 v. 3 a., 6.3 v. 4 a.
3716 each ; another 500101500 v. 150 mA,
4 v. 4 a., 6.3 v. 4 a., 5 v. 3 a., 42)6 each ;
another 350101350 v.160 mA, 6.3 v. 8 a.,
5 v. tapped 4 v. 3 a.,3916.
MAINS VARIABLE RESISTANCES,
slider type protected, 1,500 Ohms carrying
0.45 a., 2716 each ; ditto, not protected,
14 Ohms, I to 4 a., 151- each ; ditto, 0.4
Ohms to carry 25 a., 1216 each ; ditto,
60 Ohms to carry I!, a., 151- each ; ditto,
5.7 ohms to carry 81 a., 1716 each.
MAINS TRANSFOMERS, 2001250 v.
Input in steps of 10 v., Output 500101500
v. 250 mA, 6.3 v. 8 a., 6.3 v. 8 a., 4 v. 4 a.,
5 v. 4 a., 651- each ; ditto, 350101350 v.
300 mA, 5 v. 4 a., 6.3 v. 8 a., 6.3 v. 8 a.,
4 v. 4a., 6216 each.
CHARGING SWITCHBOARDS, 1,250
Watts, 36 v. D.C. Containing all 5 Meters
Amps.1Volts and 5 Variable Resistances.
slider type, also Cut-outs and Fuses, at
£4 10s. each, carriage paid.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 2001250 v.
Input in steps of 10 v., Output 350101350 v.
300 mA, 4 v. 8 a., 4 v. 4 a., 6.3 v. 6 a, 6.3 v.
tapped at 2 v. 2 a. (ELECTRONIC), 5716
each ; ditto, 425101425 v. 150 mA, 6.3 v. 3 a.,
6.3 v. 3 a., 5 v. 3 a. (WILLIAMS
AMPLIFIER), 3916 each.
ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METERS,
useful for Sub -Letting, etc. All fully
guaranteed electrically. All 2001250 v.
50 cycles I phase 21a. load, 151- ; 5 a.,
1816 ; 10 amp., 211- ; 20 a., 251- ; 50 a.,
351- each ; 100 a., 551- each. (Please allow
21- extra for carriage.)
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 2001250 v.
Input in steps of 10 v., Output tapped 0, 6,
12, 18 and 24 v., ac 10112 a., 471- each ;
ditto, tapped 0, 6, 12 and 20 v. at 415 a.,
291- ; ditto, tapped 0, 6, 12, 18, 24 volts at
25130 a., 6816 each.
PRE -PAYMENT 11- SLOT METERS,
2001250 v. 50 cycles I phase. Electrically
Guaranteed, 21 a. load, 2716 ; 5 a. load,
3716 each.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, 2001250 v.
Input in steps of 10 v., Output 5001350101
3501500 v. 250 mA, 6.3 v. 6 a., 6.3 v. tapped
2 v. at 2 a., 5 v. tapped at' 4 v. 4 a. twice,
6716 each ; ditto, 450101450 v. 300 mA,
6.3 v. 8 a. twice, 4 v. 4 a., 5 v. 4 a., 6216 each.
Ex R.A.F. ROTARY CONVERTERS,
24 VOLTS D.C. INPUT 50 v. 50 CYCLE 1
PHASE A.C. OUTPUT at 450 Watts.
Condition as new, £3 15s. each, carriage, 316.
MAINS TRANSFORMER, 230 v. Input
150101150 v. 150 mA, 6.3 v. 8 a. 5 v. 3 a.
Output (new, ex -Govt.), IS!- each.
METERS, all ex -Govt. new boxed, all
first -grade moving coil, 2in. scale, 0 to 20 v.,
616 each ; 0 to 40 volts, 1016 each ; 0 to
10 a., IS!- each. 2?,,in. scale, 0 to 10 mA,
1216 each ; 350101350 millivolts, 12)6 each ;
another 3 reading type 0 to 50 and 150 v.,
0 to 15 a., 1716 each; another 0 to 4 a.
THERMO coupled, 2lin. scale, 10f- each ;
another calibrated SO cycles, 0 to 20 v.,
1216 each.
LARGE TYPE RECTIFIERS. Output _
50 v. 1 a., D.C. input 70175 v. A.C. Half
wave type, 816 each, post 116. TANNOY
P.M. SPEAKERS (Small Hailers), 4 ohm
speech coil, complete in wooden case with
output transformer, 15/- each, carriage 216.
EX -NAVAL CATHODE' RAY
INDICATOR POWER UNITS (new).
Sold for component parts only, consisting
of "approx. 150 Resistances and Condensers
of various values. H.V. Condensers,
Chokes, all mounted on solid brass chassis,
weight 901b., to clear 251- each.
EX -NAVAL TELEPHONE HAND-
SETS BAKELITE PATTERN (self -
energised), no battery required, complete
with wall bracket (new), 151- per pair,
post 116. Ditto, complete with Buzzer
ringing mounted in weatherproof box,
24 volt required for energising Buzzer
only, complete with Hand -set, 151- each,
or 251- per pair.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, all 2001250
v., 50 cycle, 1' phase Input, Output 700101700
v. 70'mA, 4 v. 21 a.,.12 v. I a., 301- each.
Another 5251525 v., ISO mA, 6.3 v. 5 a.,
5 v. 3 a., 371- each. Another 2,350 v. at
500 mA, 851- each. Mains Smoothing
Chokes, 10 Hy. 100 mA, 61- ; 150 mA, 816 ;

350 mA, 251- , 5 Hy. 250 mA, 1716.
EX-R.A.F. MICROPHONE TESTERS
(new). These consist of a Ferranti 0 to
450 mA, 21in. scale meter shunted to
I mA incorporatedWestinghouse Rectifier,
the whole encased in polished teak case,
calibrated at present 0 to 10 v. 25/- each.
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Whatever you do
Cycling combines well
with many winter sports.
But do make sure of
your tyres-always ride
Dunlop. An ideal tyre
for lightweight touring
machines is the Sports,
which has a lively per-
formance and a durable,
non-skid tread to give
you lasting safety what-
ever the road surface.

WARD & NAPIER LTD.
64, BUCKINGHAM GATE,
S.W.1 (nr. Army & Navy Stores.)

235, STREATHAM HIGH Rd.,
S.W.11 (oppositeStreathamStn.)
Announce their New Catalogue

" TOOLS FOR

MODEL ENGINEERS "
(Sent on request for 5d, stamp

or P.O.)
Free delivery of small tools overseas

" LONDON'S BEST
TOOL'S HOPS"

POLISHIXG HEADS
*DUAL
DRIVING
PULLEY.

*lin. CAPACITY
CHUCK.

*SELF LUBRICAT-
ING BUSHES.

*SHROUDED CASE-- TO PROTECT
USER FROM BELT.

22/6 PLUS 1/6 POST.
AS ILLUSTRATED.

ACCESSORIES r, d.
Brass Wire Brush, Sin. dia. 8 6
Steel Wire Brush, Sin. dia.... 2 3
Calico Mons, (from) 31n, dia. 3 0Grinding Wheels, (from) Sin.

4 6
(Add 3d. towards Postage.)

COMPLETE OUTFIT, 36,- Post Free.
MORTONS, 13. CAMDEN ROAD,
WALTHAMSTOW, LONDON, EAT.

*Multicraft CATALIN Material*
New Reduced Prices

Rods. Cylinders. Sheets, Sections'
Kits for Book -ends. Tablelamps, etc.
The most versatile of all materials.
Beautiful colours, easily worked.
Sample Box 10;-. Parcels 25/- & 50'-.

8 -page Stock List and Samples 6d.
Dept. PM. COULDEN & SMITH,
17, The Mead, West Wickham,

Kent.
El

HOW TO ENJOY CAREFREE TOURING

THE B.S.A. " STREAMLIGHT Will give
you years of carefree cycling enjoyment !

All of Britain's countryside will be yours
-without a care ! And your cycling will
be easier still with a B.S.A. 3 -speed hub,
which can be supplied either with the
B.S.A. Snap Handlebar Control (speedy,
convenient gear change by the pressure
of a lever) or with the new B.S.A. Twist
Grip Control (a turn of the twist grip gives
whatever gear you require). Ask your B.S.A.
Dealer about the " Streamlight " today !

ITS TIME
YOU HAD 4

B.S.A. CYCLES LTD.,
BIRMINGHAM, II

POST THIS COUPON TO B.S.A.
CYCLES LIMITED

49, Armoury Road, Birmingham,
Please send B.S.A. Cycle Catalogue

NAME

ADDRESS

50H 302

CHEMISTRY APPARATUS
Send Stamp for

COMPLETE PRICE LIST

r

BECK

Booklets:
"Experi-
ments" 7d.

" Formu'as "
led.

"Horne
Chemistry "

2/3
Foal Paid

(St:ent,fie Dept. A)
60 HIGH STREET,

Stoke Newington, London, N.16

PERFECT PASTIMES FOR
PLEASURE AND PROFIT

Instructions for all Handicrafts and
Homecrafts are published regularly in :

CRAFTWORKER
The Modern Magazine of Crafts at
Home (which includes addresses for all
Craftwork Tools, Materials and

Equipment).
Specimen copy (I,' I d.) from

CRAFTWORK PUBLICATIONS
(P.M.), The Broadway, Broadstairs,

Kent.
When ordering ask for free list of
dozens of British & American

Instructional Books.

MOIALMA KERS.
Plummer Blocks, tin. Bore. 39.
Vee Pulleys, lin. Bore x Ein. dia.. 2,2.
9 -Groove Cone Pulleys, lin. Bore x 5in.,
0,3. Bench Grinders, M. Hand
Grinders. 10'3. 4 -Speed Lathe Heads
with lin. Chuck. 36/-. 1 h.p. Motors.
Steel Shafting. Belting. Hand Drills,
5'6. Hacksaws. 4'6 and 1
Reversing Electric Motors. 3 v., Erg.
Send 6d. for fully illustrated Catalogue.

BEVERLEY PRODUCTS.
28. Oakwood Avenue, Leeds, 8.
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All letters should be addressed to
the Editor, "THE CYCLIST,"
George Notches, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London,

W.C.2.

Phone : Temple Bar 4363
Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London

Comments of the Month
THE N.C.U. CAVES IN

THE National Cyclists' Union has con-
sistently opposed massed start racing.
It has gone behind the scenes in

official quarters to try to get it suppressed.
It has launched tirades against the sport,
and various members of the N.C.U. have
written inspired letters to the Press in the
hope that the gullible editors will print their
fulminations. We have consistently sup-
ported this form of racing, without at the
same time necessarily agreeing with all that
the League has said and done. We do not
think in the early days it had a square deal,
either at the hands of the association or in
the columns of the technical press. Some of
the methods which have been adopted can
only be described as underhand and dirty
and they should find no place in a sport
which claims to be clean. The opposition
mainly came from those who have come to
regard themselves as the proprietors of the
movement, instead of servants of the sport,
there to carry out the wishes of the majority.
There can `be little doubt that the majority
of cyclists interested in cycling sport are in
favour of massed start racing under B.L.R.C.
conditions, for in spite of the continued
opposition it continues to gain support and
the League membership continues to increase.
The opposition, in our view, came from those
bodies such as the N.C.U. who feared that
the new sport would oust older forms of sport
and perhaps weaken their authority. For it
must be remembered that the N.C.U. exists
solely to control cycle racing on tracks and
closed circuits. It does not speak for time
trials, a form of sport which it endeavoured
to throttle in the 'nineties, together with road
record attempts. Its views then were that
time trialling was dangerous and promptly
threw it overboard and forbade its officials
to have anything to do with it. Fifty years
of time trialling have shown the N.C.U. how
wrong its judgment was and how wrong it
has been over record breaking on the roads,
and there is no reason to suppose, therefore,
that its judgment is any more accurate on
massed start racing. The N.C.U. has been
the apostle of lost causes for over fifty years.
It has always done the wrong thing, as may
easily be checked by consulting the files of
the journals for that period. With minor
exceptions it has been subject to justifiable
criticism because of its proprietorial attitude,
its wrong decisions and the inaccuracy of its
judgment.

If it did not want massed start racing on
the roads it went the worst possible way
about getting it stopped. Members of the
N.C.U. who are on certain committees were
instructed to oppose it. The N.C.U. Ogpu
extended its underground methods by visiting
the Ministry of Transport and spitting its
venom against M.S. It was fortunate indeed
for massed start enthusiasts that we dis-
covered this fact and prepared for the League
the now famous memorandum on massed
start which we,with W. J. Mills and J. Kain,
presented to the Ministry of Transport.

By F. J. C.
Notwithstanding the announcements from

the Ministry and from the Home Office stat-
ing that massed start racing was undesirable,
and the veiled threats of dire penalties if it
continued, it has continued safely and
overtly and has introduced a breath of fresh
air into a sport which was covert and con-
ducted on hole-and-corner lines. It has
brought a great deal of valuable publicity to
cycling. It attracts crowds larger, than any
event the N.C.U. can stage at Herne Hill.
Indeed, cycling sport of the time trial variety
is designed to avoid publicity.

THE LEAGUE'S FIGHT
The League has put up a very gallant

fight without much in the way of funds and
without a friendly Press. The present posi-
tion in which it finds itself must give it
cause for extreme satisfaction. Astonishing
though it may sound the N.C.U., faced with
the fact that its campaign of calumny against
the B.L.R.C. has failed, has made a virtue
out of necessity and now wishes to temper
the wind to the shorn lamb. It has gone
to the Ministry of Transport and, in effect,
said " we have been unable to stop road
racing after a six years' campaign against it
and we have very loyally adopted your
requests to discourage it. We are now of the
opinion that the new generation of cyclists
wants this type of sport, and as a national
body we are expected to meet that demand.
What will you do to help us ? " This is a
complete volte face, and a complete victory
for the League. We do not agree with one

Leaconsfeld,

witit its pretty tree -lined
Side walks and eighteenth
century houses .

- - --- -
critic, that the Union will be able to obtain
for massed starters far more than has been
obtained by the B.L.R.C. The B.L.R.C.
merely wishes to be left alone. It is well
able to control itself and the present change
of heart on the part of the N.C.U. is merely
an attempt to enlarge their membership and
to absorb the League. No one has any

confidence that the Union would be any more
successful in running massed start than they
have been in running track events. It must
not be forgotten that they really exist merely
to control a few hundred track riders and to
issue licences to them. The bulk of their
membership is merely an affiliated member-
ship.

It is obvious that the Government does not
want to introduce legislation to stop massed
start racing. Indeed it could not do so with-
out at the same time stopping time trials.
Had the Government done so only one body
would have been to blame-the N.C.U.

By its action the N.C.U. has exhibited a
little wisdom, but too late. There are many
smiles in cycling circles at ihis latest antic of
the boneless wonder of the cycling movement
-one of the three tailors of Tooley Street.

The Speedway Cyclists' Association was
frowned upon by the N.C.U., but profiting
from its experience with the League it has
given provisional recognition to it and pro-
poses to formulate a set of rules for cycle
speedway events. This newest form of cycle
sport is keenly followed by a large number
of junior cyclists. It should prove a useful
training ground for N.C.U. members.

We have on a number of occasions
suggested that peace can descend in the realm
of cycling sport only by the formation of a
totally new body representative of all inter-
ests and run on democratic lines. The cycling
organisations to -day are by no means demo-
cratic, although they go through the motions
of democratic elections.

ti

k'ot",..R.444,44,e4 .

We threw ourselves energetically into the
fight for massed start racing and we like to
feel that some measure of the success is due
to our efforts. We think that some of the
critics soon changed their views when they
saw League events hitting the headlines.
One, indeed, was heard to say, " It looks as
if we have backed the wrong horse ! "

,
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VICIPINIEN

Canterbury. The river Stour and the Weavers' Houses.
A lovely group of timbered houses which were long occupied
by refugees who fled to Canterbury from the Netherlands and

France at the time of religious persecution.

Most Popular Sportsman
BENNY FOSTER, a member of Welland

Valley Wheelers' Cycling Club, Market
Harborough, Leics, was voted the town's
most popular sportsman in a contest arranged
in connection with the local shopping week.
The runner-up was the cricket club captain.

A Boy, a Girl and a Bike
WHEN the cycling film, A Boy, a Girl

and a Bike, was screened at the
Odeon at Hinckley, Leics, Mr. Fred Smith,
a local cycle agent, arranged a little publicity
connecting the sport with the film. There
was a procession of cyclists through the
town, led by the Odeon's assistant manager,
Mr. Rex Reeve, riding a decorated tandein.
Mr. Smith also arranged a competition for
the best cycling holiday photograph and
offered a prize of £2.

I Can See You !
THE time will soon be coming when the

point - duty policeman, instead of
standing in the middle of a busy street
directing traffic, will fly above our heads,
telling us where to go and pointing out
our bad road manners. This was demon-
strated to members of the Leicestershire and
Nottinghamshire police forces at Rearsby
aerodrome, Leics. An Auster Autocrat,
with microphone and transmitter in the
cabin and a loudspeaker under each wing,

flew over the airfield at heights
varying from 400 to 1,000 feet,
and the instructions of the
pilot to those on the ground
were clearly audible. With its
slow speed and manoeuvra-
bility, the Auster is a very
suitable machine for traffic
control, but a sudden bellow
from the sky could be very
nerve -shattering to a hesitant
traveller,

Starts Racing at Fifty-nine

ARTHUR
WYATT, 59 -

year -old president of
Lincolnshire's Fenland Clarion
Cycling Club, has just made
his first appearance on the road
in a competitive event. He
was one of the eight entrants
in the 12 -hour time trial of
the Fenland Road Riding
Association, the last of the
association's championship
events for the season, and he
covered 184 miles. The
winner of the event was
L. Fensome, of Spalding, who
set up a new Fenland record
with 241 miles and has won
all four of the association's
championships this year.

Beware of Second -hands !
AFTER sentencing a Peter-

borough man t3 one
year's imprisonment for steal-
ing 22 cycles within a few
weeks, the chairman of the
Bench suggested that anyone
who bought a second-hand
machine from a person not a
reputable dealer or agent was
asking for trouble. If people
bought cycles from all and
sundry, and the machines were
later found to be stolen, they
would lose their money and
the machines as well, and they
would have no one to blame
but themselves. The chairman
described the defendant as " a
pest to the community " and

said the magistrates were determined to do
all they could to put an end to this stealing
of cycles. The total value of the stolen
machines was £276, but only four machines
and a quantity of parts were recovered.

Kitchen Stove as Well?
SIXTY -FIVE -YEAR -OLD Richard

Jefferys, who travels all over the country
on his bicycle and, like the snail, carries his
home with him, was the other day on his
way through the Eastern Counties to Yar-
mouth. He seemed to have all his belong-
ings with him, including the kitchen stove,
for his machine was hardly visible beneath
the bundles and packages that were festooned
all over it. Over the top of the cycle, to keep
off the hot sun, was a canopy supported on
poles. A sudden squall of wind would mean
an immediate capsize, as there seemed to be
no rapid means of taking in the mainsail!

3,000 -mile Ride
MR. ALEC J. SLATER, of Cleethorpes,

a local schoolmaster, has undertaken
a 3,000 -miles trio across France and Italy to
Rome and back again to England, accom-
panied by a 14 -year -old Cleethorpes school-
boy. Their average daily mileage was about
7o, but in order to reach their destination in
the time they had decided upon, they put on
a spurt on the last lap to Rome and covered
154 miles that day. Sometimes the weather
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was so furiously hot that the riders had to
rest in the daytime and ride at night. Most
of the time they camped out, but once they
were caught in a terrific storm and had to
spend the night in the nearest hotel.

The Things People Find !
DURING work in connection with the

demolition of an old cottage in Bath
Row, Stamford, Linos, the builders opened
up a cavity between the original building
and a later edition and found inside an old
boneshaker, some 8o years old. The machine,
which has a rear wheel just over half the size
of the front wheel and provides a most un-
comfortable ride, was in perfect condition
and with a clean up and a drop of oil could
be taken on the road by anyone with suffi-
cient energy to pedal it. From inquiries it
appears that the machine belonged to the
father of the present owner of the property
and was bricked up many years ago " to get
it out of the way."

Toil and Sweat !
MUCH energy was expended by Ketter-

ing Friendly C.C., Wellingborough
C.C. and Fenland Clarion C.C. riders who
took part in an " Old Crocks Race," at Wick -
steed Park, Kettering. Wearing Victorian
costumes, the riders were mounted on various
types of early cycles, some of them 7o or
8o years old, and there was also a home-made
double-decker machine built by a Kettering
rider. The winner flashed home on a penny-
farthing, closely followed, in a photo -finish
for second place, by the double-decker and a
boneshaker.

School Lessons While Cycling
THE geography master of Huntingtower-

road Secondary Modern School, Gran-
tham, and ten of his pupils, have just
returned home after a six -day cycling tour
in Derbyshire. They combined learning with
an enjoyable holiday and studied the local
rock formations, made notes for essays,
carried out map -reading and generally applied
in practice a good deal of what they had been
taught in class. One young rider even had
a lesson in physics and the behaviour of gases
under certain conditions when the fizzy lem-
onade he was carrying in the bottle on his
cycle blew the cork high in the air! The
experiment was altogether so successful that
the master plans to arrange another tour in
the spring.

Keen Type !
WHEN a man was charged at Towcester

(Northants) Magistrates' Court with
driving a car without due care, it appeared
that he had cycled the 6o -odd miles from
his home in Kensington to the Court because
he had not sufficient money to pay his fare.
He was fined for the offence and was
allowed one month in which to pay. Then
off he went again on his cycle to cover the
return journey.

In Glorious Technicolour?
RESEARCH workers have now developed

asphalt for road surfaces, coloured red,
green, blue, yellow and cream, and it is
claimed that coloured roads would make for
road safety. It is suggested that the roads
shall be laid to match the country through
which they pass, so we shall soon no doubt
be seeing roads in the country that are green
in spring and summer and change to red and
brown in autumn and to cream in winter, to
match the seasons. But whatever the colour
of the roads there will still be motorists to
whom cyclists are invisible, even in broad
daylight.
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Around the Wheelworld

Simplified Racing Rules
IT seems to be the ambition of every race-

er, time trialist to turn up at the A.G.M.
of his club and suggest some amendment to
the existing rules or a new rule. The simple
sport of time trials does not need complicated
rules. There are now so many rules that every
time trialist is bound to break one of them at
some time or another. These breaches are
often undiscovered because the judges and
officials cannot be expected to remember the
long list of rules. I would suggest that instead
of expanding the rules, someone goes through
them and cuts them by at least 5o per cent.
Each year sees time trialing become more
complicated. Why not abolish first of all the
anti -publicity rules ? And why not allow
winners to select prizes which they require,
whether engravable or not ? Incidentally,
why not abolish medals ? They are old-
fashioned, few people wear them, and they
seem insignificant. You, I expect, have seen
the proud winner of thirty years or so ago
photographed by his sideboard overloaded
with pots, rose bowls, biscuit barrels, canteens
of cutlery, etc., and wearing a railway coupling
watch chain festooned from end to end with
medals proclaiming his many victories in
local events. Possibly there was one for
regular attendance at Sunday School.

Old Cycles
MY colleague Harold Eley; in a recent issue,

wrote a paragraph suggesting that old
cycles never die. This has brought me a letter
from Mr. F. H. Fisher, D.C.M. and Bar, who
tells me that he has had his cycle frame since
1909 and that all the other parts have been
renewed several times. His machine was an
Elswick, which was amongst the first to fit
26in. wheels, with a drop frame and short head.
When the 1914-18 war broke out the War
Office bought up many old cycles and issued
a standard cycle made by Alldays and Onions.
The number of Mr. Fisher's machine is
17672, but its original famous green finish
is now black. This does indicate the high
quality of British bicycles.

Raleigh to Make Cycles in India
IT is interesting news that Raleigh Indus-

tries,I Ltd., have announced that they have
decided to associate themselves with the
flotation of a company in India with the object
of manufacturing in that country the pedal
cycles associated with their name. The Indian
bicycle market is, of course, the largest in
the world and even before Partition Raleigh
had been considering the question of the
future development of this market and had
come to the conclusion that in order to
conform with the policy of the Central
Government the erection of a bicycle factory
of a modern type in India was essential.

Perfection in Cycling
MY old friend Frank Urry has written a

most interesting booklet entitled " Per-
fection in Cycling," for J. A. Phillips and Co.,
Ltd., Credenda Works, Smethwick, Birming-
ham, who will supply copies free to readers. It
is a most valuable contribution to the literature
of cycling and it deals in the well-known Frank
Urry style with the intimacy of cycling, the
marvel and magic of the bicycle, the joy of
journeying, the difference between a bicycle
and a real bicycle, how to ride and where to
ride, the joy of touring, life attachment, and

By ICARUS

attention to the needs of a bicycle. The booklet
is beautifully illustrated and contains a
brief biography of the author.

B.R.A. Winner
THE British Best All Rounder Competition,

promoted jointly by the Road Time
Trials Council and the Scottish Amateur
Cycle Association, announces the 1949
winner to be K. H. Joy, of the Medway
Wheelers, with K. R. Whitmarsh, of the
Southampton Wheelers and P. Beardsmore,
of the Medway Wheelers, second and third
respectively. The corresponding speeds were
22.808 m.p.h., 22.712 m.p.h. and 22.689
m.p.h. S. Haslam, of the Lancashire Road
Club, was close runner-up for third place, with
22.686 m.p.h. No fewer than 28 riders beat
22 m.p.h., 140 beat 21 m.p.h., and all of the
remainder beat, of course, 20 m.p.h. The
rules of the competition are that the riders
are placed on their mean average speed,
which is the average of their best speeds at
5o miles, too miles and 12 hours for men, and
25 miles, 5o miles and too miles for women.
The competitions, which run throughout the
whole season, are promoted jointly by the
Road Time Trials Council (England, Wales,
and Northern Ireland) and the Scottish,
Amateur Cycling Association ; and are open
to all members of affiliated clubs.

This year's competitions have been a.
record, both in the number of riders and the
quality of the performances. Approximately
14,500 individual rides were taken into
account, and over Soo riders qualified for
certificates by returning a mean average of
20 m.p.h. or more. The winner, K. H. Joy,
of the Medway Wheelers, returned a mean
average of nearly a quarter of a mile an hour
better than the previous best.

In the Women's B.A.R. the average speed
is calculated from rides at 25, 5o and too
miles. The winner was Eileen Sheridan, of the

Exeter,
A stop by the cathedratslowly
recovering from the scars of war,
The. view shows part of the fine Norman
tower of St.Peter . This tower contains
a remarkable clock dating frora the
clays of Edward 21.

Coventry C.C., at 21.827 m.p.h.. second
Susie Denham, of Meersbrook 'C.C., at
21.522 m.p.h.; and Stella M. Farrell, of the
Yiewsley Road Club, third at 21.418 m.p.h.
Six of the women beat 21 m.p.h., and the
remainder, 19, beat evens. It will be seen
that the difference between Kenneth Joy's
speed and Eileen Sheridan's is only
.009 m.p.h. Team winners were as follow :

MEN.

Medway Wheelers :
Joy, Beardsmore, Enfield .

Norwood Paragon C.C. :
Brown, Callanan, Kitchiner .. 22.425

Middlesex Road Club :
Macdonald, Berry, Price .. 21.905

Nelson Wheelers :
J. K. Riley, A. M. Riley, Hampton 21.895

Lancashire Road Club :
Haslam, Coleman, Baxter .. .. 21.871

West of Scotland Clarion C. and A.C.
Shewan, Davie, J. H. Walker .. 21.688

Huddersfield Road Club :
Robinson, Stake, Scholes .. 21.618

Southampton Wheelers :
Whitmarsh, Brown, Armstrong 21.594

Law Wheelers :
Murphy, A. Walker, MacDonald.. 21.488

Lomond Roads C.C. :
Linden, Clark, Niit .. 21.452

Yorkshire Road Club :
Heppleston, Hargreaves,

A.D. Smith 21.441
Aberdeen Wheelers :

Adams, Crombie, Brand .. .. 21.416
Westerley Road Club :

Whythe, Griffiths, Morrell

WOMEN.
Rosslyn Ladies' C.C. :

Seeger, Tregoning, Moulsdale .. 20.706
Pyramid Road Club :

Greenhalgh, Mitchell, Buckley .. 20.319

m.p.h.

22.644

21.374

Dynohub Automatic Switch
FOR the past few months I have been

using the new Raleigh automatic switch
which cuts in the battery automatically when
the dynamo ceases to generate, such as at a
traffic stop. The device is entirely automatic
and the switch -over takes place without
visible change in illumination. I like the Dyno
Hub system, having had every make of lamp
on the market for the past forty years. My
old Lucas King of the Road and Silver King
oil lamps still, however, retain an honoured
place on the lamp brackets of two of my
bicycles. One great advantage of oil,
acetylene and battery headlamps is that you
can remove them for inspection of tyres,
chains, etc., on dark nights and this is not pos-
sible with lighting sets which are permanent
fixtures, so to speak. For such purposes I
carry a self -generating pocket torch of con-
tinental manufacture, which is not on the
English market unfortunately owing to permit
difficulties. But on many occasions I have
been glad of this self -generating hand torch
when headlamp bulbs have blown and I
have been without spares. Incidentally, I am
still using the same headlamp bulb with the
Dyno Hub which does not suffer from voltage
fluctuation of a type likely to destroy the
filaments. I strongly advise all Dyno Hub
users to fit this new switch, which is incor-
porated in the lid of the cylindrical battery
container.
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The White Part,
LAUNCESTON

The most mteteshng t rare feature
of this famous hostelry is the fine coned
Norman doorway toll's main entrance
This doorway is said to hasx come from
an ancient chapel in the Castle. The or
stands m the busy square of this welt
known Cornish hill -town

sive one-for a method of movement that
possesses all the virtues that a virile man
should acknowledge, but does not. I am
told that " it just cannot be done," by people
Who should know, and when I ask them
why, the replies are completely smothered
in that indescribable state of mental outlook
which the word swank suggests. " All very
Well for you," they say, for people have
got used to your idiosyncracies, and would
be as shocked were you otherwise, as they
would be if we followed your example."
This is probably true, and incidentally goes
to prove my contention that it is all a matter
of habit. Actually it is more than that ;
it is too much trouble for millions of people
to exercise their bodies at the lowest possible
cost. They will do it on the golf course,
or on tennis courts, the cricket, football and
hockey field, go hacking, spend quite a lot
of money, and fail to appreciate that all
those things, good as they may be, are -less
than the health values of cycling, and
infinitely less in variety. You can do all
these things and still ride a bicycle, and
probably do them better because of it. Some-
times an ignorant individual tells me cycling
lacks the competitive element, when prob-

Wayside Thoughts
Right Way ?

IGO to work on a bicycle every morning,
but I do not consciously think of my

mental condition except when I am stopped
by a friend in a car who desires a word
with me, and nearly always says at the end
of the exchange, " You do look well-and
happy." I am-both. How much all this
simple contentment with life is concerned
with cycling I cannot tell, for the habit of
that travel has been with me far too long
for me to present it as the sole reason of
my well-being. Certainly I think daily
cycling can make the healthiness in the
animal, and I suppose from that base flows
the cheerfulness of spirit. In any case, it
is a possession mainly appreciated when
someone puts the thought into your mind ;
and 'then you are very thankful. On my
daily journeys I pass'folk walking and waiting
for transport, and many people pass me in
cars. All of them seem obsessed with the
seriousness of life ; they have begun to wear
the frown of work before reaching the place
of it, as if its propinquity needed the mask
of severity. Maybe they are right to so
order their minds that facial expression
ponders the difficulties of the day before
need ; but I do not think so personally
because it is just adding another period to
working time unnecessarily. I have no
intention of doing that when there is no
need, so I enjoy my ride to work because
it is the next best thing to going the other
way leading to the open road and the quiet
by -lanes ; and, because of that fact, cycling
and its exercise seems better than any other
means of progression. Thus, in this activity
I feel superior ; probably no one else
imagines that to be so, but the fact that I
do makes its possession all the more positive.

My Truth, is it Yours ?
T AM fully aware I shall never convert

man to my common mode of work -travel.
They must have their cars (if they can afford
them), their season tickets, and their regular
bus journeys, or they would lose caste.
Would they ? I wonder ; or would they
be hailed as. wise men keeping an old body
decently fit for work and play, as I fre-
quently am ? It is little use pondering the
question, because a lone old wolf will not
change a fashion-in many cases an expen-

By F. J. URRY
ably, as a sport pure and simple, it is the
most strenuous of all games played.
The Strenuous Games

THE fact of the matter is that many
cyclists, and practically all non -cyclists,

know very little about the sport of cycling
because such publicity is usually confined to
the technical Press. They do not know in
fact that an unpaced too miles has been
ridden in 3h. 45m. 51s., and that it years
ago by Bert James ; or the " 50 " in
ill. 39m. 42s. ten years ago. by Earnshaw ;
and that week -end following week -end many
remarkable performances in cycling speed
are made by the clubmen of Britain. These
folk are the experts at the game, in youth,
and often in mid -manhood and womanhood,
they are riders who are wonderful examples
of high-grade athleticism. Indeed, I suppose
cycling is one of the few games extant which
can be played throughout the whole run of
life, from the infant pavement trike (beloved
of every youngster) to the quiet pottering
progress of the ancient. I mention these
sporting matters row because I still find it
easy and enjoyable to wander my war'
through the word with a performance
approximating 25 ;:er cent. of the highest
competition effort, and that is a satisfaction
which makes living enjoyable because it
grants it a sense of freedom no other form
of movement can give. For that reason alone
I cannot understand why cycling is not more
popular, and especially why so many old-
timers cci the sporting side seem to lose their
erstwhile loyalty to the game when the years
preclude active participation in .competition.
Looking back now to the days of my own
racing efforts, I firmly believe that once the
regret of lost vigour has past, then the best
days of riding and touring arrive. You know
how to ride, how to combat the weather and
the contours, how to conserve energy over
a given journey and above all how to enjoy
the changing scene with an intensity of
observant pleasure comparable only to that
of the walker. It is a great game for those
who play it rightly, and for those who can
and do play it every day it possesses the
inestimable values of healthful ease, minus
time -tables, instant response to the desire to
move without needing a single thought on
the cost involved.

All Fit for a journey
THESE things come home to you in joy-

ousness at the week -ends ; they may
not be strenuous ones as far as d am con-
cerned now, but they fill my leisure with
sheer delight. To the people who are ignor-
ant of cycling, or have cursorily tried it
on the wrong type of bicycle and with a
flabby muscular condition, that may seem an
exaggeration. Indeed, I have know such,
and they want a lot of convincing ; for like
every game played an individual must be
reasonably fit to enjoy it. There is the
trouble ; people in the main will not take
time to get reasonably cycling fit, and refuse
to be advised on the type of bicycle to buy.
When they see an individual moving easily
along the road, it seems such a simple thing
to them to emulate such action. So it is-
if they will go the right way about it-since
cycling in its finest form is a marriage of
properly used muscular energy with the right
choice in machinery. The right choice
differs with all of us in some degree, but the
machine is made and can be obtained if
purchase is selective. All my machines are
of a type, even though they bear different
transfers, and they are dissimilar from my

old riding mounts only in the
matter of gears, saddles, tyre
section and bars, for now I
ride for joy not speed, and
the sacrifice in weight is
amply compensated by the
addition to comfort. That is

how it ought to be as a man grows older-
content to be an onlooker at the speed game
where once he was a participant, finding to
his great joy that the tricks of racing have
given him a certain degree of mastership in
cycling that has made the pastime into an
unending pleasure. My claim that cycling
is the best of all games for the elderly partici-
pant is founded on these facts plus the
important one that always you can play
it at your own tempo, no matter what
the conditions of weather, road, wind or
time. Time is too often the cause of
disappointment because the old habit of
measuring the miles by it dies hard in the
old competitor. Forget it if you want to
enjoy the pleasures of cycling, whether you
are on tour or just circling the home area in
search of the ever changing variety provided
by the seasons. It is the best advice I can
give to any and every rider, for it is the
spirit of cycling conceived in beauty and
delight.

Better Values
THE change in outlook among the big

manufacturers of bicycles is a sign of
the times. Riders are becoming more dis-
criminate in their choice of mount, which is
a very good thing for the pastime, and the
makers are responding. Recently I ordered
a Phillips with the main notion of checking
up on quality from the big factory. It was
to my usual specification and minus the fancy
finishes now so fashionable, but which in my
opinion will not wear and look respectable.
after a few winters have gone over them.
This machine has carried me well over t,000
miles, and I like it ; indeed, it is as good
as any bicycle I have, which is a high com-
pliment. I mention the matter.because I
have heard folk say the mass makers of
bicycles cannot turn out a really high-grade
mount. That is nonsense, and here is the
machine to prove it, for I am not given to
riding bicycles nearly as good as the best-
I have grown too old for that. Quality in
all types of bicycles has improved these last
couple of years, and quality in the best of
them is a hidden virtue for which you pay,
but the dividend is conservation of your
energy and a trouble -free journey whenever
you go out.
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A new solder '

FOR WORKSHOP
AND HANDYMAN

 CONTAINS 2 CORES OF FLUX
 NO EXTRA FLUX REQUIRED
 REPLACES STICK SOLDER,

FLUID AND PASTE FLUXES

 IF DESIRED FLUX RESIDUE
READILY WASHES OFF WITH
WATER

 SO FAST THAT IT WILL EVEN
SOLDER BLUED SPRING STEEL
WITHOUT PRE -CLEANING

No. 10 KIT 2f each

In case of
sent post free on

MULTICORE SOLDERS

QUICKLY

SOLDERS,_,
AU METALS

SIZE 8
CARTON

5f- each

Available in 5,- retail car-
tons (4 specifications)

or 2/- Multicore Solder
Kit contains 2 specifi-
cations Arax Multicore

Solder and 2 specifica-
tions Ersin Multicore

Solder for electrical wire to
tag joints. Now obtainable from many stores.

difficulty 5 - cartons or 2 - Multicore Solder Kits
receipt of postal order or stamps.

LTD., MELLIER HOUSE, ALBEMARLE STREET, LONDON, WI

--

THE WORLD'S MOST PERFECT BRAKE

FIT

OUR

LOCK

LEVERS

AND

MAKE

YOUR

MACHINE

THIEF -

PROOF!

N

Whatever your Speed!
Whatever the Gradient!

Whatever the Conditions!

"CANTILEVERSff (REGD.)

ensure
MAXIMUM BRAKING EFFICIENCY

Fixed rigidly on the forks or stays. CANTILEVERS are always positive in action, smooth
and powerful, grip well in the wet, and give long service. Available in Steel or LIGHT
ALLOY with all WEARING PARTS reinforced in STEEL. Specially suitable for
TANDEMS. Twelve-month Guarantee with all new Brakes.
Our special LOCK LEVER can be supplied with all Brakes, or separately for use with
ANY existing Cable Brake. WHEN THE BRAKES ARE LOCKED ON, IT IS IMPOSSIBLE
TO RIDE OR WHEEL THE BICYCLE AWAY.
NOTE : Brakes are supplied with ordinary or LOCK LEVERS in Straight or "C" Shape.
Special length cables for frames over 21in. Alternative fittings for various shapes and
sizes of forks and stays. Brake blocks for Steel or Alloy rims in three thicknesses for
correct clearance. It is essential to obtain the alternatives best suited to your
requirements. New and reconditioned Cables and all spare parts readily available.
If in any difficulty write to us.
PRICES : Cantilevers .. , ... 2216 to 3716

Cantilettes 1716 to 22161

Brakes supplied with Lock at an extra charge V- only on Alloy Models,
and 916 only on Steel Chrome Models.

THE RESILION CO., LTD., 200 LIVERPOOL ROAD, LONDON, N.I

LOOK

AROUND

fia/Apds

FOR EVERY

ACCESSORY

THAT'S

NECESSARY

* OVER 220
BRANCHES IN
ENGLAND,SCOT-
LAND & WALES

THERE
IS A HALFORD
BRANCH IN ALL
LARGE TOWNS

ae

THE HALFORD CYCLE CO LTD
Head Office

239, CORPORATION STREET
BIRMINGHAM. 4 S.H.I
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Someone's
inigehiyprouti ofhir

Hercules
THE FINEST BICYCLE BUILT TO -DAY

0,7

I

It's Bonderized to ensure rust -proofing ! It's got " High Lustre "
chromium plating and the finest finish ever known. It's the Finest
Bicycle Built To -day. See your local Hercules Cycle Dealer.

The Hercules Cycle & Motor Co. Ltd., Aston, Birmingham

LIR:38
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A Recovered Thrill
IHAVE just discovered that it is possible

to recapture an old-time thrill-a thrill
of boyhood days! I have just bought

a new bicycle, and as I visited cycle agents'
shops and compared the merits and
" gadgets " of various machines my mind
went racing back to boyhood days when,
with the price of the bike provided by a
fond parent, I made my very first cycle
purchase; and what a thrill it was! No
three -speed gear in those days, so no prob-
lem as to whether to have it fitted with
control on the handle -bars or on the cross-
bar, and how colourful the machines are
to -day compared with those faraway days
when I was a schoolboy and the " Hyde "
free -wheel still a novelty!

The winter is with us, and I am afraid
that the pristine loveliness of my new mount
will soon be besmirched, for I ride along
muddy, rutted roads, but I have time to
devote to oiling and cleaning, and it will
be a rare delight to keep my new posses-
sion bright and gleaming.

The Charm of Hill -country

OFTEN have I written of the charm of
the flat -lands, and East Anglia has

always been one of my favourite touring
grounds (not that it is all flat by any
means!). Living, as I now do, in Derby-
shire, I am rediscovering the glory of hill
country, the splendour of views when one
has climbed a " steep one," and there are
some hills in Derbyshire. I can easily reach
such beauty spots as Dovedale, the Manifold
Valley, the Weaver Hills and such delect-
able places as Norbury, where there are
reminders of George Eliot and " Adam
Bede." Staffordshire and Derbyshire meet
in this region, and only the other day I
heard a true son of Staffordshire proclaiming
with much emphasis that half of Dovedale
was in his county and not in Derbyshire
at all, and, on checking matters up, I found
that he was right ! Thorpe Cloud, which
I can see on a clear day as I cycle into
ancient Ashbourne, is quite an eminence
and well worth climbing, and as for Kinder
Scout, well, I have the greatest respect for
that hill or mountain, which has brought
many an amateur climbing party to grief
on a wet and misty day.

That Cycle Show
TT is perhaps alittle late in the day to

be making any references to the Cycle
Show (incidentally, I thought it had a most

excellent Press), but one fact which was
brought to my notice struck me as being
of particular interest. Forty buyers of good
British machines came from countries behind
the " Iron Curtain "-these being Bulgaria,
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland, Rumania
and Yugoslavia. How widespread is the
fame of the British bicycle! I feel that
the Cycle Show is one of the greatest of
all tributes to the skill, ingenuity and enter-
prise of the British manufacturer and skilled
craftsman. Customers were also welcomed
at Earl's Court from Afghanistan, Iceland
and Ethiopia. Cheering facts!

Parsons' Pleasure

YES, I know that the heading of this
paragraph is the name of a popular

tobacco, but what I have in mind is the
enormous popularity of the bicycle among
the clergy-particularly the country clergy.
A bike is, of course, almost the ideal form
of transport in the countryside, and the
habit of cycling is growing. Petrol prices
up again, a new realisation of the easiness
of cycling and the inborn love which most
country parsons have for the sights and
sounds of the open country: these are, I
fancy, the main reasons for the growth of
cycling among those who administer the
small country parishes. I often meet some
of the country clerics when on my travels,
and frequently we chat together, smoke our
pipes and look out over the rolling land-
scape from the top of a five -barred gate,
and such simple pleasures are good indeed!

The Tread and the Track
WHEN one's riding is generally along

fairly rough country roads one
appreciates the well -patterned, " knobbly
tread of a good roadster cover. Country
mud can be very slimy and conducive to
skidding, and I like to feel that I am riding

A NEW VEST POCKET BOOK

NEWNES METRIC &
DECIMAL TABLES

By F. J. CAMM

3/6 or 3/9 by post from
Geo. Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton St., Strand, W.C.2.

on tyres with some road -gripping qualities,
The average cyclist does not pay half enough
attention to his tyres ; he rides them until
they are smooth and dangerous ; he rarely
inflates them hard enough ; and, in conse-
quence, he loses many miles -" built into "
the covers by the manufacturer. Now, this
is not " manufacturers' propaganda," but just
common sense. A little extra pumping, and
. . . longer tyre life!

The Friendly Owl

ONE
of my feathered friends in this

countryside which is so rich in bird
life is the owl. Almost every night he takes
up his position on the branch of an ilex
tree, and from there hoots mournfully but
not unpleasingly into the dusk. I have
watched him, in the daytime, through a
good pair of field -glasses, and he is a large
and handsome creature. During the summer
and autumn, directly he came to his tree,
the smaller birds-and especially the black-
birds-gave vent to clamorous, shrill twit-
tering, and I have seen a pair of blackbirds
pursue the owl with obvious venom, swoop-
ing over him and " nose-diving " at him
with anger and speed. He is not at all
a favourite with the other birds, but he
" belongs " to my country domain, and I
would not miss his nightly hoot for worlds.
And while on the subject of birds, I found
enormous pleasure in the early summer in
watching a pair of house -martins build their
nest in the corner of an old outhouse, rear
their brood and finally teach them to fly
before departure. I could easily become a
keen ornithologist!

All the Colours of the Rainbow !

THE window of a cycle shop in Derby
. . . and what a colourful display!

The window was stocked with a dozen or
more machines, and the colours ranged from
pale blue to olive green, and included bright
red, brown, pastel grey, orange and mauve.
Most were sporting bikes, of course, but
even the roadsters were gay and glamorous.
The " colour trend " has come to stay, and
it grows upon you even if you were reared
in the days when sombre black, with a faint
" lining," was the accepted order of the
day.

k.SurreLi.

the picturesque clurck wrtk
ds towerand spire of 15"cekt

oik..11te village stocks standby

the churchyard gate .the little
toll* south of

Dorking is lovely Wealdca
countrq , . .
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My Point of View
By "WAYFARER"

Afidd BATH ROAN >u,/,

An ;nte,estml reli-coVitecoar.11;,:{ days.These
old iaurnpt were used Mkroialtie road well watered
and were related at clot intervals on the [eft band
Side of the road travell..nq from London. the skeice
shoed one standmrs near Loecifo,el aim yards to
the wees of the JuiletiOi, of the old road and lka
Colebrook:by -Past.

If True
T RATHER care for that Sunday newspaper

story of a Hertfordshire cyclist charged
with " riding furiously." His lawyer quoted
" transported with passion " as one of the
dictionary meanings of the term, and, when
the police witness returned a negative reply
to the question: " Was my client riding
passionately ? " the case was dismissed. Evi-
dently the authorities in one of the H6me
Counties are more unsophisticated than I
thought. That is, if the yarn is true.

Return to Sanity
HOW very welcome it is to observe a

departure from the eternal parrot -cry as
to the need for cycle paths in connection
with every new road! The Lancashire
County Council suggests a reduction in the
width of main roads to help farmers, who
have been complaining about the amount of
agricultural land which is being taken. The
surveyor considers that, by keeping carriage-
ways to the standard width of 22ft., but cut-
ting out cycle paths and reducing the central
reserve, from 26ft. to loft., they could save
54 acres of land on every mile of road they
build. I seem to recall a saying about what
Lancashire thinks to -day the country thinks
to -morrow. May it be true in this respect!
It would be very pleasant were the advocates
of cycle paths to dry up.

The Way Out
IN the course of a gloomy letter to the

Press (a letter which has nothing what-
ever to do with cycling), somebody who is
alarmed at the continued growth of our exist-
ing towns suggests that " the greater part

of th:, day will soon be spent in travelling
to and from one's business; jostling people
on the pavements. . 'The remedy, for
that aspect of the problem under discussion
is the greater use of the bicycle from the
purely utilitarian point of view. Cycling
remains a quick-sometimes the quickest
-form of locomotion between home and
office, or factory, or shop, and " jostling
people on the pavements " is a thing un-
known to the wise individual who relies on
the two -wheeler for his daily journeys in
search of the wherewithal to buy his bread
and cheese. The bicycle is the way out
for many more people, of both sexes, who
will find in this handy instrument an easy,
pleasant and inexpensive mode of travel to
and from work.

Is' There Monotony
AT this point I may fitly go on to refer

to a point which was raised the other
evening in a discussion group as to whether
daily cycling to and from work did not tend
to become monotonous. How could it ?
For the greater part of a long business'career
I cycled regularly to and from my job. I
am not doing so now forgood and sufficient
reasons, the nature of my work making it
inconvenient for me to be burdened with a
bicycle at the office, to which I may go in
the morning and then not return for several
days. But, day by day, as I sit on or in
buses, I chafe at the delays which the use
of the bicycle would enable me to avoid, and
I dislike the crowds and the elbowing which
are often a condition precedent to my secur-
ing a place in the public transport vehicle.
That is by the way, and I set out not to
advertise the bicycle as the very best means
of travelling between home and office, etc.,
but to combat the suggestion that this daily
travel may become monotonous. I repeat:
how can it

Of course, indulgence in the to-and-fro act
may lead to complete boredom-if you let it.
And, with proper care, regular travel by any
other method may reduce you to tears, just
as daily work, and even life itself, can drive
you to 'distraction. As in the wartime
slogan, it all depends on you! I would
suggest, however, that cycling to and from
work is the method of travel least likely to
become monotonous. Why ? Well, because
of the variety which is imported into the job
by reason of the weather, by virtue of the
people you meet and the incidents -which
occur, and through your own ever-changing
mood. The last spell of cycling to and from
work in which "I indulged lasted exactly six
years and involved me in a journey of
2i miles four times a day. I was never
bored : I never, found the least degree of
monotony. Each day's ride was a thrill, and
I obtained infinite pleasure from it. More-
over, many of those little journeys were
profitable, and time after time I had to dash
into my office or home and set down the
details of some incident which had occurred,
or some train of thought which had come
to me during the ride. (These things have
to be grabbed at once, cr they fade out of
the mind and do not return.) Monotony ?
Never! A procession of pleasures, with many
a thrill.

HAS it ever been explained-if so, I some-
how missed the news-why the leading

firm of map -makers in this country made
changes in the sectionalising of their products,
with the result that the old cyclist (that's me),
buying a replacement of a favourite map
which has seen better days, finds himself " in
the air " as regards certain strips of country ?
There may be perfectly good reasons-water-
tight reasons-for what would appear to be
a harsh and arbitrary action. Frankly, how'
ever, I cannot imagine them. It may be
" good for trade "-from the consumer's
point -of view that would be no justification-
but the reverse is the case so far as per-
sonally, am concerned. A replacement of
my most used (and, therefore, most dilapi-
dated) map is overdue, but realising what is
involved by the purchase of one map, I am
indulging' in a policy of " make do and
mend "-especially the " make do " portion
of that injunction.

Balloon Tyres
ONE occasionally hears the suggestion that

balloon tyres should be popularised in
this country. Whatever the experience on the
continent of Europe, and however desirable
fat tyres might be for special circumstances
(for instance, for utilitarian purposes over
the stone. setts which " lag superfluous " on
many roads in Lancashire), I really cannot
discern the slightest need for balloon tyres.
My own experience with such was short-lived
and unsatisfactory. It must be at least zo
years since I was lent, for trials, a quality
bicycle shod with balloon tyres. I used that
mount not only without prejudice, but with
enthusiasm and optimism. My disappoint-
ment was all the greater! I took the bicycle,
which was provided with a free wheel, into
Wales and looked forward, gleefully, to some
fast running down certain of the long slopes
of the Principality's banks. Alas! the tyres
proved to be very sluggish, and the thrill of
quick travel was missing. This was explained
to me later by an expert who had no reason
for condemning balloon tyres, and there
seemed to be something in his view that the
slowness arose from the fact that so much
of the tyre was in contact with the ground.
Be that as it may, I cannot see that there is
any need for fat tyres, though it is possible
that the tendency in the opposite direction
may go too far. Everyone to his taste. I,
personally, have settled down to Jilin., and
do not anticipate any movement towards
something smaller.

Obliging
ACATERER to whom I recently wrote in

quest of two nights' accommodation
replied that she would be glad to " oblige "
me. That expression made me see a mild
shade of red. It struck me that, if any
obliging was being done, I was doing it, see-
ing that my promised visit would provide
part of the caterer's living, enabling her to
go on breathing for a while longer. But I
claim nothing in that direction. The letting
and taking of accommodation is a 50/50
arrangement, with no obliging on either side.
It is a business transaction, just as is the
purchase of a pound of bacon (if you can
get it!), a bottle of ink, or a doormat. The
case is different where, in a moment of stress,
somebody who does not normally cater agrees
to provide you with a night's board and
lodging. She does " oblige ' you.
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PRINTING
New range of two-colour Letter

Headings with stock tinted
backgrounds no blocks

or sketches needed
write or phone

for details
to the

FORREST PRINTING WORKS
240 Holloway Rd., London, N.7
Telephone - - NORth 2004

THE WORLD'S
GREATEST BOOKSHOP

FOR. BOOKS 4
New and secondhand Books
on every subject. Stock of

3 million volumes
Large Dem. for Technical Books

119-125 CHARING CROSS RD.
LONDON, W.C.2

6crrard 5663 i 16 'Ina:,
Open 9-6 inc. Sots)

MATRIC.
WII Y needlessly handicap yourself

and watch other people winning
success and security ? Whatever your
age, you can now prepare for the all
important Matriculation Examination
at home on " NO PASS -NO FEE "
terms. Write now for our valuable
" GUIDE TO MATRICULATION "
which explains the easiest and quickest
way to matriculate -FREE and
without obligation.

BRITISH TUTORIAL INSTITUTE
(Dept. 1E0), 356, Oxford Street,

LONDON, W.I.

ARE YOU CONSTRUCTING
A TELEVISION SET?
Even if you are not you will still be
greatly interested in our latest List
of over 250 carefully selected Ex -Govt.
Radio, Electrical and Television items.

Send 2d. in stamps.
.SOHNSON & WRIGHT,

Mail Order Dept.. 2, Gordon Road,
Birmingham, 17.

Bargain P.M. Speakers, brand new,
31lq. 131, Sin. 111, 6in. 1216, 8in. 15'-.
Post 1/-. P. Coils, 3/-. 3 -Ratio Output
Transformers, 2 w.. 5/3. Miniature
Output Transformer for Personal
Receivers, 4/-, L.F. Choke, 10 h. 90 mA..
11/-. All new stock, not Govt. surplus.
B.V.A. Valves at B.O.T. Prices. Every-
thing for the Constructor. Post your
requirements with confidence. Orders
over £1 post free.
LEWIS COLE, Devon Lodge, Sutton

Park Road, Sutton, Surrey.

NEW PETROL
ENGINE SPARES

Lists-S.A.E.

H. BROWN,
102, Cleveland St., Doncaster

THE ' PROGRESS' SPRAT -GUN

FITS YOUR VACUUM CLEANER.
SPRAYS PAINT, CELLULOSE, DIS-
TEMPER, ETC. COMPLETE WITH
.EXTRA CONTAINER. A SUPERB
BARGAIN AT 8s. 6d. SEND NOW TO
TAC,ACCESSORIES, 28, HELENA
ROAD. EALING, LONDON. W.5.

NO MAN CAN KNOW TOO
MUCH OF HIS PRODUCT
For the close
scrutiny of
every conceiv.
able object,
metals, tools,fabrics,fibres,
m i n orals,
precious
stones, paint,
print, menu- 011.111911 MADE

scripts, biological and betas ical
specimens, cutting edges, fractured
surfaces, raw materials, powders, granules.
and innumerable other purposes, the ULTRA
LENS is invaluable, and presents in many instances
hitherto unsuspected data which can be used to advantage.

The Ultra Lens is a revealing eye of six actual
diametrical magnifications, which brings

out points of strength or weakness, and
enables the most minute measure-

ments to be gauged accurately.
Whether you are engaged

in manufacturing, buy-
ing or selling, it

is an ally of
real value.

No instru-
ment you can
buy will more
quickly justify

and pay for itself.
Full particulars

on request.

ct

PRICE 24 15s. Od., complete in case with spare bulb, battery and transparent
measuring scale.

THE ULTRA LENS COMPANY,
75, Finsbury Court, Finsbury Pavement, London, E.C.2.

REFILL YOUR OWN BALL PEN

VISCOID REFILL KIT
post free 3/8 incl. tax

CONTAINS SUFFICIENT INK COMPLETE WITH TOOL AND
FOR 15 AVERAGE REFILLS ILLUS. FILLING INSTRUCTIONS

AVAILABLE IN BLUE AND RED
TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED

P. M., VISCOID INKS, 6, Sherlock Mews, Baker St., London, W.1

RADIOS 37/.
Midget Short -Wave Radios 37/-. Post Free !
Work off from6ft. Aerial ! ALL -DRY Oper-
ation : Size only 6in. x 6in. x Com-
plete Kit, with Simple Instructions.Punched
Chassis. etc. Sent C.O.D. or C.W.O. ; M. W.
Model Same Price. Both work off from 9
volts H.T ! Use Variable Iron -Cored Coll
(with Tuner) : Send for our List of Pocket
and Midget Radios and List of Cheapest
Quality Parts Anywhere !
Marquis Radio, D4.160, Ben thick Street.

Ashton-under-Lvne, Lanes.

RADIO is interesting.
With a D5 Coil you
cau build this crystal
set, or 1, 2, and 3
valve sets. The most
comprehensive radio
coil for simple cir-
cuits. With hill blue-
print and circuits, 3/-.

HILLFIELDS RADIO.
Dept. 5, 8, Burnham
Rd.. Whitley, Coventry.

REWINDS AND REPAIRS to
vacuum -cleaners, portable electric
tools and all types of electric motors.
Trade invited. -Omega Electrical
Rewinding Co., 318, High Road,
Willesden, London, N.W.IO.

WlLlesden 0769.
AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHERS
Build your own PHOTO -ELECTRIC
EXPOSURE METER with the following
components. Light Cell 6/6d. Meter
Movement 8/-. Moulded Perspex Case
9/-. Complete Assembly Instructions
3/6d. Ivorine Conversion Dials, 5/6d.

G. R. PRODUCTS,
REPTON ROAD. BRISTOL. a.

SVEHEET AIR PISTOLS
Marvellously
accurate for
targetceprac-

No licence required to
purchase.

Senior Mark I
Junior Webley Air Rifle

Write for List. WEBLEY & SCOTT LTD.,
106. Weaman Street, Birmingham, Eng.

Weatherproof, Aluminium, Two Blade

WINO CHARGER PROPELLERS
Length, 4 ft. to ins. Weight, 23
ounces. Price 20!- each, including
full set of constructional details for
making Turntable Mast -head and
other parts. Careful packing and
postage, prompt dispatch. No duty
nor P.T. to pay. No C.O.D.
P. Robert, 64 Hauterille Guernsay, C.I.

BOOKS:
Railway Modellers Handbook " Z8

" British Passenger Locos " 3/-
" Freight & Mixed TraiRc Locos " 3/-
" Planning & Layout " ... 3/-

Sample L.M.S., G.W.R. or S.R. Postcards
with List, 7d.

USEFUL PARTS 00 0
Green Grass Paper, 221n.xllin. 1/- 116
Scale Station Figures ... 4d. 7)d.
Pea Bulbs on Base 2.5 v. ... 6d. 8d.
Wood Wagon Kits (usually 3/9) - 2 6
20 v. Lamps for Hornby - 1 21
Bakelite Wagons ... 2/11. 10 8
Bakelite Vans ... 3/6 12'6

MODEL BOATS:
Jet Speed Boats (usually 185-)... 8/8

Postage extra. " 00 " or " 0 " Parts List.
3d. per post.

TYLDESLEY & HOLBROOK (M.E.T.A.)
Inf), DEANSGATE, MANCHESTER, 3

The "THAMES VALLEY"
BATTERY CHARGER

2 - 6 - 12 VOLTS 1 AMP.
with AMMETER

or 200-253 volts 50 cycle mains

426 post tree
Thames Valley Products (P)

23 Camden Ave., Feltham. Middx.

ELECTRIC HAWAIIAN GUITAR
One of the few musical instruments
which can be built successfully by the
home -constructor. Many first-class
guitars have been made from my com-
plete data and drawings, 7s. 6d., post
free.

C. W. CRAGG,
48, High Street, Oakham, Rutland

RATCHET & REVOLUTION
COUNTERS

Ask for :17:;)

Leaflet No. 18/61-;
Speed up to
6,000 r.".m.

B.& F. CARTER
& Co., Ltd., Bolton 5

Members of B.E.S.T.E.C. Organisation.

SAILOR SAM'S SECRET
How to Make

SHIPS IN BOTTLES
Kits, 5/8 and 8/ -

Flying Fish Solid Gliders
The Super Kit. 4/3

Stocked by Model,S ports and ToyStores
Please write for details

COOPER - CRAFT, LTD.
The BRIDEWELL, NORWICH

Plywood Off -Cuts, mixed, various thick
nesses. 24in. x 1.51n. down, suitable toy,
models, cabinet making, handicrafts,
11 and 10/. /Areal% cam," paw. Postal
Order, to
Recces, 33, Front Street, Monkseaton,

Whitley Bay.

1-- SPARKS' --t
DATA SHEETS

Clear Full-size Constructional Prints
of Tested and Guaranteed Designs,
Used by discriminating Constructors

in the Five Continents.

TWO NEW DESIGNS
MA.1. All -dry Midget One -Valve
Amplifier. Suitable for use with my
designs Nos. MP/1, LO/23, L0/25 and
LO/C, to give increased output.
Also as a Mike or P.U. Pre-Amplifier111DA.2.

All -6y Midget Two -Valve
Amplifier. Ideal for Portable Record
Player having pleasing volume output.
Also as a medium -power Hearing Aid,
or 1.)r use with above design.3. ... 2.9

THE " CORVETTE " ALL -DRY
SUPERHET. A Compact All -Wave
Receiver, ideal for use as a Portable or
House Model, etc. ... ...
TTIE " CRITERION " RADIOGR AM
A design for those who are seeking
true Quality Reproduction from Radio
and Records. Good range on Mil, Waves,
A.C. only. 8 Watt Output. A.1 Refine-
ments. Highly Praised ...
THE " CONQUEST " SUPERIIEL
A.C./D.C. ALL -WAVE. Five Valves.
4 Watts, P.0 Connections ... 2/9
THE " CHALLENGER." An Out-
standing A.C./D.C. Portable. M/L
Waves. Radio in any rocm. ... 2/9
THE " CUB." A.C./D.C. 2-Valver Plus
Rect, Fine results on M'L Wave:: 21
THE A.C.!D.C. TIIILEE-VA LVEIL
(Plus Rect.). Very Efficient T.R.F.
Circuit. 4 Watts. MIL Waves .. 2.13Till " CRUISER." All -Dry T.R.F.
3-Va, ver, Ma. Waves. Any Are... Short
aerial gives Speaker results ... 2/6THE " POCKET PAK." All -dry
Pocket 1 -Valve Portable. Fr: .me A;:rird.
Good 'Phone Sign. Mcd. Wave ... 2/9
THE " JUNIOR," 1 -valuer waves.
All -dry Batts. Good 'phone sign.... '1/6
THE "CADET." A.C./D.C. 4 Watt
Amplifier, 2 Valves, plum Rect. ... 216THE " OLD FOLK'S TWO." An

2-V leer, plus Rect., having
Station Selection by Switch ... 2/9

MANY OTHER DESIGNS. :tamp
for List and with order. Components

supplied.

L. ORMOND SPARKS (M).
9, Phoeb th Road, Broekley. S.E.4

('Phone : Lee Green 0220.)

TELEPHONE, SETS, comprising 2
G.P.O. hand -phones, 2 bells, 2 pushes
and 80ft. twin wire. I'rice 48 8, post
free. Makes an excellent inter -office,
works or domestic installation. Really
professional instruments. Brand new.
not rubbish. Single instrument, I1'6.
BATTERY CHARGERS for A.C.
MAINS. FOR CHARGING 2 -volt accu-
mulators at .1 amp. Parts with diagram,
155-. Complete, 21.6. Postage 1011.
FOR TRICKLE CHARGING/ CAR
CELLS, parts with diagram. Output
II amps, for 6v. cells, 28/8 set. For
12v. cells. 28/8 set. Post 10d.
ELECTRIC ENGR A VERS.-Powerf ul
instruments in cylindrical case, on
stand with spring attachment and
switch. Suitable for dog collars, tool
marking. etc.. 4-6 volt model, price
48.'6: A.C. Mains model. 200-240 volts,
52/8. postage 1 -.

Send 2d, for illustrated catalogue.

ECONOMIC ELECTRIC CO.,
64, London Road, Twickenham.

PATENTED
WORM DRIVE

CLIP
Absolutely leakproof
joints on Air, Water,
and Oil lines, are
swiftly and easily made
by using"lubilee"Worm
Drive Clips. They stand
up to any pressure.

* .ce for THE MED'
CIJP IN THE

WON.L.D.

L.R 0131NSONSCO.Lcsi.vs,ow LTD..
k..11

COPPER WIRE AND INSULATION
MATERIALS, etc. Most gauges in stock.
Leathoid, Fibre, Mica, Varnish, etc.
Also many other Radio, Electrical and
Mechanical bargains at attractive prices.
ELECTRIC MOTORS FOR SALE ALL AT
BARGAIN PRICES. Send S.A.E. for List.

L. C. Northall, 16, Holly Road,
Quinton, Birmingham. 32.

Tel.: Woo 3166.
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One of the following Courses taken at home in your.
spare time can definitely be the means of securing
substantial promotion in your present calling, or entry
into a more congenial career with better prospects.

ENGINEERING, AERO, ETC.
Plastic - Radio -Aero Engines-Aircraft Design -
Wekling-Aerodynamics-Electrical Engineering-
Television-Electric Wiring-D i e s e l Engineering
-Generation and Supply-Works Management-
Metallurgy-Refrigeration-Planning. Estimating.
Rate-fixing-Time and Motion Study-Acro Inspec-
tion-Automobile Engineering-Sheet-metal Work-
Engineering Draughtsmanship-Aero Draughtsman-
ship-Jig and Tool Draughtsmanship-Press Tool and
Die Draughtsmanship-Structural or RIF Concrete
Draughtsmanship-Sanitary Engineering.

GENERAL

Matriculation-College of Preceptors-A.C.C.S.-
A.C.I.S.-Aircraft Apprentice.

MUNICIPAL SERVICE
School Attendance Officer-Handicraft Teacher-
Registrar-H ousing Manager-Sanitary Inspector-
Weights and Measures Inspector-Inst. of Mun.
Engineers-A.R.I.C.S.-L.A.B.S.S.

THE BUILDING BOOM-
SECURE YOUR SHARE!

The Free Guide also gives particulars of our
extensive range of modern Building and Structural
Courses, Building Draughtsmanship, ctc. The
great post-war Building programme offers un-
limited prospects to technically train.:d men.

BECOME A DRAUGHTSMAN
QUALIFY AT HOME
AND EARN BIG MONEY

Men and Youths urgently wanted for well paid
positions as Draughtsmen, Inspectors, etc., in
Aero, Jig and Tool, Press Tool, Electrical,
Mechanical and other Branches of Engineering.
Practical experience is unnecessary for those
who are willing to learn-our Guaranteed

"Home Study" courses
will get you in. Those
already engaged in the
General Drawing Office
should study some
specialised Branch such
as Jig and Tool or Press
Tool Work and so con-
siderably increase their
scope and earning
capacity.

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(Dept. 29)

148, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.I

OVER SIXTY YEARS OF
CONTINUOUS SUCCESS

SOUTH AFRICAN BRANCH : E.C.S.A. P.O. BOX 8417 JOHANNESBURG.

" PRACTICAL ENGINEERING " said-
We recommend all readers interested in ithproving their position

to apply for a copy of this valuable book. " Success in
Engineering" is not a  pamphlet. It is a 132 -page book,
containing valuable .and vital information on all branches of
enginering. . . . There are' many engaged in engineering ,who
owe their success to The National Institute of Engineering.
The FREE GUIDE explains

Openings, prospects, salaries, etc., in . Draughts-
manship, Inspection, and opportunities in all other
branches of Engineering and Building.

' How to obtain money -malting technical qualifications
through special RAPID FULLY -GUARANTEED
COURSES.,

Write now for your
copy of this remarkable
publication.

A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.Brit.l.R.E., A.M.I.E.E.,
A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.Struct.E.,

M.R.San.I.,
- A.F.R.Ae.S.,

London B.Sc.,' Degrees.

Fully guaranteed postal coursesfor
all the above and , many', other

; examinations. Fully described in
the Free Guide.

THE ACID TEST OF TUTORIAL EFFICIENCY
SUCCESS-OR NO FEE

We definitely guarantee that if you fail to pass the examination for
which you are- preparing under our guidance, or if you are not
satisfied in every way with our tutorial service-then your Tuition
Fee will be returned in full and without question. This is surely
the acid test of tutorial efficiency.

If you have ambition you must investigate the Tutorial -
and Employment services we are able to offer: Founded
in 1885, our success record is unapproachable.

Why not fill in and post the attached Coupon NOW for further
details and Free Authoritative Guide to openings in Engineering
and Building? This book contains a mine of valuable and 'exclusive
information and may well prove 'to be!the turning point in your
career.

PROMPT TUTORIAL SERVICE GUARANTEED

FOUNDED 1885 --FOREMOST TODAY OVER 100,000 SUCCESSES

FREE COUPON I

...** To NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING
(Dept. 29), 148, Holborn, London, E.C.1.

'Please Forward your Free Guide to
NAME
ADDRESS

My general interest is in : (t) ENGINEERING (Place a cross against(a) AFRO (3) RADIO (4)  BUILDING the branches in which
you are interested,)MUNICIPAL WORK ereste)

The subject or examination in which I am especially interested is

To be filled in where you already have a special preference.
(rd. stamp only required if unsealed envelope used.)

41101.


